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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

Marshal Ivan Konev proudly wrote his daily situation report, bound ultimately for
the high command and the eyes of the supreme commander: "Today. May 2, 1945, after 9
days of street fighting, the troops of the Front completely occupied the south-western and
central districts of Berlin."^ By the end of the day. the forces of Konev" s First Ukrainian
Front and Marshal Georgi Zhukov's First Byelomssian Front jointly occupied the whole
of the Third Reich's capital. Indeed, the Red Army had come a long way since June
1941, when Hitler's legions descended upon the Soviet heartland, smashing the poorly
led masses of peasants and proletarians by the hundreds of thousands. Though the Soviet
Union could claim several of the world's greatest interwar military theorists, strategists
and tactical commanders, virtually all of them fell victim to Stalin's vicious purges. The
1939-40 war against Finland hinted at the massive damage caused by the military purge,
but only minor reforms came as an immediate result. It would take the nation-threatening
invasion of the German Army to spark a comprehensive, lengthy and bitter releaming
process that would finally produce acceptable resuhs in the summer of 1943 at the Battle
of Kursk. A combination of experience, numerical superiority and the theories of dead
men resuhed in victory at Kursk and made Konev's subsequent May 1945 report
possible.

'ivan S. Konev, Year of Victory (Moscow: Progress Publishers, 1969), 192.

The Red Army was an organization of rather humble origins. Bom out of the
ashes of dismal World War I Imperial Russia, the Red Army's father, Leon Trotsky, was
not even a soldier. In his autobiography Trotsky wrote: "Was I prepared to do militar>'
work? Of course not, I had not even had the benefit of service in the Tsar's army,, .1 did
not think of myself as in any sense a strategist, and had Uttle patience with the sort of
strategist-dilettantism that flooded the party as a result of the revolution."^ Despite his
lack of knowledge in the realm of military science (the study of war in broadest context),
Trotsky possessed several positive qualities that endeared him to Lenin. Loyalty and
dedication to the communist ideal lay at the fore, with diligence and personal charisma
closely following.^ Trotsky, who had to work within the confmes of a disorganized,
multi-layered system containing few clearly delmeated boundaries of authority, quickly
set to work creating an army modeled not on Marxist doctrine but on traditional
bourgeois organizations. Though an ideologue, he realized that in times of crisis
pragmatism outweighed the need for political correctness. Therefore, his army included
an officer corps and a conventional scale of ranks. More controversial however was
Trotsky's willingness to commission former Tsarist officers. Though several party
members objected to this measure it without question filled a critical void in the army's

•^As quoted in Dmitri Volkogonov, Trotsky: The Eternal Revolutionary (New
York: Free Press, 1996), 126-7.
^Ibid. Volkogonov writes: "Lenin made the correct choice in appointing Trotsky.
What he lacked in military knowledge and technique, he made up for in his broad
political approach to questions of defense and military organization, as well as in his
astonishing energy and ability to inspire people."

makeup."^ But even with the help of the Tsar's captains the Red Army could not claun
discipline or organization as definitive traits. It could, however, boast of its colossal size.
At its Civil War peak Trotsky's army numbered in the millions, finally winning out over
the smaller, more effective White forces. Thus, working from very little Trotsky
succeeded in securing the future of the world's first proletarian dictatorship.
Even though the Red Army came out of the Civil War victorious, further
agonizing trials still lay in store. The first challenge, ironically issued by Trotsky, was
quite fundamental: should the Red Army remain in existence? Professional standing
armies were never mtended to be a part of the communist state that Marx and Engels
envisioned, and both the Ninth Party Conference and the Eighth Congress of Soviets
concluded that the defense of the nation should fall upon the shoulders of a citizen's
militia. However, the army won a reprieve. Only a modem, primarily urban
industrialized nation with a vast railway network could support an effective militia.
Russia was just the opposite: backwards, agrarian and lacking an infrastructure capable of
moving or supplying the improvised army of proletarian amateurs against potential
European aggressors.^ The army's place in Soviet society seemed secure for the moment,
but problems originating from within its own ranks soon began to materialize.
After the Civil War, de-mobilization posed a serious threat to the government.
What would happen to the millions of idle soldiers? Time after time the standing army

"^Roger R. Reese, The Soviet Military Experience: A History of the Soviet Army.
1917-1991 (London: Routledge, 2000), 9-12.
^Mark von Hagen, Soldiers in the Proletarian Dictatorship: The Red Army and the
Soviet Socialist State. 1917-1930 (London: Cornell University Press, 1990), 132-7.

was gradually reduced in number while the political leadership constantly reshuffled the
men it retained. This had a demoralizing effect on the troops, while the officers, lacking
any effective methods of punishment, struggled simply to maintain order.^
Unfortunately, it was a battle the officers would all too often lose. Insubordination
continued to run almost unabated through the Red Army m the 1920s and 1930s in spite
of several attempts to curb it.
Though the interwar Red Army certainly suffered from serious problems, it made
tremendous substantive gains under leaders such as Mikhail V. Frunze and Aleksandr A.
Svechin. These two men came from very different backgrounds, Frunze joined the
communist party in 1904 and militantly dedicated himself to the cause. His efforts won
him two death sentences among other punishments. Svechin, on the other hand, came
from the Tsar's pohshed officer corps, but hurriedly joined the ascending commimist
army. Without delay, he set to work formulating military concepts suited for the Red
Army. In 1918, Svechin first used the term "military doctrine" in a journal article,
Frunze took Svechin's essential concept and expanded it, emulating Lenin by
intertwining armed conflict with communism.^ Together, Frunze and Svechin formed the
theoretical basis upon which a second generation of Soviet military geniuses, led by
Mikhail Tukhachevsky, would develop advanced operational concepts that emphasized

^Ibid., 175-80.
^Harriet Fast Scott and William F, Scott, Soviet Military Doctrine: Continuity.
Formulation, and Dissemination (Boulder, CO: Westview, 1988), 5-8. Also see
Condoleezza Rice's excellent essay, "The Making of Soviet Strategy," in Peter Paret, ed..
Makers of Modem Strategy: From Machiavelli to tiie Nuclear Age (New Jersey:
Princeton University Press, 1986) for a comprehensive overview.

mobility, force concentration and the exploitation of Soviet numerical superiority. At the
fore of these ideas lay the deep operation: a violent attack into the enemy's strategic
depth usmg concentrated artillery, tank armies and ground-attack aircraft.
Of course, the Soviet Union was not the only nation that possessed innovative
military thinkers in the interwar years. Germany, Great Britain and the United States also
had great military minds, though they were not always valued or encouraged. One of the
better examples of an ungrateful military establishment was the interwar United States
Army. Though the US had developed into an industrial giant by the end of World War I,
her army sank into an abysmal state which, as historian Jonathan House notes, channeled
more funds toward the preservation of Great War ammunition than it did to the
production of modem weapons systems.^ The army enjoyed little financial backing from
a tightfisted Congress, especially after the onset of the Depression, and military theorists
in tum suffered from a lack of both resources and senior patronage. Immediately after
World War I, men such as George S. Patton, Jr. and Dvsdght D. Eisenhower formulated
advanced strategies for the employment of the battlefield's latest weapon, the tank.
However, with the aboUtion of the tank corps in 1920 their hopes for the tank quickly
faded. Eisenhower loudly objected to the measure, but received the chief of infantry's
censure rather than support: "I was told that my ideas were not only wrong but dangerous
and that henceforth I would keep them to myself Particularly, I was not to publish
anything incompatible with solid infantry doctrine. If I did, I would be hauled before a

^Jonathan M. House, Combined Arms Warfare in the Twentieth Century
(Lawrence: University Press of Kansas, 2001), 65.

court-martial."^ It would take the fall of France m 1940 to resurrect the armored corps,
which had been relegated to the task of infantry support for the previous 20 years. Yet,
from the moment of its revival the corps would be held back by the antiquated cavahy
concepts of its first chief. General Adna R, Chaffee,'^ Thus, the great reservoir of talent
the US Army had at its disposal in the interwar period went untapped.
The British Army, much like the US Army, fell prey to politics between the wars.
World War I was a very costly affair for Britain, both m terms of money and bloodshed.
The war had a lingering effect on the British people, whose leaders preached a gospel of
small military establishments and peace at all costs.'' The army also ran into problems
regarding its poor performance in World War I. Leaders ignored the pitiable fashion in
which the British Army was handled in the field. Only in 1932 was a committee charged
with examining war experience. But when the committee completed its highly critical
report, the war office diluted its negative findings and all but rewrote the report for
consumption by the officer corps.'^ There were mavericks in the British Army however,
including J.F.C. Fuller and his famous follower B.H. Liddell Hart, who called for change.
^Dwight D. Eisenhower, At Ease: Stories I Tell to Friends (Garden City. NY:
Doubleday, 1967), 173,
'^Harold R, Winton and David R. Mets, eds.. The Challenge of Change: Military
Institutions and New Realities, 1918-1941 (Lincohi: University of Nebraska Press, 2000),
191. This information comes from David E. Johnson's essay, "From Frontier
Constabulary to Modem Army: The U.S. Army Between the World Wars."
"Williamson Murray and Allan R. Millett, eds.. Military Innovation in the
Interwar Period (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1996), 9-12. This information
comes from Williamson Murray's essay, "Armored Warfare: The British, French, and
German Experiences,"
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Ibid,, 20-21.

Fuller advocated the use of modestly sized, lavishly equipped tank armies, trumpeting the
obsolescence of infantry as the army's main strikmg force. His ideas were certainly
unconventional, and succeeded in catching the eye of another armor enthusiast:
Tukhachevsky. Only recently have miUtary historians started to critically explore the
possible influence Fuller's ideas may have had on the Red Army's preeminent
iimovator.

Although Fuller's theories might have stimulated thought in the Soviet

Union, they had no impact in Britain, Fuller and Liddell Hart unceasingly harassed the
army's ossified leadership and in doing so alienated themselves from the officer corps.
Even the stunning German victories against Poland and France did not bring fresh
concepts to the fore, and this deficiency beset the British Army throughout the war.'"^
In Germany, the army had already begun circumnavigating the restrictive
Versailles Treaty long before Hitler came to power. The 100,000-man army of the
Weimar Republic, the Reichswehr, was secretly being groomed as the foundation for a
grand army in the traditional sense under the leadership of General Hans von Seeckt. He
encouraged advanced thought particularly within the reakn of mobile warfare, which he
personally knew little about.'^ The Reichswehr produced a multitude of skilled officers,
thus enabling Hitler's rapid expansion of the armed forces upon the assumption of power.
'^See Alaric Searle's article, "J.F.C. Fuller, Tukhachevsky and the Red Army,
1923-1941: The Question of the Reception of Fuller's Military Writings in the Soviet
Union," Journal of Slavic Military Studies, vol. 9, no. 4 (December 1996), for a
fascmating analysis.
''^Murray and Millett, eds.. Military Innovation, 24-5. This information comes
from Murray's essay.
'^ James S. Corum, The Roots of Blitzkrieg: Hans von Seeckt and German
Military Reform (Lawrence: University Press of Kansas, 1992), 132-4.

Unlike the US and British Armies, the German Army flourished in virtually every aspect
under the Nazi dictatorship. Several prominent officers produced sophisticated tactical
treatises, such as Erwin Rommel's classic Infantry Attacks. Wilhehn von Leeb's Defense
and, most importantly, Heinz Guderian's 1937 work Achtung-Panzer!: The Development
of Armoured Forces. Their Tactics and Operational Potential. ^^ In addition to his own
original ideas, Guderian's book drew on earher German concepts and the works of
foreign strategists. Achtung-Panzer! became the German Army's instmction manual for
waging armored warfare. The strategies and tactics that Guderian and other German
officers developed through the 1930s would give the Germans an important advantage in
the coming war, helping them to compensate for the nation's lack of raw materials and
manpower. In the interwar years, only Germany would rise to challenge the Soviet
Union for theoretical supremacy.
In the mid to late 1930s, as German strategists coalesced their theories to form the
standard blitzkrieg concept, Soviet strategists continued to subtly refine their operational
ideas. By 1937, the year Stalin extended his internal purges to include the army. Soviet
strategists had already produced an advanced offensive doctrine comparable and perhaps
superior to blitzkrieg. Fortunately, this doctrine, unlike its creators, would survive the
purge, although the flailing Red Army would temporarily abandon its precepts. But why
would Stalin execute the men who had formulated it? After all, most of them had loyally

'^Erwin Rommel, Infantry Attacks (Toronto: Stoddart, 1990), Wilhelm von Leeb,
Defense (Harrisburg, PA: Military Service Publishing Company, 1943) and Heinz
Guderian, Achtung Panzer!: The Development of Armoured Forces, Their Tactics and
Operational Potential (London: Arms and Armour, 1992). Each of these works was
originally published before the outbreak of World War II.
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served m the Red Army smce its birth. The dictator's motives can be traced back to the
period of revolution. Stalin, who served in the field as a commissar during the Civil War.
ignored Trotsky's orders on a regular basis. This independent, rather insubordinate
behavioral pattem carried over into the war against Poland, where Stalin refused to
support Tukhachevsky's fateful assault on Warsaw, Tukhachevsky, who enjoyed most of
the army leadership's support, blamed Stalin for the humiliating defeat. The feud that
ensued lasted for years, and only gradually decreased in mtensity with tune.
There were also several more immediately threatening factors that influenced
Stalin's decision to carryout the purge.'^ After Stalin illegitimately seized power he
became increasingly paranoid, and in his mind the army leaders, perhaps working in
conjunction with Nazi Germany, posed a potentially serious threat to his lock on power.
Most historians agree that a plot never existed; there is certainly no evidence indicating
the presence of one.'^ However, the army's power was real enough to Stalin, thus he
eliminated those leaders he could not completely tmst. Tukhachevsky, the architect of
Soviet offensive doctrine, published one of his most important articles in May 1937
entitled, "What is New m the Development of Red Army Tactics."'^ He fell victim to the
purges just weeks later. In murdering Tukhachevsky and his colleagues, Stalin exposed
himself to the true threat: the German Army.
'^Robert Conquest, The Great Terror: A Reassessment (Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 1990), 184-5.
'^Ibid., 186-8.
'^A translation of the entire article appears in Harriet Fast Scott and William F.
Scott, eds.. The Soviet Art of War: Doctrine. Stt-ategv, and Tactics (Boulder, CO:
Westview Press, 1982).

Until recently, the unprovoked, aggressive nature of Hitler's June 1941 attack on
the Soviet Union went unquestioned. However, this view is now challenged by a very
prestigious group of historians, including the Germans Paul Carell and Heinz
Magenheimer and the Russians Viktor Suvorov (the hypothesis' originator) and B.V.
Sokolov.

Sokolov summarizes the views of this school: "a Soviet attack against

Germany was planned for 6 July 1941, an attack which had no connection with the
German plan, 'Barbarossa'." He goes on to state: "Stalin had at first intended to attack
Hitler in Summer 1940, but...this plan was thwarted by the rapid collapse of France, just
as in Summer 1941 a similar plan was thwarted by the German invasion."'' The
Germans too make very bold statements to this effect. Paul Carell argues:
The Secret documents of the Soviet High Command which are now
available do...substantiate something which is historically significant.
Namely this: the long-accepted view of the German-Soviet war, that on
June 22, 1941 a peace-loving Soviet Union, organized only for defense,
was attacked without cause by Germany, can no longer be supported. In
1941 Stalm and his high command had completed preparations for an
offensive against Germany, but Hitler beat them to it.^^

^^This view has another prominent supporter. Chief of the German General Staff
(1939-1942) Franz Haider, who wrote in 1949: "[Hitler] had a firm and not unfounded
conviction that Russia was arming for an attack on Germany. To-day we know from
good sources that he was right." See Franz Haider, Hitler As War Lord (London:
Putnam, 1950), 39.
Sokolov, "Did Stalin Intend to Attack Hitler?," Journal of Slavic Military
Studies, vol. 11, no. 2 (June 1998), 113. The article actually comes with a disclaimer
from the journal's editors: "While the German 22 June attack rendered Stalin's plan
superfluous and many (including the Editors of this journal) question Suvorov's and
Sokolov's conclusions, the notoriety of this view requires that it be advanced, discussed,
and accepted or rejected on its own merits."
^'B.V.

^^Paul Carell, Scorched Earth: The Russo-German War, 1943-1944 (Atglen, PA:
Schiffer, 1994), 5. Fellow German Heinz Magenheimer includes a detailed discussion of
10

Admittedly, there is an abundance of circumstantial evidence supporting this view, but
thus far no historian of this school has been able to prove the basic hypothesis. Powerful
rebuttals have come from John Erickson, David M, Glantz and, most forcefiilly, from
Gabriel Gorodetsky, who refers to Suvorov's claims in particular as "preposterous and
unsubstantiated."

Gorodetsky is correct if not eloquent, and although Suvorov's

arguments make for interesting reading they collapse under the weight of critical analysis
and historical facts. There is no evidence mdicating that the Red Army had anything
beyond a contmgency plan in 1941. The army's awkward deployment betrays both a
system lackmg in defensive strategies and a dictator feverishly working to fortify
hundreds of miles of new frontier.
When the Germans attacked the Soviet Union, the Red Army was not prepared to
undertake either large-scale offensive or defensive operations. This was not due to a
shortage of men, inferior weapons or a lack of good intelligence. Rather, the Red Army's
inability to halt the Germans resulted from the loss of its most effective commanders in
the purge and, in turn, the inadvertent abandonment of interwar mnovations m military
doctrine. On 22 June 1941, m addition to being inexperienced, "The Russian combat
leadership," as German General Fritz Bayerlein described it, 'Vas to a defmite degree

the matter m Hitler's War: Germany's Key Strategic Decisions, 1940-1945 (London:
Arms and Armour, 1998), 75-86.
^^Gabriel Gorodetsky, Grand Delusion: Stalin and the German Invasion of Russia
(New Haven: Yale University Press, 1999), ix.
11

inflexible; the ability to react quickly was lacking."^^ This was certainly the case
initially, but over the next few years this would change. As another German, Field
Marshal Gerd von Rundstedt, stated regarding the Red Army's leaders: "None were any
good in 1941 ...But m later years there is no doubt of the improvement in their
generalship."

This improvement, more so than numerical superiority and German

mistakes, is the real reason that the Red Army eventually triumphed in the war.
This thesis traces the gradual releaming process that the upper-echelon Soviet
leaders underwent between the summer of 1941 and the summer of 1943. To form a
foundation for this exploration. Chapter IItt-acesthe development of Soviet military
science in the interwar years and the rise of its greatest theorist. Marshal Mikhail
Tukhachevsky. The chapter also discusses the military purge, demonstrating the scale of
the damage it caused by analyzing the Red Army's lack-luster performance against little
Finland. Chapter III sets a pattern that will be followed in the concluding chapters by
looking at military operations (in Chapter Ill's case Operation Barbarossa) from both
sides, considering the pivotal decisions made by Hitler, Stalin and their respective high
commands. This examination will expose the faults in German planning as well as the
Red Army's extreme deficiencies. As Chapter III shows Soviet strategic proficiency at it
lowest point. Chapter IV shows that by the time the Battle of Stalingrad was fought the
Red Army had improved very little. The chapter puts the Stalingrad battle in its proper

^"^Fritz Bayerlein, "With the Panzers in Russia," Marine Corps Gazette, vol, 38,
no. 12 (December 1954), 65.
^^As quoted in B.H. Liddell Hart, The German Generals Talk (New York:
William Morrow, 1948), 222.
12

context, examinmg not only the disastrous 1942 battle at Kharkov that preceded it, but
the disastrous 1943 battle of Kharkov that followed. Having survived the initial invasion,
two slaughters at Kharkov and coming away from Stahngrad with, at best, a
disproportionately expensive strategic victory, the Red Army fmally took its painful
lessons to heart in preparmg for and fighting the Battle of Kursk, Chapter V chronicles
this decisive battle where Soviet military art (the method in which war is waged) was
reborn and the tide of the war reversed. At Kursk, the Red Army successfully carried out
several offensive operations based on Tukhachevsky's deep operation principles. The
victory gained through the employment of his strategies represented the cuhnination of a
difficult releaming process, thus paving the one-way road to Berlin.

13

CHAPTER II
RED PHOENIX FALLEN

Arguably, the Soviet Union led the inter-war world in advanced strategic concepts
through the mid-1930s. Years before Hitler's blitzkrieg revolutionized warfare in
practice, the Soviet deep operation had already been perfected on paper. Perhaps
Marshal Kliment Voroshilov was correct in asserting: "It can be stated without
exaggeration that in those years no other army in the world possessed a so thoroughly and
comprehensively elaborated military theory as the Red Army."' The Red Army, a
phoenix raised out of the ashes of revolution, could certainly take pride in its prodigious
growth and development. But because of Stalin's military purge and the near defeat in
1941 that resulted, Soviet offensive theories would remain dormant until late 1942, when
they could finally be put into practice on a large scale. The success the Red Army
achieved in battles such as Stalingrad and especially Kursk were not simply the resuU of
numerical superiority and German mistakes, but also of years spent refming operational
concepts, which the lessons of the Russo-Finnish War began to bring back to the fore.
From the beginning of the regune, the Soviets developed a complex hierarchy for
major strategic concepts. The main feature of Soviet military theory was military art,
which S.P Ivanov and A.I. Evseyev defined as: "the theory and practice of preparing for
and conducting military operations."^ Military art had three levels: military strategy.

'Kliment Voroshilov, The Soviet Army (Moscow: Progress Publishers, 1971), 94.
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operational art, and tactics. Military strategy was tiie most crucial component, and
basically identified the factors that dictated the planning of campaigns; politics,
economics, technology, geography, etc; and developed plans to suit those particular
conditions. In contrast to military strategy lay tactics, the most local component of
military art, which focused on solving problems involved in actual battles. Between the
two fell operational art. First defined in the 1920s,'^ operational art essentially combined
strategy and tactics:
Proceeding from the demands of strategy, operational art determines the
methods of preparing and conduct mg operations for the achievement of
strategic goals and serves as the point of departure for tactics, which
organizes the preparation and conduct of the combined arms battle in
accordance with the operation's goals and tasks.^
Thus, a solid basis of theoretical concepts had been established by 1930. Upon this firm
foundation, Soviet military thinkers devised the single idea that would reap victory years
later: the deep operation.

^Harold S. Orenstein, tr.. The Evolution of Soviet Operational Art, 1927-1991.
The Documentary Basis: Volume I, Operational Art, 1927-1964, vol. I, Operational Art,
1927-1964 (London: Frank Cass, 1995), xvi. Orenstein takes this defmition from volume
II of the 1976 work Voyennove iskusstvo.
^V.D. Sokolovskii, ed., Soviet Military Strategy (London: Prentice-Hall, 1963),
91.
''Orenstein, The Evolution, xvii and xvi.
^Richard W. Harrison, The Russian Way of War: Operational Art, 1904-1940
(Lawrence: University Press of Kansas, 2001), 2. This defmition is taken from the 1958
work, Kratkii Slovar' Operatino-Takticheskikh i Obshchevoenykh Slov. Harrison bases
his entire work on this excellent defmition. The present work will follow suit. See A.A.
Svechin's article "Strategy and Operational Art" for a detailed analysis in Orenstein, The
Evolution. 5-32.
15

Conceived in the mid-1920s, deep battle emerged as a viable strategic concept in
1929. The deep operation of 1936, which developed out of the theory of deep battle,
adopted a combmed arms approach to warfare calling for land forces, assisted b\ a
tactical air force, to rapidly pierce the front and overrun the enemy's rear area.^ In
practice, deep operations created as much confusion as they did destmction. Operation
Bagration, 1944, illustrated just how devastating deep operations could be when
employed at the multiple front level. Army Group Center, the German anchor in the east
throughout the Russo-German War, met almost complete destmction in only twelve days,
losing 25 divisions. However, the road to success was a long and, at tunes, painful one.
Fortunately, the Red Army had several skilled leaders to guide it into the combined arms
era of exploitative warfare. Perhaps the most important figure m the pre-war Soviet
military, as well as the most tragic, was Marshal Mikhail Tukhachevsky, the Red Army's
Chief of Staff.
In many ways. Marshal Tukhachevsky serves as a microcosm for the Red Army
itself from the period of revolution through 1937. Both enjoyed meteoric rises basically
from obhvion. Both developed into mature, capable entities over a relatively brief period
of time. Also, though both suffered defeats they each rebounded and made the most of
their experiences. However, in one devastating stroke from Stalin they both lost their
^David M. Glantz, The Soviet Conduct of Tactical Maneuver: Spearhead of the
Offensive (London: Frank Cass, 1991), 76.
Williamson Murray and Allan R. Millett, A War To Be Won: Fighting the
Second World War (Cambridge: Belknap/Harvard, 2000), 448. Operation Bagration was
named after the legendary Napoleonic era general. Prince Petr Ivanovitch Bagration. For
a brief extract of his exploits see John Keegan and Andrew Wheatcroft, Who's Who in
Military History: From 1453 to the Present Day (London: Routledge. 1996).
16

heads. Fortunately for the Soviet Union, Tukhachevsky's legacy was permanent, if not
tenqjorarily and severely shaken by the military purge. Tukhachevsky had been a major
player m the Red Army's development from day one. Though he spent most of World
War I in a German prison camp, after escapmg he voluntarily jomed the revolutionary
Q

army.

In 1918 Leon Trotsky appointed Tukhachevsky, 25 years old at the time,

commander of the 1st Army. He performed well against his White Army opponents,^ but
in 1920 against the Poles Tukhachevsky suffered an abysmal defeat that would haunt him
for the rest of his life.
In the summer of 1920, the PoHsh Army mvaded the Soviet Union hoping to
reestablish her pre-1772 eastem border. However, the Red Army quickly countered, and
by late July succeeded in laimching an invasion of Poland, The campaign, though
initially successful, came to an abrupt, disastrous halt at the gates of Warsaw. According
to the assessment of one contemporary, Tukhachevsky made the logical decision to press
his attack into Poland, pursuing what he perceived to be a defeated enemy. But he
overran his supply and communication Imes, thus shortening those of the Poles, and
failed to concentrate his forces; an interesting parallel to the German campaign of fall
1941.'^ On 10 August, Tukhachevsky issued his directive for the capture of Warsaw.
^Lennart Samuelson, "Mikhail Tukhachevsky and War Economic Planning:
Reconsiderations on the Pre-war Soviet Military Build-Up," Journal of Slavic Military
Studies, vol, 9, no, 4 (December 1996), 805,
Valcohn Mackintosh, Juggernaut: The Russian Forces. 1918-1966 (New York:
Macmillan,1967),21,
'^B,H, Liddell Hart, ed.. The Red Army (New York: Harcourt, Brace, 1956), 51.
This particular assessment belongs to General of the Army Maxime Weygand, supreme
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After a long series of delays and a considerable amount of confiision. the attack was
launched. Within a few days it floundered. The Soviet front, fragmented and at key
points critically weakened, suffered defeat piecemeal."
The fallout of this debacle lasted for years, dividing the Soviet command
structure, still in its infancy, from the very beginning. Tukhachevsky incurred a
substantial proportion of the blame. However, he shifted fauh to an influential political
commissar, Joseph Stalin, Stalin did not support Tukhachevsky's plan for the Warsaw
operation. As a result, the fiiture dictator witiiheld potentially pivotal (at least in
Tukhachevsky's estimation) reinforcements from tiie attack. Boris Shaposhnikov, a onetime member of Imperial Russia's General Staff and a man who would wield power and
influence in the Red Army into the Second World War, also felt Tukhachevsky was to
blame. He believed that the ignominious defeat in Poland came as a direct result of
Tukhachevsky's failure to secure his logistical lifeline.'^ But Tukhachevsky had his
defenders. Included amongst them was Nikita Khrushchev, who wrote decades later in
his memoir: "in the opinion of experts, those failures had occurred only because
Tukhachevsky hadn't been placed high enough in the command...the fact remains that

commander of French armies in World War II. Additional reasons he offers for the Red
Army's defeat are a lack of Soviet "discipline of the spirit" and the strong spirit of
nationalism among the Poles.
"John Erickson, The Soviet High Command: A Military-Political History, 19181941. 3'" ed. (London: Frank Cass, 2001), 95-8.
'^Samuelson, "Mikhail Tukhachevsky," 805. One should not ignore the fact that
the PoHsh Army, competently led and highly motivated, fought tenaciously for their
independence. The Polish defense was probably as great a culprit in the Soviet defeat as
the Red Army's leadership.
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Lenin entrusted [him] with many critical operations on which the life or death of the
1 "X

country depended."

The responsibility for defeat probably lay among several

individuals, but Tukhachevsky was certainly responsible for a portion of it. Yet. his
talent as a military scientist could not be ignored, though his abilities as a front
commander had come into question.
Though Tukhachevsky had fallen short at Warsaw, he succeeded in several other
lesser engagements during his early career. The most notable (and infamous) came at
Kronstadt m March 1921, where Tukhachevsky's forces decimated the rebelling sailors
stationed there. Unfortunately for the young general, the operation proved no simple
task. His first attack, a frontal assault, came under heavy machine gun fire and was
repelled. Red soldiers had to be forced at gunpoint into the fire of the apoplectic sailors,
once referred to as "the ornament of the Revolution" for their defense of Petrograd in
1917.'"* Ten days after the fu-st attack Tukhachevsky formulated a more complex plan: an
artillery barrage would precede the advance of a concentrated, heavily armed force of
Red Army and Cheka troops. The bloody assauh eventually ended in victory over the
Kronstadt garrison, although Tukhachevsky's force suffered 40 percent casuahies
(20,000).'^ The garrison incurred a mere 600 killed, and most of the defenders escaped to
13Nikita

Khrushchev, Khrushchev Remembers (Boston: Little, Brown, 1970), 85-

"'Erickson, The Soviet High Command, 110. For a description of the sailors'
actions within the greater context of the Revolution, see W. Bruce Lincohi. Passage
Through Armageddon: The Russians In War & Revolution. 1914-1918 (New York:
Simon and Schuster, 1986), parts four ("1917") and five ("1918").
'^Erickson. The Soviet High Command, 122.
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Finland.'^ Regardless of the figures, the Kronstadt victory provided Tukhachevsky* s
career with a needed boost. Not only an important political success, the triumph on
Kronstadt effectively ended the Civil War in European RussiaAfter the dual struggles of revolution and civil war. the Red Army settled into a
period of operational refinement with Tukhachevsky at the fore. The Civil War and the
war vdth Poland each provided the Red army with mvaluable experiences to build upon.
While Tukhachevsky never acknowledged any personal culpability for the humiliating
defeat at Warsaw in 1920, he did draw important conclusions from the disaster. Based
partially upon this failure, Tukhachevsky conceived his initial notion of the deep
operation, stating: "the impossibility on a modem wide front of destroying the enemy
army by one blow forces the achievement of that aim by a series of successive
1 'T

operations."

Over the mid-1920s Tukhachevsky refmed his ideas, writing extensively

on operational art. In his 1926 work, Voina. he developed his basic conclusions from the
Pohsh War at length. The work remained considerably vague, but represented a major
step forward in the evolution of Soviet military thought. The next year, A.A. Svechin
expounded on Tukhachevsky's ideas and carried them to the next level. Svechin clearly
defined many basic operational art principles in his book Strategiia, and concluded:

'^Brian Moynahan, Claws of the Bear: The History of the Red Army From the
Revolution to the Present (Boston: Houghton Mifflin/Marc Jaffe, 1989), 49.
'''David M. Glantz, Soviet Military Operational Art: In Pursuit of Deep Battle
(London: Frank Cass, 1991), 21.
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"tactics makes the steps from which operational leaps are assembled; strategy points out
the path."

As a tenet of mihtary science, operational art was bom.

As strategic concepts expanded, so too did the army itself Tukhachevsky
advocated the creation and mamtenance of a large, mechanized military establishment.
Perhaps overzealous m his demands for expansion, he received firm rebukes from several
of his superiors including Voroshilov, Shaposhnikov and Stalin, the latter of which said
of his plan: "[Its] realization... would probably min the economy of our country, as well as
the army."'^ Undaimted, Tukhachevsky persisted, personally appealing to Stalin on
numerous occasions. At last, in early 1931, his pleas were apparently answered.
Incredibly, Stalin not only offered an apology to Tukhachevsky for his criticism of the
proposal but shortly thereafter also promoted him to the post of chief of armaments for
the Red Army.

Tukhachevsky's efforts culminated in the Second Five Year Plan,

which placed emphasis on expanding industry and raikoads while increasing arms
(especially aircraft) production.
Tukhachevsky also reorganized the various military schools and revolutionized
the teaching of strategy. Along with his duties as Red Army Chief of Staff in the mid1920s, he also became the Main Director for Stt^tegy in the military school system. He

'^Ibid, 22-23.
'^Samuelson, "Mikhail Tukhachevsky," 827. Samuelson takes this quote from the
1993 compilation, Voennve arkhiw Rossii.
^^Sally W. Stoecker, Forging Stalin's Army: Marshal Tukhachevsky and the
Politics of Military Innovation (Boulder, CO: Westview Press, 1998), 44-45. See also
Samuelson, "Mikhail Tukhachevsky," for a more detailed analysis that includes the text
of Stalin's letter.
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made an unmediate impact, redesigning the curricula to match advances in military
science. As the concepts of strategy and operational art were divided in theory, so too
were they divided in sUidy. Under the patronage of Tukhachevsky, operational art
developed into an independent academic discipline. The Soviet Union's primary
institution for military studies, the Red Army Military Academy, split along the same
Imes by forming two primary departments: The Department for the Study of War and The
Department for the Conduct of Operations. These two departments instilled both a
comprehensive understanding of basic strategy, greatly based on history, and a refined
knowledge of the burgeoning theories for achieving strategic aims.^' Of course, other
important figures shared credit alongside Tukhachevsky for reforming the Red Army. In
the winter of 1924-25, the General Staff Academy's name changed to honor of one of
those pivotal personalities: War Commissar Mikhail Fmnze.
Frunze, a pragmatic official dedicated to the complete fortification of the Soviet
Union, made several contributions to the improvement of the army. Marshal Voroshilov
said of him: "[he] had boundless faith in the people's creative abilities and dreamed of
seeing the Soviet Union become the world's greatest and most powerful nation,"'^^ Of his
many accomplishments, the streamlinmg and standardization of basic strategic concepts
for the Red Army as whole was surely the most imperative. He served as liaison between
Lenin's general military-political concepts and the new school of Soviet strategic

^'Orenstem, The Evolution. 39-42. This mformation comes from N.
Varfolomeyev's 1928 article, "Strategy in an Academic Formulation," which is translated
in its entirety.
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Voroshilov, The Soviet Army, 87.
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thought. Writing prolifically in the early 1920s, Frunze laid the foundation for
Tukhachevsky's work to come by defming military doctrine and stressing the necessity of
producing a single, cohesive socialist version. Frunze envisioned the conduct of future
wars, both the military and political aspects, and made every attempt to ensure the
triumph of the youthful socialist regime in them.

Before his untimely death in 1925, he

boasted: "We have no doubt that we shall succeed in turning our Soviet Union into a
fortress against whose walls all the efforts of the bourgeois world will burst."

Frunze's

death did nothing to erase his memory. His name as well as his ideas lived on in the form
of the Red Army's M.V. Frunze Military Academy.
Throughout the early 1930s, the Soviet military flourished in many respects,
building on the solid foundation of the 1920s. Marshal V.D. Sokolovskii captured the
positive aspect of the army's growth best, writing: "the Red Army had become a firstrank army in quantity and quality of weapons, combat material and combat training, and
was fiilly prepared for fighting the wars of the time,"^^ Perhaps Sokolovskii was correct
on some pomts, but several problems plagued the army of that era. Of them, two were of
a critical nature. First, rapid expansion forced inexperienced officers to take commands
they were ill prepared for. In fact, Malcohn Mackintosh accurately reports that the
number of qualified officers was but a "small minority."^^ Additionally, the

^^A.A, Grechko, The Armed Forces of the Soviet Union (Moscow: Progress
Publishers, 1977), 257 & 259.
^Voroshilov, The Soviet Army, 87.
^^Sokolovskii, ed., Soviet Military Strategy, 229.
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collectivization of agriculUiral land under the First Five Year Plan led to catastrophic
famines. Millions of the peasants the Red Army relied on for recmits perished and
virtually all those left hving became embittered by the horrid ordeal.^^ Nevertheless,
under the ruthless rule of Stalin, the army marched forward, though it possessed a
noticeable limp.
Of course, steady advances were made in the reahn of theory. Soviet concepts
certamly measured-up to their great German counterparts, possessing all the vital
elements inherent of combined arms warfare. Though the Soviets occasionally drew the
wrong conclusions from their experiences in the 1930s, they usually learned valuable
lessons.

The 1930s represented a time characterized by refmement more than creativity

however. Refinements came based in the two primary schools of thought prevalent
during that era. One, led by Tukhachevsky, favored the continual expansion of the mass
army and, according to Leninism, of the heavy industry necessary to support an ahnost
purely offensive strategy. The second school, led by Svechin and Shaposhnikov, favored
a defensive stance and the more gradual growth of the army.^^ However, as Imperial

Hart, ed.. The Red Army. 58. This comes from the chapter Mackintosh authors,
"The Red Army, 1920-1936."
^^Ibid., 58-9. See also Lewis Siegelbaum's chapter, "Building Stalinism, 19291941," in: Gregory Freeze, ed., Russia: A History (Oxford: Oxford University Press,
1997). This chapter presents the disastrous famines in their wider contexts.
^^Grechko, The Armed Forces of the Soviet Union. 260-1. Marshal Grechko
writes: "The blitzkrieg concept did not correspond to the combat capacity of Hitler's
army, was designed for use against a weak and unprepared enemy and involved
adventurist methods of warfare."
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Harrison. The Russian Way, 180-1.
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Japan ominously expanded its empire in the east, an even greater threat. Nazi Germany,
emerged in the west. The time for debate had expired by 1934; international politics
would now dictate the path the Red Army would follow.^^
Between 1934 and 1936, the Red Army responded to its upstart rivals by reaching
its prewar apex in overall effectiveness. The command stmcture of the Soviet military
system underwent a massive reorganization m 1934, when all the collective powers of the
People's Commissariat of Defense were transferred to a single man, Voroshilov. who
also held a seat in the Pohtburo. For the sake of efficiency under the new centralized
system, the General Staff was significantly strengthened.^' Within the realm of military
doctrine, Tukhachevsky's concept of the deep operation finally came of age in the 1936
edition of the Red Army's Field Regulation. At last, the most powerful instrument in the
Soviet arsenal of operational art had reached maturity, clearly and comprehensively
defined as:
[the] shnultaneous assault on enemy defenses by aviation and artillery to
depths of the defense, penetration of the tactical zone of the defense by
attacking units with widespread use of tank forces, and violent
development of tactical success into operational success with the aim of
the complete encirclement and destruction of the enemy.

^^ According to Erickson, military expenditures rose from a total of 1,547,300,000
mbles in 1933 to 5,000 million rubles in 1934. The Soviet High Command, 372.
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Ibid., 369-72.

^^Glantz, Soviet Military Operational Art, 79. This defmition comes from a 1978
article, "Razvitie taktiki obshchevoiskovogo nastupatel'nogo boia v 1929-1941 gg,"
written by V. Daines.
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Rapidly, at times perhaps haphazardly, the Red Army expanded into a modem fighting
force to be reckoned with. With Stalin as the whip and Tukhachevsky as the brain, the
army was well on its way to exceeding parity with any of her many rivals.
Unfortunately, tragedy inevitably followed this period of triumph. The era of
Stalin's purges finally arrived at the door of the Red Army in 1937. The military purges
would last up to the begmning of World War II, and clarni the lives of many of the men
who had brought the army into an age approaching greatness. Marshal Tukhachevsky's
arrest and execution was a catastrophe for the Red Army. He had engineered both the
physical and theoretical expansion of the army and developed the ideas that would carry
it to victory in the arduous years that lay ahead. Decades later during the Brezhnev era
Marshal Georgi Zhukov, reflecting back on his service during the Civil War, wrote: "We
had heard a lot about Tukhachevsky and especially about his operational and strategic
skills. The men were pleased to have such a gifted commander." Zhukov continued,
"You could tell from [Tukhachevsky's] remarks that his knowledge and experience in
conducting large-scale operations were extensive."^^ Even more glowing in his
evaluation of Tukhachevsky was Khrushchev: "He had a deep understanding of military
innovations and a high regard for them. I'm convinced that if he hadn't been executed,
our army would have been much better trained and better equipped when Hitler
attacked."^"* Nevertheless Tukhachevsky, along with two of the other four Soviet
marshals, every defense commissar, each military district commander, ahnost all the
^^Georgi Zhukov, Reminiscences and Reflections, vol.1 (Moscow: Progress
Publishers, 1985), 84.
^"^Khrushchev, Khrushchev Remembers, 86.
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army and corps commanders and most of the divisional and brigade leaders would be
executed in Stalin's military purge.^^
Stalin mitiated the era of mass purges in an effort to further consolidate his
position as the supreme leader of the Soviet Union. During the first years of the
slaughter, the military remained largely untouched. Stalin first eradicated peasant and
proletariat members of the Communist Party suspected of either complacency toward or
actual support of Stalin's old rival, the exiled Trotsky. He also eliminated thousands of
peasants who resisted collectivization. In the mid-1930s, the great terror swept through
the ranks of the veteran party members, contemporaries of Lenin and Trotsky, who had
played pivotal roles in the Revolution,

At this point, Stalin seems to have been slipping

into an exaggerated state of paranoia. The purges had gradually increased in scope and
violence for years, and when they first struck the Red Army in the summer of 1937 they
began a terminal spiral toward a vicious climax.
Though the purges did not actually strike the Soviet military until 1937, visible
motives for Stalin's attacks began to emerge in 1935, just prior to the Red Army's release
of the 1936 Field Regulation, In September, the Council of People's Commissars

^^David M. Glantz and Jonathan M. House, When Thans Clashed: How the Red
Army Stopped Hitler (Lawrence: University Press of Kansas, 1995), 11. The actual
numbers Glantz and House offer are: 14 of 16 army commanders, 60 of 67 corps
commanders, 136 of 199 divisional commanders and half of the regimental commanders.
They estimate that no less than 30,000 of the app. 75,000 officers in the army were either
imprisoned or executed. A further 10,000 officers were dismissed from duty.
^^The phrase "The Great Tertor" is borrowed from tiie title of Robert Conquest's
1968 work. The Great Terror: Stalin's Purge of the Thirties (Toronto: Macmillan, 1968).
This classic work was revised based on new material made available through Glasnost
and reprinted as, The Great Terror: A Reassessment.
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reintroduced actual ranks for the officers of the Red Army. These ran from marshal to
lieutenant, and represented an important step in the professionalization of the ascendant
officer corps.

Officers enjoyed grovmig independence and prestige with their new

titles, apparently ignorant of the potential dangers of this mv^ privilege. The army took
new liberties in the aftermath of its 1935 success. The following year, the army began to
raise Cossack units. Though once faithful servants of the Tsar, the Cossacks were invited
to join the ranks of the regular army m undiluted groupings. In fact, by 1937 an entire
Cossack corps had been created. Additionally, and even more incredibly, higher-ranking
officers openly began to press for the removal of political deputies; certainly a reckless
move considering the obvious devastation of the political purges occurring all around.^^
Nevertheless, during this era of operational expansion and refinement the army marched
on, remaining one of the strongest institutions of the Soviet state and one of the few
unscathed by the great terror.
All this quickly changed m January 1937 as the Case of the Anti-Soviet
Trotskyite Center came before the Politburo. This trial guided the purges in the direction
of the army and indu-ectly led to the mdictment of Marshal Tukhachevsky. Karl Radek, a
Soviet envoy working for cooperation between the Red Army and German Army,
mentioned Tukhachevsky's name in his January 1937 trial: "we decided to call a
conference. And before this-in January, when I arrived-Vitaly Putna came to see me with

^^David M. Glantz, Stumbling Colossus: The Red Army on the Eve of World War
(Lawrence: University Press of Kansas, 1998), 27.
^^Hart, ed.. The Red Army, 66-7, From Leonard Schapiro's chapter, "The Great
Purge."
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some request from Tukhachevsky."^^ The marshal immediately realized the gravity of
the situation. Over the years, a typical formula in the purge trials had become
recognizable to those who had witnessed them: a mere mention of a name, though it may
have been made innocently or casually, often foreshadowed the named person's own trial
to come. On the same day Radek mentioned his name, Tukhachevsky contacted
Voroshilov regarding the matter. When Voroshilov confronted Stalin, the Soviet dictator
answered by claiming that "sources abroad" had put "Marshal Tukhachevsky's activities
m a bad light,"^^ The die was cast, and the army's number had finally come up.
Dating back to 5 July 1936, the NKVD (secret police) arrested army officers in an
effort to collect evidence against senior commanders such as Tukhachevsky. Divisional
commander Dmitri Shmidt was the first taken mto custody. He had been very loosely
associated with Trotsky's group in the 1920s, but had never been a dedicated Trotskyite.
Two other factors may have led to his arrest. First, he had offended Stalin in 1927.
Shmidt claimed, in rather coarse military style, that he would one day cut off Stalin's ears
with his saber, Stalm took this bad joke personally, if it can even be considered a joke.
Secondly, Shmidt served in the Kiev District under one of Stalm's great targets. Army
Commander I.E. Yakir. Information provided by Shmidt, under torture, proved highly

^^People's Commissariat of Justice of the U.S.S.R., Report on the Court
Proceedings in the Case of th^ Anti-Trotskvite Centre (Moscow: People's Commissariat
of Justice of the U,S,S,R., 1937), 105. Radek made this statement on the morning of 24
January.
''As quoted in: Victor Alexandrov, The Tukhachevsky Affair (Englewood Cliffs,
NJ: Prentice-Hall, 1964), 121,
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valuable in the pending case of his commander." By employing bmtal methods, the
NKVD not only collected indictments of Yakir, but would also gain multiple
condemnations of Tukhachevsky and many others.
The number of arrests began to pick up in the late spring of 1937. On 3 April one
of Tukhachevsky's most unportant men, tank expert and army commander LA.
Khalepsky, was taken into custody."*^ The situation was becoming particularly grrni for
Tukhachevsky, this arrest coming just over two months after Radek's statement in the
Anti-Soviet trial. By mid-May, the NKVD had obtained all the evidence it needed to
arrest the Soviet Union's greatest soldier. Several officers condemned Tukhachevsky,
much m the same coerced manner that Shmidt brought down Yakir. On 20 May. the
NKVD took over the marshal's train on orders to protect him. In reality, Tukhachevsky
had been artested. The train, rerouted from Kuybishev (m the Volga military district)
back to Moscow, arrived in the capital with its high-profile prisoner on the 23'''. He sat in
the Lefortovo prison, the same facility that held several other prominent soldiers, until
early June when he discovered that the supreme court martial had sentenced him to
death."*^ He was executed with several others on the 10*, and on the next day the public
was told of a rightist plot that had emerged in the military under Tukhachevsky's
leadership. The story was that the marshal had spied for a foreign state with the ultimate
aim of sabotaging the Red Army. Of course, the story was a complete fabrication, but it
Conquest, A Reassessment, 188-9.
'^Ibid., 193.
"^^Alexandrov. The Tukhachevsky Affair, 162-5. Shaposhnikov was among the
judges.
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did not matter.

Stalin had succeeded in elmiinating the bourgeois-bom general who

had blamed him for the defeat at Warsaw. Tukhachevsky's death also represented the
eUmination of Marshal Voroshilov's (StaUn's closest military crony) greatest rival;
Tukhachevsky far exceeding him in overall ability, intellect and creativity.'^ Most
critically however, Tukhachevsky's death, and the loss of those young leaders who had
developed alongside the army through the 1920s and 1930s, marked the end of an era of
innovative thought and Soviet military dominance.
The initial purges of 1937 were just the beginning. Starting at the top of the chain
of command, Stalin next moved against those who had served under the abeady executed
leaders and on dovm the ladder. Though the bloodiest purge years remained 1937 and
1938, officers at all levels fell prey to the terror right up to the German invasion in 1941.
In fact, the Chief of the Red Air Force met his fate only two weeks before the Germans
launched Barbarossa. Effectiveness and morale plummeted, and the inexperienced young
men who attempted to fill the openings left by their predecessors faced an incredibly
disheartening task. Not surprisingly, because so many officers had perished many
command positions remained vacant altogether.'^
There are few Soviet memoirs that recall in any great depth these black years.
Only one memoir, that of General Aleksandr Gorbatov, records the actual experience of
Alexander Orlov, The Secret History of Stalin's Crimes (New York: Random
House, 1953), 233.
Dmitri Volkogonov, Stalin: Triumph and Tragedy (New York: Grove
Weidenfeld, 1991), 320.
Seweryn Bialer, ed., Stalin and His Generals: Soviet Military Memoirs of World
War II (New York: Pegasus, 1969), 63.
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arrest and imprisonment. At 2:00 am on the morning 22 October 1938, Gorbatov was
arrested:
Three uniformed men came into the room and one of them told me pointblank that I was under arrest. I demanded to see his warrant. 'Can't you
see for yourself who we are?' he repUed. Thereupon one began to tear the
medals off my tunic, and another to cut the badges of rank from my
uniform, while the third watched me dress. They took away m> Party
card, my identity papers and all other documents. They escorted me out of
the hotel. They pushed me into a car.'^
After intensive interrogation, which included torture, Gorbatov was put on trial and
declared an enemy of the people. He was sentenced to fifteen years of hard labor in
Siberia, but after serving only fourteen months Gorbatov was reactivated shortly after the
German attack. Unfortunately, Gorbatov's tale of redemption is a fairly rare one.
Though a handful of upper echelon commanders survived the ordeal, most were
slaughtered wholesale. Stalin achieved complete ascendancy over the Red Army, but the
cost was frightful. Not only did the era of innovation come to an end, but the nation's
ability to wage offensive warfare became highly questionable. Deep operations were
ready for the Red Army to put into practice, but how would the army fare without
capable leaders to guide it? The stunning answer would come in the war with Finland
durmg the wmter of 1939-40.
By the time the Soviets launched the Winter War on 30 November 1939, the
general war m Europe had akeady begun. Stalin made the best of those early months,
hastily taking eastem Poland and the Bahic States. With Europe's great powers
distracted, Stalin hoped to seize several strategic tracts and ports at the expense of
'^Aleksandr Gorbatov, Years Off Mv Life: A Soviet General's Experiences of the
Stalinist Purges fLondon: Constable, 1964), 108-9.
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Fmland.

Negotiations fared poorly for the avaricious Soviets, who had easily cowed

Estonia and Latvia by that pomt. The Finnish border fell perilously close to the great
industrial city of Leningrad, thus the Soviets demanded that the border to be shifted back
along a line only twenty miles from Viipuri, Finland's second largest city. The Finns
were also instructed to cede four islands in the Gulf of Finland: Suursaari, Lavansaari,
Tytarsaari and Koivisto. Next, they were asked to demolish all their defensive
fortifications on the Karelian Isthmus. Finally, the Soviet Union demanded a lease on the
Hanko Peninsula as well as the right to maintain a garrison of 5,000 men. The Finns
would be compensated with about twice as much land farther to the north.'^ Boldly, the
Fmnish government refused the Soviet demands, so the Red Army feebly mobilized.
Stalm, filled with confidence, did not realize what his purges had actually done to
the army. He felt that the Finnish campaign would be little more than a walkover. But
many, mside and outside of the Soviet military establishment, accurately assessed the
situation. Even right after the initial purge tiials the United States military attache to
Moscow, Lt. Colonel Philip R. Faymonville, wrote: "The execution of the eminent
former leaders of the Red Army...have produced in the Red Army a feeling of surprise
amounting ahnost to stupefaction. Morale has received a serious blow."^' Only months

'^The Soviet Union agreed to take half of Poland in the secret protocol of the
Soviet-German Non-aggression Pact of August. The Red Army quickly overran Eastem
Poland well after the Germans had destroyed the bulk of the Polish Army.
'^ Allen F. Chew, The White Death: The Epic of the Soviet-Finnish Winter War
(Lansing: Michigan State University Press, 1971), 3.
^'Military Intelligence Division of the United States War Department, "Attache
Assessments of the Impact of the 1930s Purges on the Red Army," Journal of Soviet
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prior to the invasion of Finland, the attache to Belgrade, Lt. Colonel E. Villaret. reported:
"Selection for promotion to...high command was made not on an efficiency basis but
only on that of personal loyalty to Stalin." Villaret also claimed that the remstatement of
political officers m the army "destroyed the authority of the officer and the morale of the
troops. Indiscipline, msubordmation, misconduct, etc., are now rife everywhere. The
officer who endeavors to discipline his men does so at peril of his life."^' Yet, with this
beheaded army Stalin felt he could easily defeat Finland. Only the General Staff Chief,
Shaposhnikov, seems to have reaUzed that the campaign might prove more arduous than
anticipated, though Stalin ignored his concerns.^^
Light bombing raids on Helsinki kicked-off the invasion, killing about 200
civilians. Several other bombing raids hit important cities that same day, as Soviet
ground forces trudged forward all along the Finnish border: toward Petsamo in the far
north, Suomussalmi on the eastem frontier and Viipuri and KoUaa in the general vicinity
of Lake Ladoga. The most important stretch of the front was on the Karelian Isthmus,
particularly around Lake Ladoga. Here the Finns enjoyed a string of fixed fortifications
known as the Mannerheim Line, named for the country's military leader Baron Carl
Gustav Mannerheim, The line was formidable but certainly not impenetrable, as Soviet
propaganda would characterize it. While it possessed several heavy concrete bunkers, the

Military Studies, vol. 2, no. 3 (September 1989), 430. This quote is included in a report
from Moscow dated 17 June 1937.
Ibid., 436. The report this these quotes are taken from is 23 March 1939.
^^Chew, The White Death. 2.
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line mostly consisted of trenches and modest log fortifications.^^ Although tiie Finns
enjoyed the benefits of the Mannerheun Line, it was the soldiers who defended it that
were ti^ly the decisive ingredient in the initial Finnish success in Karelia. In denying
Stalin a quick victory the Fmns had already exceeded all expectations, even Marshal
Mannerheim's: "one almost dared to say that we had won the first round. The covering
troops, as well as the field army, had in good time and in the best order been directed to
their sectors,"^' Unable to quickly sweep past the Finnish defenses, the Red Army's
thrust stagnated all along the front. Clumsy, predictable frontal assaults agamst the
prepared and determined Finnish defenders clearly betrayed a backward army completely
lacking m leadership as well as a codified, effective offensive military doctrine.
In the south, Fmnish forces absorbed and checked the Soviet onslaught. On the
eastem frontier, the Firms not only checked but routed the Red Army at the Battle of
Suomussalmi, The city of Suomussahni actually fell to the Red Army quite early, on 7
December, However, over the next few weeks the Finns, with help from deteriorating
climatic conditions, slowed the attack and actually launched several limited assauhs of
their own. They gradually reinforced the area and by the third week of December
encircled the Soviet 163"* Division at Suomussalmi, The Red division frantically
attempted to fight its way out of the pocket, but on 30 December the organized resistance
of the 163'"* ceased. The Finnish Army took 500 Soviet prisoners and several artillery

^^See Chapter 6, "The Mannerheim Line," of William R. Trotter, A Frozen Hell:
The Russo-Fmnish Winter War of 1939-40 (Chapel Hill: Algonquin, 1991).
^'Carl Mannerheim, The Memoirs of Marshal Mannerheim (New York: E.P.
Dutton, 1954), 323.
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and anti-tank guns complete with ammunition. As many as 5,000 Red Army soldiers
were killed during that portion of the struggle alone,^^ Impressive though this stroke may
have been, the Firms followed it up by annihilating the crack Soviet 44* Motorized
Division during the first week of January. The combined bag of loot included 43 tanks,
270 trucks, cars and tractors, 300 machine guns, 6,000 rifles and 1,170 horses. Marshal
Mannerheim rightly heralded the great victory as "the result of a command exercised m a
bold and purposeful manner, the tough endurance of the troops, and clever use of country
and conditions."^^ The rugged defense along the Mannerheim Line and the notable
offensives carried out around Suomussalmi served to underline the destmctive results of
Stalin's purge.
Of course, the little country of 4,000,000 inhabitants could only fend off the
attacks of the mighty, 180,000,000-strong USSR for so long. Over January, the Red
Army built up a powerfiil force to fracture the stubborn Finnish defenses between Lake
Ladoga and the Gulf of Finland. The Fmns had tired by this point, and expended ahnost
all of their ammunition. The initial Soviet thrusts were blocked in the early days of
February, but the Ime began to splinter. The Soviets persisted in sending wave after
wave of infantry into the jaws of the Firmish defense and this eventually led to breaches
at Muolaa and Summa. The Soviets replaced their fallen soldiers as quickly as they fell,
but the Fmns could not do the same. Sensing the hopelessness of the situation.

^^Chew, The White Death. 109. For coverage of the Suomussalmi battles see
chapter 4, "Belaya Smert," in Chew and chapter 13, "Suomussalmi: A Military Classic,
in Trotter, A Frozen Hell.
^^Mannerheim, Memoirs. 340.
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Mannerheun withdrew his depleted forces from the Mannerheim Line, moving them back
to a secondary set of defenses. All the while, the Fmns continued to mount effective
attacks, bleeding the Red Army dry.^"^ But the interminable hordes of Soviet troops
continued to flow to the front. Throughout February, the Red Army bludgeoned the
Firms into submission. 12 March was the last day of fightmg; peace officially came the
next day. Though they had lost the fight, the Fmns displayed remarkable courage and
fightmg prowess. At least in this one historical mstance, reality seemed to measure up to
the legend. However, the success the Finns enjoyed came not only as a result of their
ovm accomplishments, but also as a result of Soviet strategic ineptitude.
Parties representing both sides realized that the Red Army had miserably failed.
Perhaps running the risk of losmg a bit of his prestige as a field commander. Marshal
Mannerheim admitted that a large share of the Finnish achievement could be credited to
Soviet incompetence: "in the higher ranks there were signs of inertia. This displayed
itself in the formalism and simplicity of the operative plan, which excluded manoeuvring
CO

and was obstinately pursued to victory or defeat."

Though some Soviet memoirs, such

as Marshal Kirill Meretskov's, fall in line with Soviet propaganda, arguing simply that
the Mannerheim Line was almost invincible, some are more openly critical of the
campaign.^^ Khrushchev penned a very frank account, claiming that at one point Stalin
^^Eloise Engle and Lauri Paananen, The Winter War: The Russo-Finnish Conflict,
1939-40 (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1973), 122-5.
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Mannerheim, Memoirs. 367.
^^In Meretskov's memoir. Serving the People (Moscow: Progress Publishers,
1971), the author claims that the Marmerheim Line included 350 reinforced concrete
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and Voroshilov got into a screaming match over the setbacks. After being browbeaten by
Stahn, Voroshilov fired back: "You have yourself to blame for aU tiiis! You're the one
who annihilated tiie Old Guard of the army; you had our best generals killed!"^'
Khrushchev estimated that the Red Army lost as many as a million killed in the
canpaign, despite exhaustive intelligence on the Mannerheim Line defenses. Although,
as he admits, the Red Army chose the time and place of battle, and enjoyed significant
numerical superiority, "it was only after great difficuhy and enormous losses that we
were able to win." Most incredibly, Khrushchev actually declared the war a "moral
defeat."^' On all counts, he was correct. Other high-ranking Soviet soldiers
acknowledged the Red Army's weaknesses also. Admiral N.G. Kuznetsov wrote: "The
Finnish campaign had shown that organization of military leadership at the center left
much to be desired."^^ Indeed it did, but the process of refining the leadership would be a
long and grueling chore with the Wehrmacht inevitably serving as taskmaster.
While the Firms and the Soviets both drew lessons from the Winter War, so did
the Germans. In a general staff study dated 31 December 1939, the Germans arrived at
this evaluation of the Red Army:

bunkers supported by an additional 2,400 log and earthen stmctures, 30 rows of barbed
wire and 12 rows of anti-tank "dragon's teeth" fortifications - an inflated estimation.
Meretskov shares responsibility for penetrating the impenetrable Mannerheim Line with
Marshal S.K. Timoshenko.
^'Khrushchev, Khrushchev Remembers. 154.
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Ibid., 155-6.

^^Bialer, ed., Stalin and His Generals. 136. From the 1965 Oktiabr article, "Pered
voinoi." Bialer's entry is entitled "The Lesson That Was Not Learned."
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In quantity, a gigantic military instmment...Organization, equipment and
means of leadership unsatisfactory-principles of leadership good;
leadership itself, however, too young and inexperienced. Communication
system bad, transportation bad, troops not very uniform; no personalitiessimple soldiers, good natured, quite satisfied with very little. Fighting
qualities of the troops in heavy fighting dubious. The Russian 'mass' is no
match for an army with modem equipment and superior leadership.^^
Admittedly, this was written at the very height of Finnish success, but its basic findings
remained accurate. Arguably, the most important lessons offered by the Russo-Finnish
War were not received by the Finns or the Soviets but instead by Hitler and his military
leaders. Khrushchev explains: "In short, our miserable conduct of the Finnish campaign
encouraged Hitler in his plans for blitzkrieg, his Operation Barbarossa."^ Since an
overwhelmmg victory over the Finns was expected, that alternative result probably would
not have deterred Hitler from mvading the USSR. However, the abysmal performance of
the Red Army fell just short of an actual invitation to assault the paradise of socialist
workers.
Though they failed to implement many of them prior to the German invasion, the
Red Army did propose to carry out a series of reforms in the wake of the Finnish lesson.
These included the resurrection of a pre-purge concept known as "initial period of the
war," which attempted to preconstruct the opening moves of an attack.

This idea was

taken a step fiirther by "theater of military operations" studies, which sought to more
accurately estimate opposing troop strengths and deployments by considering the
^^As quoted m: Eloise Engle and Lauri Paananen, The Winter War, 120.
^'Khnishchev, Khrushchev Remembers, 156.
^^Carl van Dyke, "The Interwar Years: The Timoshenko Reforms, March-July
1940," Journal of Slavic Military Studies, vol. 9, no. 1 (1996), 74-5.
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geographic terram and other unique features. Soviet military planners also called for a
move back to a doctiine centered on the deep operation. Moreover, the suggestion was
made that storm troop tactics, based on the German model which had proven so
successful, should be used in carrying out deep operations at the tactics level. Belatedly,
defensive doctrines began to be discussed and older service manuals and field regulation
books were updated to reflect the new changes. Ideally, a better training method for
officers was to be created and a merit system created as the basis for promotions.^^
Right after the conclusion of the Finnish War, Marshal Semen Timoshenko set to
work acting upon the army's proposals. The tank corps was recreated after the fall of
France in June and the massive task of fortifying the almost completely new western
frontier began. Additionally, 1,000 officers were promoted during this time and given
ranks that had not been used since the monarchy. Very importantly, field commanders
were once agam granted the freedom to make battlefield decisions without consuhing a
political commissar and discipline was formally reintroduced; the rank-and-file losing the
right to lodge complaints against their commanders.

Perhaps most importantly, Stalin

"democratized" the manner in which the high command communicated during this time.
Commanders could freely debate the effectiveness of weapons systems and tactical
doctrine without fear of reprisal or censure.^^ These efforts clearly illustrate that even
under the rigid proletarian dictatorship of Stalin, in desperate situations free and

66Ibid.,

see section I for a detailed description of each of these proposed reforms.

^^Ibid., 89-90.
^^Ibid., 82.
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mnovative thinkmg could become acceptable and even encouraged. However, these
changes would take months to implement and years to bear fi^it, even under the best
circumstances. Unfortunately for the Red Army, Operation Barbarossa would interfere
with this constructive endeavor. The army that had risen from ashes was about to be
consumed by flame.
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CHAPTER III
RUSSIAN ROULETTE: THE SUMMER OF 1941

In the early morning hours of 22 June 1941 one of the darkest epics in human
history began when Hitler's vaunted Wehrmacht hurled itself over the Soviet frontiers.
In the very bleak months that followed the Red Army, reelmg from the devastating
effects of the purges and smarting from the tactical fiiistration of the war with Finland,
fought a desperate struggle for mere survival. Though the Soviet forces enjoyed
numerical superiority in tanks, planes and guns, they offered ahnost no effective
resistance. Although several isolated commanders organized bold counterstrokes, at the
front level the Red Army played a surprisingly lunited part in halting the German
advance, which eventually came as a result of German exhaustion, lack of preparation for
an extended campaign and pivotal strategic miscalculations. Clearly, the German
invasion marked the apex of Soviet tactical ineptitude. All the theoretical advances of the
1920s and 1930s, which were primarily offensive in nature, played virtually no role in
combating the Ostheer (the German forces in the east), as thousands of inexperienced
Soviet commanders led their armies into captivity rather than in deep operations.
With the campaign still months away General Franz Haider, Chief of the German
General Staff, penned in his war diary: "The Russian is inferior. The Army lacks
leadership."' Haider was correct on these points. The pitiable traming Soviet soldiers

'Franz Haider, The Haider War Diarv. 1939-1942 (Novato, CA: Presidio, 1988),
297 (5.12,40). Haider's use of the word "inferior" refers to the low level of training
Soviet soldiers possessed, not their ethnicity.
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received stood in stark contrast to the pragmatic and challenging curricula of their
German counterparts.^ Additionally, few of the Red Army's men possessed the cmcial
experience enjoyed by their battle-hardened adversaries. Haider also recognized tiiat the
Red Army lacked competent leadership, at least in any reasonable quantity. The bloody
purges, which had begun in 1937, continued to plague the army's leadership right up to
the mvasion. This intemal turbulence was no secret to the Germans. Though many
talented tactical commanders had survived, ahnost none of them had developed into
capable leaders by June 1941. Only considerable German misconceptions would
compensate for the Red Army's potentially fatal deficiencies.
Haider had mapped out several legitimate Soviet weaknesses in his diary, but he
also Hsted several of the German High Command's false perceptions of the Soviet Army.
For example, he states: "The Russians, like the French, are inferior to us in equipment."^
Unbeknownst to the Germans, this was only a half-tmth. Indeed, much of the Red
Army's enormous tank park had become obsolete. However, the Soviets also possessed
many modem machines including two types, the T-34 and the KV-1, considered superior
to any existing German model. Of course, Haider's assertion applied more aptly to most
of the Red Army's artillery designs, which never functioned as effectively as German
types. The Red Air Force also suffered the same plight. Though it consisted of several
^Regardmg the poor traming Red Army soldiers received see chapter 1,
"Organization and Traming of the Regular Army and Territorial Forces," in Roger R.
Reese, Stalm's Reluctant Soldiers: A Social History of the Red Army, 1925-1941
(Lawrence: University Press of Kansas, 1996). See Stephen G. Fritz, Frontsoldaten: The
German Soldier in World War II (Lexington: University Press of Kentucky, 1995), for a
compelling view the German side.
^Haider, The Haider War Diary. 297.
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thousand aircraft, very few of them could be considered modem, and no Soviet fighter
equaled the German Focke-Wulf 190 or Messerschmitt 109 models. However, the
German High Command consistently underestimated or remained ignorant of the prowess
of several superior Soviet weapons systems. It certainly must have come as a shock to
many German tankers when they discovered that their inferior enemy employed tanks
with armor that their panzers could not pierce.
Not only did the Germans maccurately gauge the Red Army technologically, they
also failed to detect the reforms being carried out by Timoshenko as a direct result of
Russo-Finish War. They identified the Red Army as a monolithic, "headless colossus
with feet of clay" incapable of substantive development.' But the Germans had good
reason to adhere to this perspective. As Khrushchev wrote: "It doesn't take much
imagination to guess what Hitler must have concluded after he watched us try to wage
war against the Firms: 'The Soviet Union has barely managed to handle a country that we
could have disposed of in a few hours,'"^ Over time the Red Army would mature,
producing some of the world's finest military tacticians in the process. But initially, the
Germans' critical error m perception, more than any great military feat of the Red Army,
helped lead to the Ostheer's failure to win the war in the summer of 1941.

'in his memoir. General Walter Warlimont, Deputy Chief of Operations for the
German Armed Forces High Command (OKW), attributes this quote to General Alfred
Jodl. See Inside Hitler's Headquarters. 1939-45 (Novato, CA: Presidio, 1964), 140.
^Khrushchev. Khrushchev Remembers, 156. Emphasis added.
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Hitler and the general staff planned the entire campaign with the expectation that
Russia would quickly collapse.^ In fact, the invasion of the Soviet Union was considered
nothing more than a sideshow to the war in the west. Field Marshal Fedor von Bock
recorded Hitler makmg the declaration: "'The gentlemen m England are not stupid; they
just act that way' and 'they will come to realize that a continuation of the war will be
pomtless for them if Russia too is now beaten and eluninated,'"^ This shortsightedness
became pamfully evident as the brutal Russian winter closed in after a summer of bitter
campaigning. Marshal Zhukov correctly wrote in his memoirs: "The German leaders
believed the Russian campaign would be little short of a walk-over, taking just months or
weeks. Obviously the Nazi ringleaders grossly miscalculated politically and strategically,
and not simply with the climate." At times ignorant, at times apathetic, the Germans
persisted in formulating their final plan, which materialized in the form of Hitler's
Directive Number 21, Case Barbarossa.

^This becomes apparent in a statement Hitler made, recorded by Warlimont: "the
Russian colossus will be proved a pig's bladder; prick it and it will burst," See Inside
Hitler's Headquarters, 140.
^Fedor von Bock, Generalfeldmarschall Fedor von Bock: The War Diary, 19391945 (Atglen, PA: Schiffer, 1996), 197 (1.2.41), One should not forget that ahhough the
invasion of the Soviet Union coM/(i be considered merely sideshow in German World
War II grand strategy, the conquest of the USSR remamed at the very core of National
Socialist expansion policy. See Norman Rich, Hitler's War Aims: Ideology, the Nazi
State, and the Course of Expansion (New York: WW. Norton, 1973), and Adolf Hitler,
MeinKampfnSfew York: Mariner/Houghton Mifflin, 1999), especially chapter XIV of
volume II, "Eastem Orientation or Eastem Policy."
^Georgi Zhukov, Reminiscences and Reflections, vol. 2 (Moscow: Progress
Publishers, 1985), 41.
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Issued on 18 December 1940, Directive No, 21 called for a rapid and violent
surprise attack on the Soviet Union along a front well over 1.000 miles long. Somewhat
sunple, the plan called for shnultaneous assauks by three army groups; North. Center and
South; in the directions of Leningrad, Smolensk-Moscow and Kiev, respectiveh. After
Leningrad's capture. Army Group North would redirect its efforts to assist Army Group
Center m the seizure of Moscow. In the south, after taking Kiev, Army Group South
would continue its drive into the Donets Basm, drivmg on the Volga. The army's final
objective would be to establish a fortified Ime "against Asiatic Russia on the general line
Volga-Archangel."^ On paper. Hitler was well on his way to securing his eastem flank,
as well as estabUshmg the Reich's vast eastem empire.
Important though the capture of key cities may have been in Case Barbarossa,
nothing was more crucial than the destruction of the Red Army itself Directive 21
explicitly called for the use of offensive tactics that would not enable enemy units to
escape to the rear. This thought is echoed m the diaries of both von Bock and Haider, the
latter stating: "By any attack agamst the Russian army, one must avoid the danger of
simply pushing the Russians back. We must use attack methods which cut up the
Russian army and allow its destruction in pockets."'^ Fundamentally, the Red Army's
destmction was the most vital mgredient in the plan's potential success. However, on

^Hugh Trevor-Roper, ed.. Blitzkrieg to Defeat: Hitler's War Directives, 19391945 (New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1965), 49. For the entire text of Directive
Number 21, see 49-52.
'^ von Bock, Generalfeldmarschall. 198 (1.2.41), and Haider, The Haider War
Diary, 297 (5.12.40).
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this point, and many others, the plan only vaguely pomted the path to victory in rather
grandiose terms. Case Barbarossa retamed several very serious flaws.
Directive Number 21 was conceived without the benefit of exhaustive or even
totally accurate information on the enemy. However, inteUigence services lacked more in
resources than ability. Historian Geoffrey Megargee makes the mteresting argument that
the German Army suffered from an iimate bias favoring tactical initiative at all levels
over the collection and proper handling of mformation.'' Essentially, intelligence
organizations became secondary to the command apparatus. In fact. Hitler's Chief of
Counterintelligence, Waher Schellenberg, wrote that when the information available to
military commanders "did not fit into their basic concepts, they simply ignored it."'^
This seems to have been exactly the case in Barbarossa. Also, Barbarossa's planning
either ignored or failed to recognize several logistical problems. For example, historian
Barry Leach makes note of the hmited supplies of fuel the Ostheer had at its disposal and
mentions the stunning lack of winter supplies.'^ Perhaps even more fatal, Barbarossa was
postponed from mid-May to late June. This came as the result of several strategic
military operations carried out in the spring of 1941. First, German forces were sent to

"See Geoffrey P. Megargee, Inside Hitler's High Command (Lawrence:
University Press of Kansas, 2000), chapter 6, "Military Intelligence and the Plan of
Attack in the East." Megargee concludes: "The German army was about to march into
the largest battle in history without anything more than the flimsiest information
regarding its enemy," 116.
'^Walter Schellenberg, The Labvrmth: Memoirs of Walter Schellenberg, Hitler's
Chief of Counteruitelligence (United States: Da Capo, 2000), 191.
'^Barry A. Leach, German Stt-ategv Against Russia, 1939-1941 (Oxford:
Clarendon Press, 1973), 192-3.
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both North Africa and Albania to assist the staggering ItaUan Army. Next, classic
blitzkrieg campaigns were successfully carried out m Yugoslavia and Greece. The
bloody conquest of Crete logically followed, and finally a small group of "volunteers"
was sent to aid the Free Arab Movement m Iraq." These unique campaigns were largely
improvised affau-s. In the cases of Yugoslavia and Greece, the army met with great
success m a very short period of tune. However, these campaigns caused up to a onemonth delay in launching Barbarossa; arguably a decisive mistake.
Whether prominent German generals harbored serious qualms about the plan has
been a topic of debate for decades. There is a discernible pattem in their statements and
records however. Basically, diaries and orders do not reflect any nervousness among the
high command regarding operational viability. However, as the date drew nearer, several
commanders expressed doubts regarding the operation's strategic necessity. In the case
of Haider, a very high level of optimism can be seen in many of his diary entries, at least
through December 1940.'^ However, by the end of January his attitude began to change:
"BARBAROSSA: Purpose not clear. We do not hit the British that way.. .Risk in the
west must not be underestimated... If we are then tied up m Russia, a bad situation will be

"For complete texts of Directives 22 (general Mediterranean area), 25
(Yugoslavia), 27 (Greece), 28 (Crete) and 30 (Iraq), see Trevor-Roper, ed„ Blitzkrieg to
Defeat, Though a bit overstated, see Martm van Creveld's article, "The German Attack
on the USSR: The Destruction of a Legend," European Studies Review, vol. 2 (1972),
where he argues that delays in armaments production also heavily factored in the holdup.
'^Early on, von Bock seems to have been more critical of the plan than Haider,
but nonetheless remamed confident: "I said that we would defeat the Russians if they
stood and fought; but I raised the question of whether it would also be possible to force
them to make peace," Generalfeldmarschall, 198 (1.2.41). For other minimal objections,
see entries for 30.3.41 and 6.6.41.
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,16

made worse."

The memok Uterature is quite a bit more problematic. Virtually every

military leader condemned the plan in their after-the-fact accounts. But some, like Chief
of the German High Command Wilhehn Keitel, seem to be smcere m their claims. Keitel
wrote in his memoirs: "What most disturbed me at this tune, however, were the Fuehrer's
thoughts on a possible war with the Soviet Union."'^ UnHke contemporaries however.
Keitel penned a memorandum (before Barbarossa was launched) addressed to Hitler
argumg the dangers of such an attack.'^ Two of the campaign's most prestigious field
commanders, Erich von Manstein and Heinz Guderian, also expressed serious doubts
regardmg the German plan. In fact, regardmg the basic decision to invade the Soviet
Union, Guderian stated: "I made no attempt to conceal my disappomtment and disgust... 1
could only hope...that all these preparations were a bluff."'^ It is difficult to ascertain
how rehable these statements may be, but no protest was forceful or convmcing enough
to alter Hitler's decision.
Regardless of Directive Number 2 r s shortcomings, and the deficiencies of the
individual plans proposed by the separate branches of the German armed forces, the Red
Army remained ill prepared to meet the Wehrmacht's onslaught. Though the Five Year

'^Haider, The Haider War Diary. 314 (28.1.41).
' Vilhelm Keitel, The Memou-s of Field-Marshal Wilhelm Keitel. Chief of the
German High Command. 1938-1945 (New York: Cooper Square, 2000), 121.
'^Megargee confirms the existence of this memo. See High Command. 103.
'^Heinz Guderian, Panzer Leader (Costa Mesa, CA: Noontide, 1988), 142. See
also Erich von Manstem, Lost Victories (Chicago: Henry Regnery, 1958), 171. Both of
these memoirs have been intensely scrutinized, especially Guderian's, but remain
invaluable.
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Plans of the late 1920s and early 1930s had exceeded production expectations and the
great deep battle theories of Marshal Tukhachevsky had reached maturity, tiie Red Army
lacked able leaders to employ the new weapons and tactics. This is apparent in most
Soviet memoirs. For example, Khrushchev said: "There's no question that we would
have repulsed the fascist invasion much more easily if the upper echelons of the Red
Army command hadn't been wiped out."^^ General of the Army Sergei Shtemenko
offered a similar assessment in his memoir of general staff duty:
Of course, it was a great misfortune for our army and our country as a
whole that on the eve of war we were deprived of many of our
experienced military leaders. This made it very hard for the young men.
They had to gain their experience in the course of battle and often paid too
high a price for it. But they learned how to outwit and outfight the enemy
in the end.^'
The purges had taken a very heavy toll on the Red Army, especially considering it's
mcredibly rapid expansion m the years 1939-41. Even if the Red Army had retained all
the officers lost in Stalm's military purge, it would have remained desperately
shorthanded.^^ After the German invasion, the situation became so grim that Stalin
recalled thousands of imprisoned officers back to active duty.

^^Khmshchev. Khrushchev Remembers. 160.
^'Sergei M. Shtemenko, The Soviet General Staff At War. 1941-1945: Book One
(Moscow: Progress Pubhshers, 1985), 32.
^^David M. Glantz offers a table illustratmg the expansion the Red Army during
these years m his article, "Soviet Mobilization m Peace and War, 1924-1942: A Survey,"
Journal of Soviet Military Studies, vol. 5, no. 3 (September 1992), 42. Between the
outbreak of war m September 1939 and June 1941, the Red Army had grown from 1.5 to
5 million men.
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The actual Soviet defense in place on 22 June betrayed a system caught in a rapid
state of evolution m the reahn of defensive theory. The Red Army, even in the 1920s and
1930s during the developmental period under Tukhachevsky, always held a strong bias in
favor of offensive forms of warfare. This clearly became evident that fatefiil summer of
1941. Only after the German blitzkrieg campaigns of 1939-40 did tiie Soviets fiilly
appreciate the vuherability oftt-aditionaldefenses. As the Germans conceived offensive
plans for Operation Barbarossa in December 1940, the Soviets started addressmg
problems m modem defensive warfare. On 31 December 1940 at a military conference,
Tunoshenko began to tackle the problem: "War experience demonstrates that modem
defense cannot be Umited to a single tactical zone of resistance, but agamst new deep
penetration methods a second and even third operational defense echelon is needed.""^'
Red Army force dispositions on the eve of battle reflected this type of thmking. Soviet
planners formed three operational echelons, backed by reserves, to meet the attack.
Hypothetically, the first echelon would absorb and slow the opening blow, the second
arrest the attack and the third push the enemy out of Soviet territory.^^ However, this ad
hoc defense was crudely welded onto the chassis of old offensive theories. In essence,
the new Soviet defense was a poorly disguised offense.

The vast, somewhat thinly

See Gorbatov, Years Off My Life, for the fascinating story of a Soviet general's
remstatement after his fall from grace in the purge. Marshal Konstantin Rokossovsky
also returned following imprisonment.
Orenstem, tr., The Evolution. 9.
^^Glantz, "Soviet Mobilization," 346.
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echeloned Red Army units poised en masse along the border presented the perfect target
for the mvadmg Germans.
Obviously, the Soviets failed to produce anything resembling an adequate
defense. In part, this can be credited simply to the lack of leadership. On the other hand,
German surprise also played a part in the Red Army collapse at tiie front. The resuhs of
German deception efforts were actually somewhat mbced. For example, between April
and the beginning of hostilities the Soviet Union entered the "special threatening military
period," m which the border was fortified.^^ Obviously, the Soviets recognized that the
tense political situation could lead to war. In fact, Shtemenko claims that the Soviet
government clearly recognized that the Soviet-German Non-Aggression Pact of 1939
provided no guarantee of peace. On the contrary, the Red Army prepared a war plan.
Shtemenko argues that the error in planning came not in the decision to deploy the army
near the border, but to position the bulk of the forces along the wrong strategic axis
(Kiev-Stalmgrad instead of Smolensk-Moscow), Stalm believed that the main German
attack would come south of the Pripet Marshes rather than to the north, opposite to the
staffs view. Of course, Shtemenko admits that the staff raised no objections to the
change.

This seems to be an accurate assessment, and would explain both why Army

Group South encountered the heaviest mitial resistance and why the Soviet forces were

" Gabriel Gorodetsky, Grand Delusion. 116-7. Consider the whole of chapter 6,
"The Red Army on Alert."
"Glantz, "Soviet Mobilization," 343-8.
^^Shtemenko, Book One, 32-4. See Glantz, "Soviet Mobilization," 347, for a map
of actual Soviet force dispositions on 22 June 1941.
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stationed so perilously close to the border, begging to be caught in massive German
pincer movements.
Marshal Shtemenko concluded: 'TSfazi Germany was able to exploit the element of
surprise," and judging by the end resuh his analysis must be considered correct.^^
Though the Soviets knew an attack was coming, they failed to properly ascertam the
exact date. Their knowledge of a potential attack can be seen m NKVD (Secret Police)
reports dated from early June. The reports estimated that over 100 divisions had grouped
on the border, and that each day approximately 200 rail cars were arriving with additional
supplies.^^ On the other hand, as late as the 21 June Marshal Konstantm Rokossovsky,
rather than fmalizing defense plans, was making arrangements with his divisional
commanders for a fishing trip the next day! Only later that evening did Rokossovsky
receive word of a possible attack.

Smiilarly, Marshal Timoshenko. then the People's

Commissar for Defense, summoned Marshal Kirill Meretskov on the 21^, warning him:
"It is possible that war will break out tomorrow." Meretskov asked: "What will my
powers be in the event of an armed attack?" Timoshenko answered: "Restraint above all.
You'll have to distmguish a real attack from local incidents and prevent them from

^^Ibid, 35, Also see Barton Whaley, Codeword Barbarossa (Cambridge:
Massachusetts Institute of Technology Press, 1973), for an outstandmg overview of the
intelligence efforts made by both sides m the days leading up to Barbarossa.
^^David M. Glantz, The Role of Intelligence m Soviet Military Strategy in the
Second World War (Novato, CA: Presidio, 1990), 17-8. This information comes from
A.G. Khor'kov's 1988 article, "Nakanune groznykh sobytii."
^'Konstantin Rokossovsky, A Soldier's Duty (Moscow: Progress Publishers.
1970), 11.
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developing mto a war."^^ Caution, the rtile of thumb since the outbreak of war in 1939,
remamed the dommant force behind Soviet preparations.
The fact that the Red Army was ahnost completely surprised can also be seen in
the wording of the last order issued before the outbreak of hostilities, early on the
morning of 22 June. The Western Special Military Disttict received the Soviet High
Command's Dkective Number 1 at 12:45 am. Signed by Timoshenko and Zhukov, the
directive stated that an attack was only possible (rather than eminent) on tiie 22"'' or 23"*,
and called for the miUtary "to avoid provocative actions of any kind." Guns along the
border were to be secretly manned, aircraft dispersed and camouflaged, and conscripts
called up for service.

This directive was sunply a warning, not an alert. Stalm feared

that the army might madvertently provoke an attack if it were on official alert. In fact,
Stalin rejected a more strongly worded directive from the two marshals, stating: "It's too
early to issue such a directive - perhaps the question can still be settled peacefully."^'
Unfortunately for Stalin, there would be no peace. With less than four hours left before
the attack, there would not even be enough time to implement the weak measures called
for m Directive Number 1.
The fiill attack finally came at 4:00 am, Moscow time. In a press dispatch from
the Soviet Informburo, the famous writer Ilya Ehrenburg wrote: "Wrth mdignation and
^^Meretskov. Servmg the People. 136-7.
"David M. Glantz, Barbarossa: Hitler's Invasion of Russia 1941 (Gloucestershire,
UK: Tempus, 2001), 242. In the appendbces, Glantz provides translations of relevant
German and Soviet documents along with a table that compares opposing units sector by
sector. Zhukov also cites this directive m its entu-ety in Volume 1, 278.
^'Zhukov, Volume 1, 277.
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anger we learned of the crimmal attacks by the German fascists on our Soviet cities. Our
people won't respond with words to the enemy. He has gone too far. Inevitable
destruction awaits him."^^ Unfortunately for the Soviets, the wait for the destruction of
the Germans would tum out be a very long one. The proud, efficient and enormous
German army would first have to be halted, and this proved no easy task. Over three
million German soldiers participated m the mvasion, divided into 148 divisions. The
Germans were able to field 3,350 tanks, 2,770 aircraft and over 7,000 guns. Though the
Ostheer enjoyed the benefits of 600,000 vehicles, the world's most modem army also
relied on the service of 625,000 horses.^^ This force immediately set to work, achieving
several dazzling successes immediately. For example, by noon on the first day of battle
the Luftwaffe had destroyed 1,200 Soviet planes, most of them caught on the ground.^^
In response to such disasters, the Soviet High Command immediately began
issuing several unworkable orders, such as Directive Number 2. This directive, endorsed
by Zhukov and Timoshenko and released at 7:15 am on the 22"**, first announced the
invasion and then called for the annihilation of the invasion force. Amazingly, it also
warned Soviet forces not to cross the frontier into German territory without special
authorization! Air strikes were to be carried out over German territory up to a depth of

^^S. Krasilshchik, ed.. World War II Dispatches From the Soviet Front (New
York: Sphinx, 1985), 5.
^^Earl F. Ziemke and Magna E. Bauer, Moscow to Stalmgrad: Decision in the
East (Washington DC: Center of Military History, 1987), 5. In German Strategy Agamst
Russia. Leach provides many of the same numbers citmg the German General Staffs
Barbarossa file.
^''Glantz and House, When Titans Clashed, 49.
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90 miles and Koenigsburg and Memel were to be hit; evidently with the hundreds of
burning planes that never even took to the sky. At 9:15 that night, the high command
issued Directive Number 3. It claimed that m all sectors along the front, with the
exception of a few understandably innocuous regions, "the enemy attacks [had] been
beaten off with heavy losses to hun." The directive not only called for the containment
of the Germans, but also for massive encu-clements and paralyzing counterstrokes.^* The
only real use of these orders was to demonstrate to the front commanders just how out of
touch the Soviet High Command had become with reality.
Back on the frontier, the Germans were mauling the Red armies wholesale. The
Westem Front (the Soviet equivalent of a German Army Group), commanded by General
Dmitri Pavlov, bore the brunt of the German onslaught north of the Pripet Marshes. At
Pavlov's expense, the Army Group Center chief, von Bock, bagged one of the first
massive groups of Soviet soldiers in the double battle of Bialystok-Mmsk. Guderian's
Second Panzer Group, sweeping up from the southwest, met General Hermann Hoth's
Third Panzer Group, which had pierced Pavlov's northwestern defenses.^^ Under such
pressure, Pavlov began to lose his nerve. On 26 June, the fifth day of the invasion,
Pavlov signaled Timoshenko: "Up to 1,000 tanks are enveloping Minsk from the northwest; they have passed through the fortified region near Kozekovo. There is no way to
oppose them."'^ Pavlov's mental collapse helped lead to a collapse at the front, resuhing

38These

orders are available m theu- entirety in appendix II of Glantz, Barbarossa.

^^John Erickson, The Road to Stalmgrad: Stalin's War With Germany (New
Haven: Yale University Press, 1999), 150-5.
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in the complete enckclement of Mmsk by 28 June. That same day, perhaps sensing his
pendmg fate, Pavlov tardily ordered: "Mmsk must be held even though this might mean
fightmg m encirclement."" Unfortunately for Pavlov, his men would not have the
opportunity to carry out his order; Mmsk fell shortly after its issue.
In triumph, von Bock issued an order of the day that included a hst of the booty:
287,704 prisoners, 2.585 tanks, 1,449 guns and 242 planes.'^ For his part m the debacle,
Pavlov was arrested and executed for treason. While it is obvious that Pavlov's
performance was lacking, it must be remembered that he was one of the younger soldiers
pressed into a command position, as a resuh of the purges, that he was not prepared for.
Colonel LT. Starinov probably summarized Pavlov's plight best in his memoir:
I saw Pavlov at the moment of his arrest. It seemed that this extremely
exhausted and, one suspects, even broken man experienced a feelmg of
long-awaited rehef At last he was released from responsibility for the
troops of an entire Army Group, which was beyond his ability to
command. Let's be frank about this. No commander who had known
Pavlov for a long time considered him well equipped to occupy the high
posts assigned to him in the last two or three years.'^
Khmshchev corroborates this statement. In warning Stalin of Pavlov, Khrushchev said:
"He seems fairly limited. There's no question that he knows how to handle a tank, but I
'^Harold S. Orenstein, tr., "A Collection of Combat Documents Covermg Soviet
Westem Front Operations: 24-30 June 1941," Journal of Soviet Military Studies, vol. 4,
no. 2 (June 1991), 344. Also see Harold S. Orenstem, tr., "A Collection of Combat
Documents Covermg the First Three Days of the Great Patriotic War," Journal of Soviet
Military Studies, vol.4, no. 1 (March 1991), for the lead up to Minsk's fall.
"Erickson. The Road to Stalingrad. 154.
'Von Bock, Generalfeldmarschall, 241 (7.7.41).
'^Bialer, ed., Stalm and His Generals, 236. This passage is taken from Starinov's
1964 memoir, Miny zhdut svoego chasa.
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don't think he's suited to command."" One version of tiie official Soviet state history of
the war glazes over this particularly embarrassing episode in only a short paragraph.
Interestmgly, Pavlov's name is not even mentioned in conjunction with the defeat.
Instead, the cause of defeat is simply attributed to the rapid advance of the Panzer forces,
which is quite sunplistic.'^ The ring of culprits included the Soviet High Command,
which remamed unable to grasp the gravity of the apocalyptic situation at the front, thus
failmg as miserably m its oversight role as Pavlov did m his localized role. PredictabK,
the whole affair is portrayed in vague terms by most of the Soviet sources. Because of
the Minsk battle's compromismg subject matter, they all tend to focus on the next battle,
Smolensk, because of its strategic importance and its arguable outcome as a victory.
On 3 July, Haider wrote in his diary: "It is...probably no overstatement to say that
the Russian Campaign has been won in the space of two weeks. Of course, this does not
yet mean that it is closed."'^ Indeed it was not. As a matter of fact, Pavlov's replacement
as the Westem Front's new leader, Andrei Eremenko, was beginning the process of
organizing a credible defense along an extended segment of the front. For the first tune
in the war, the Red Army would offer visible resistance m force at and around Smolensk,
the last major obstacle separating the Wehrmacht from Moscow. Much of the city itself
actually fell very rapidly. According to Eremenko, German forces entered Smolensk
proper on 10 July and, for all practical purposes, completed the subjugation of the city by
44

Khmshchev, Khmshchev Remembers, 174.

' ^ . I . Anisunov et al.. Great Patriotic War of the Soviet Union. 1941-1945: A
General Outlme (Moscow: Progress Publishers, 1970). 52.
'^Haider, The Haider War Diarv, 446-7 (3.7.41).
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the 16 .

However, the city represented a relatively minor objective in the larger battle

being fought around it. Unlike at Minsk, the Germans had problems closing tiie jaws of
their steel pincer. This is attributable to a series of relentless Soviet counterattacks tiiat
won precious time for Eremenko to organize sometiiing resembhng a defense to the east.
The Germans firmly clung to their positions anchored on southem Smolensk, but
had difficulty consoUdatmg their gains m other parts of the city. For a week, the battle m
the city itself redeveloped mto a slugging match, as the Germans and Soviets pushed each
other back and forth over peripheral points such as the cemetery and auport.'* While the
Germans wrested the last bastions of resistance m Smolensk from their defenders, the
gridlock finally started to break outside the city as well. This process began on the 23"^,
when the Soviet counterstrokes began to fizzle out. For the next few days, the unsealed
pocket that had formed west of Smolensk slowly compressed under German pressure
from the north. Meanwhile, German forces rallied south of the city and finally, albeit
flimsily, closed the pincer on the 30*. Though the Soviets were able to siphon a modest
number of units out of the pocket over the next couple of days, they could not keep the
pocket from collapsing on 3 August. Historian Jacob Kipp makes an interesting analogy
regarding the fighting styles of the Wehrmacht and the Red Army in the battle: "Here
was a duel between a man with a fine rapier, great fencing skills and wonderful talent,
and a large fellow with a large meat axe."'^ Of course, the large man was beginning to

Andrei Eremenko, The Arduous Beginning (Moscow: Progress Publishers,
1966).
'^Ibid., 167.
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use his large meat axe a little more effectively, but he still provided no real match for his
talented counterpart m terms of ability.
Even as tiie Smolensk battle was stUl m progress, tiie popular misconception that
this battle represented a great stt-ategic victory for tiie Red Army unmediately became
fact. This constmction of a legend comes through in the works of several writers
includmg Alexander Werth, who entitles chapter FV, part II of his monumental work,
Russia At War, "Smolensk: the First Check to the Blitzkrieg," and concludes: "In the
Smolensk area, for the first tune, Soviet resistance succeeded m bringing the German
blitzkrieg to a halt."^° Marshal Rokossovsky expands this basic analysis in his memoir:
With the German Army Group Centre, comprismg the 2"*^ and 9* Armies
and two Panzer groups, strikmg forwards, the nazi command was
confident that the operation would end in the encu-clement and
annihilation of the Westem Front's main forces in the Smolensk area.
This plan failed, and instead of the vacuum he had hoped for the enemy
encoimtered new strong defenses m the Moscow sector.^'
On the whole, this view is vastly overstated. First, the attack did destroy a large
proportion of the Westem Front's main forces in a classic, though difficuk, encirclement.
Second, the plan was a success, just not the unmediate and effortless success Hitler had
envisioned based on previous experiences. Some of the Red Army's counterattacks were

'^David M. Glantz, ed.. The Initial Period of War on the Eastem Front, 22 June August 1941 (London: Frank Cass, 2001), 429. This quote comes from Jacob Kipp's
essay, "Overview: Phase 2: 20 July-7 August 1941." See the whole of chapter 6, "The
Smolensk Operation, 7 July-7 August 1941," for several excellent analyses by numerous
authorities and a series of operational maps.
^^Alexander Werth, Russia At War (New York: E.P. Dutton, 1964), 171.
^'Rokossovsky, A Soldier's Duty, 39. For another Soviet view, see P.
Kurochkin's article, "Battle of Smolensk," Soviet Military Review, vol. 4 (April 1968).
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strong, but none approached decisiveness. Fmally, m failmg to throw back Army Group
Center's forces, the only contribution these attacks may have made was m motivating
Hitler to divert his forces to greener pastures (i.e. Kiev), which made the formation of
those "new strong defenses" possible. While the Soviets did perform better at Smolensk
than they had anywhere else previously, their efforts remamed frighteningly deficient. In
fact. Marshal Aleksandr Vasilevsky condemned Eremenko for his poor handling of the
Westem Front, clahning that perhaps he had taken the state's propaganda, which touted
him as the man who bested Guderian, too seriously.

Essentially, a combination of luck

and perseverance, rather than tactical proficiency, allowed the Soviets to take an
advantage, not a victory, away from the bloody fields around Smolensk.
The mere ability of the Red Army to mount counterstrokes in July, regardless of
their overall effectiveness, might have been an important factor in convincmg Hitler to
drastically aher his overall strategy. A tme and complete explanation can only be
surmised. Yet, in order to assist the advance of Field Marshal Gerd von Rundstedt's
Army Group South, Directive Number 33, issued 19 July 1941, called for Army Group
Center's mechanized forces to move southwards for a drive to encircle the Ukraine's
capital, Kiev, from the rear.^^ This alteration temporarily made Moscow a secondary
objective. Several of Hitler's most competent leaders objected to this measure. In his
diary entry for 28 July, von Bock concluded: "the army group is bemg scattered to the
four winds." He also mdicated that the commander of his Fourth Army, Field Marshal

"Glantz, ed.. The Initial Period, 424.
"Trevor-Roper, ed.. Blitzkrieg to Defeat, 87.
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Guenther von Kluge, shared his view, as did generals Hoth and Guderian.'' It should be
noted that these men, particularly the egoists von Kluge and Guderian, often bickered
violently with one another. The hazardous nature of Hitler's diluted strategy is betrayed
merely by the fact that these men were able to reach consensus m opposition to it. Of
course. Army Group Center's commanders were not without friends at the high
command. Haider too disagreed with Hitler's new plan: "My representations stressing
the importance of Moscow are brushed aside [by Hitler] without any counterevidence.'.,55
In response to a plea from Army Commander-m-Chief Walter von Brauchitsch urging a
continued thrust on Moscow, Hitler retorted: "Only completely ossified brains, absorbed
in the ideas of past centuries... could see any worthwhile objective in takmg the
capital."^^ Despite the mterjections of many of his best soldiers. Hitler persisted in his
new scheme. Though Moscow would officially become a secondary target, partial
compensation would be won m the form of an astoundmg victory at Kiev.
Possession of the Ukraine did have several benefits. The land itself was among
the most fertile m Europe, and Hitler expected it to become the breadbasket for the 1,000year Reich. Strategically, its conquest would open the path to the Volga, securing the
southem flank of Army Group Center. Unfortunately for the Germans, these long-term
advantages did not favor the blitzkrieg strategy, which demanded a short, decisive
campaign as a prerequisite for victory. There was, nevertheless, one mitial advantage:
"von Bock, Generalfeldmarschall, 265 (28.7.41), and Guderian, Panzer Leader,
189.
^^Halder, The Haider War Diarv, 487 (26.7.41),
^^As quoted m Haider, Hitler As War Lord. 41,
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Guderian's armored thmst south completely shocked the Soviet High Command as well
as the field commander. Marshal Semyen Budienny,^^ The Second Panzer Group's drive
started on 25 August. The following day Guderian's men, with a combination of skill
and good fortune, managed to secure a bridgehead over the River Desna, which was
widened over the next few days.^* On 2 September, the commander of the newly formed
Bryansk Front, Eremenko, mitiated an offensive aimed agamst Guderian. Though
Eremenko claims m his memoir that this offensive was a "distinct success," it really fell
nothing short of meffectual. He opens his discussion by treatmg an ephemeral 10-12
kilometer advance ahnost as if it had broken Second Panzer Group's back, shift mg to
focus on the one true positive his army came away with: a bit more experience. ^^
Undaunted, Guderian continued his march while Eremenko watched helplessly. Second
Panzer Group knifed southward during the first week of September despite heavy rains.
On 8 September, Guderian made the decision to aim his forces at the town of Romny,
which was quickly captured by General Waher Model's Thu-d Panzer Division on the
10*.^^ Meanwhile the trap's jaw. General Ewald von Kleist's First Panzer Group, raced
northward to meet Guderian's group.

^^Alan Clark, Barbarossa: The Russian-German Conflict, 1941-1945 (New York:
William and Morrow, 1965), 139.
^^Guderian, Panzer Leader, 205-6.
^^Eremenko, The Arduous Begmnmg, 224-5. Eremenko was transferred to the
Bryansk Front m August. See 202-3 for an mteresting conversation between Eremenko
and Stalin regarding the matter.
^^See Guderian, Panzer Leader. 204-16, for a detailed description of the advance.
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As Guderian's forces pulled mto Romny on 10 September, von Kleisfs group
took Kremenchug, approxunately 120 miles south. By the morning of the 14* the
distance had been halved and, at 6:20 that evening, the First and Second Panzer Groups
sealed the pocket near the small town of Lokhvitsa. Systematically, the German armies
subdivided and crushed the pocket. ^' Not until the 17* did the Southwest Direction, tiie
actual Soviet force mside the ring, belatedly receive orders from the Army Chief of Staff,
Shaposhnikov, authorizing the abandonment of Kiev. Precious time had been wasted,
and by the tune the order came it was far too late. The situation degenerated mto an
unorganized melee, which not even the most privileged could escape. The commander of
the Southwest Front, M.P. Kirponos, was mortally wounded near Lokhvitsa. Even higher
up the ladder of authority, M.A. Burmistrenko, a member of the Soviet War Council, also
perished. Given the perils of German captivity, their fates may have been preferable to
that of then- 665,000 comrades who were taken prisoner.^^
The Battle of Kiev represented the nadir of Soviet tactical competence. The Red
Army failed to organize an adequate defense, dent both Guderian's drive south and von
Kleist's drive north, recognize the dangerous situation early enough to organize a tactical
withdrawal, and organize a cohesive effort to break out of encirclement. This catastrophe
enjoyed only one positive benefit, which Shtemenko is quick to point out in his memoh:

^'Paul Carell, Hitler Moves East. 1941-1943 (Boston: Little, Brown, 1964), 123-6.
^^Werth, Russia At War, 206-7. The figure 665,000 is the official German figure.
Though it may be mflated, it is certamly more accurate than the official Soviet figure of
175,000.
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"the Kiev battle.. .gave us tune to prepare fresh lines of defense."" To elaborate, the
Battle of Kiev siphoned away crack German units from the Smolensk-Moscow axis
givmg the Red Army tune to prepare for the forthcoming blitz on the capital. The battle
itself tumed out to be of rather short duration, but Hitler's change in strategy took the
better part of August just to prepare for. With capable leadership the Red Army could
have gamed far more during the respite, and the actual price paid at Kiev could have been
considerably less.
Mmsk, Smolensk and Kiev all share m common the fact that the Red Army lost
hundreds of thousands of men at each engagement. Surprismgly, these battles were not
exceptional in many regards and even served as harbmgers of others to come m the fall.
Such can be seen regarding the Kiev nightmare which, as far as general tactics and Soviet
losses are concerned, was repeated in October when the Germans completed the double
battle of Vyazma-Bryansk taking another 688,000 prisoners.^ However, success did not
come cheap for the Wehrmacht. By the end of August, Haider estimated that the Ostheer
had endured 389,924 casualties between the beginning of the campaign and 13 August:
11.4% of its original strength.^^ The dull Russian meat axe, though clumsily wielded,
was consistently grazmg its target. In fact, a few isolated mstances present units
exceeding expectations. Two cases in point are the garrisons of Brest and Odessa.

"Shtemenko, Book One. 46.
^Glantz, Barbarossa. 153. Glantz estunates that the Red Army lost one million
men m the Vyazma-Bryansk operation killed, captured or missmg. He also estunates that
250,000 others escaped.
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Haider, The Haider War Diary. 521 (29.8.41).
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Situated only miles away from the mitial 22 June German starting pomts. the city
of Brest became one of the first Soviet cities to come under attack. On tiie day of the
mvasion. Major General A.A. Korobkov reported: "at 0415 on 22 June 1941 tiie enemy
began to fire on the fortress at Brest and the region of the town of Brest... This town is
buming."^^ Though the tovm came under fire within the first few minutes of the German
attack, it did not surrender for over a month, amazing considering its geographic location.
As a result of the garrison's tenacious defense, Brest was awarded the title Hero Fortress,
the Order of Lenin and the Gold Star. Unfortunately for the frontier units of tiie Red
Army, the small citadel could only hold back a minimal number of the assauking German
force, which succeeded m penetrating to a depth of approximately 40 miles in that sector
by the end of the first day.^^
The city of Odessa, on the Black Sea, also offered a mgged and sustamed defense.
It held out agamst a combined German-Romanian semi-circlement for almost two and a
half months (5 August - 16 October 1941) and won the coveted distmction Hero City of
the Soviet Union.^^ Part of the city's success came as a resuh of its enviable geographic
location, really the exact opposite of Brest's situation. Because it was located far to the

^^Harold S. Orenstein, tr., "Combat Documents of Soviet Westem Front Armies:
22-30 June 1941," The Journal of Soviet Military Studies, vol. 4, no. 3 (September 1991),
519.
^^Anisimov, Great Patriotic War, 52. Soviet historian G. Deborin records the
following inscription, found upon the mins of Brest, in his book Secrets of the Second
World War (Moscow: Progress Pubhshers, 1972), 77: "I shall die, but never surrender!
Farewell, my country. July 24, 1941."
^^Werth, Russia At War, 208. Only Lemngrad, Moscow and Stalingrad shared
this great honor.
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south, the Axis forces primarily employed margmally effective Romanian troops in the
siege, the Gennans representmg only 5% of the attackmg force. Also, the city could
enjoy limited aid from the Soviet Black Sea Fleet, which, as the battle closed, evacuated
as many as 100,000 men.^^ The fighting in tiie area remained bitter, but as the Germans
thmst eastward toward the entrance of the Crunea, "the General Headquarters of the
Supreme Command.. .decided to evacuate the Odessa area and use its troops to
strengthen the defense of the Crimean Peninsula." The order went on to commend "The
officers and men of the Odessa Defense Area who [had] bravely and honestly performed
their mission."^^ Thus, the unportant city that had held out for so long did not fall but,
reminiscent of Dunkirk, was strategically abandoned.
Both Brest and Odessa can and have been mterpreted as great Soviet successes.
Why should they not be? After all, they each faced down the blitz, tymg down Axis
forces for weeks. They each proved a noticeable thom m the side of Hitler's advancing
juggernaut. But that very fact must be examined more closely: Brest and Odessa were
thorns, not lances. Though each city tied down some enemy forces, these forces
obviously did not prove vital to the success of battles fought elsewhere. Brest did little to
halt Army Group Center's advance, as it smashed its way past Minsk and into Smolensk.
In the case of Odessa, it was German pressure from unhindered forward units that

^^Igor Vitukhin, ed., Soviet Generals Recall World War II (New York: Sphmx,
1981), 73-78. See chapter 5, "The Defense of Odessa and Sevastopol," by People's
Commissar for the Navy, Admiral Nikolai Kuznetsov.
^^As quoted m N. Krylov, Glory Etemal: Defense of Odessa, 1941 (Moscow:
Progress Publishers, 1972), 267-8. See the whole of this work for a detailed and excitmg
firsthand account.
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actually ended up dislodgmg the defenders to the rear. Neither city could be considered a
critical target, and they did not demand the attention that other, more strategic, population
centers received. Had the Ostheer unleashed its fiill ftirry on either of these two cities the
outcome would have resembled Mmsk or Kiev more closely than the reality that actuall>
materialized. Undeniably, the mdividual sacrifices made at these two sites cannot be
overstated, but these battles were Umited, local successes m a regional war. In a modem
war of movement that called for large-scale operational exploitations, these fights
hearkened back to an era of siege warfare. Rather than seizing the initiative m any wa\
or at any tune, these battles were thmst upon the Soviets. The Germans clearly
controlled the order of battle throughout. Thus, even considermg two of the Red Army's
fmer moments in those black summer days of 1941, no hint of tactical prowess is present.
So how did the Red Army fend off defeat that summer? By a combmation of
factors, many of them largely out of its control. First, the Soviet Union presented an
interminable vacuum for its defenders to fall back on, regroup and fortify. Though some
commentators, such as Russel H.S. Stolfi, have argued that this factor has been
overblown they fail to recognize its truly pivotal nature. Stolfi basically argues that since
the Red Army did not rely on this factor m their defense planning, citmg Shtemenko s
postwar memoir, it did not matter in the ensumg campaign. It, of course, did. He also
asserts, incredibly, that the Germans did not have enough space to brmg to bear their
"superior" mobility.^' The question arises: how much space did they need? Did their

^'Russel H.S, Stolfi, "Barbarossa Revisited: A Critical Reappraisal of the Opening
Stages of the Russo-German Campaign (June-December 1941)," Joumal of Modem
History, vol. 54, iss. 1 (March 1982), 38-9.
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625,000 horses not have enough room to maneuver? In addition to ahnost limitless
space, the Red Army also enjoyed a steady flow of replacements to the front. In just
countmg manpower resources alone, the armies mamtamed approximate parity
throughout the summer. On 22 June, the forces facing each other were approximate 1\
3,650,000 Germans to 3,390,020 Soviets.^^ Aside from lopsided materiel advantages, the
Soviets also relied on vast manpower reserves that could somewhat easily absorb the
ahnost mconceivable losses incurred at Bialystok-Mmsk, Smolensk and Kiev. Haider
bemoaned the Red Army's miraculous ability to reproduce divisions in his diary: "These
divisions indeed are not armed and equipped accordmg to our standards, and their tactical
leadership is often poor. But there they are, and if we smash a dozen of them, the
TX

Russians simply put up another dozen."

Additionally, the Soviets survived the summer

campaign because the Germans, primarily but not restricted to Hitler, made several
strategic mistakes culminating in the diversion of Army Group Center's mechanized
forces in August-September.^'
In relation to the benefits of endless space, infinite replacements and German
mistakes, where does the Soviet High Command's performance fall on the list of
^^Anders Frankson, "Summer 1941," Joumal of Slavic Military Studies, vol. 13.
no. 3 (September 2000), 136. These figures mclude both engaged units and available
remforcements. In tanks, the Soviets enjoyed a 3:1 advantage and m aircraft a 1:2.8
advantage.
^^Halder, The Haider War Diary, 506 (12.8.41).
^'Consider Pavel Zhilm, They Sealed Theu- Own Doom (Moscow: Progress
Publishers, 1970), for an mterestmg Soviet interpretation that attempts to mdict the
German Army commanders along with Hitler. Of course, Zhilin also gives the Red Army
of 1941 much undue credit.
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elements contributmg to Soviet survival? Acttially, as illustrated, it does not make this
list but mstead makes another: elements in European Russia's near collapse. The high
command failed to properly assess the situation at tiie front m the opening days of tiie
battle. It also failed to provide quaUfied, tactically adept commanders to its armies due.
m very large part, to the military purges that had contmued up to the eve of war.
Khmshchev nicely sums up the consequences of the purges: "Perhaps even if Stalm
hadn't eliminated our best generals, the war would still have come. But it wouldn't have
cost us anywhere near as much as it cost under 'Our Dear Father, the Great Genius. "'^^
At certain pomts, the Red Army achieved local successes genumely attributable to skill
and darmg. However, these mstances numbered few and ahnost never occurred above
the single-army level. Tragically, the leadership of the largest army m the world fell mto
the equally mcapable hands of Stalin's political cronies and a group of young, unqualified
officers. On the field of battle, rather than stopping the blitz in its tracks, these men
simply proved that Soviet strategic proficiency had plummeted to the level of virtual
nonexistence.

^^Khm.shchev. Khmshchev Remembers, 164.
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CHAPTER IV
KHARKOV TO KHARKOV

The Red Army continued its stmggle for survival through the fall of 1941 and the
bitter winter that followed, managing to successfully defend Moscow. But the Red Arm>
alone did not slow the German advance on the capital and then tum it back. German
soldiers suffered from exposure, exhaustion and the vacillation of their commanders.
After the climactic Soviet victory at Moscow the war began a new phase, startmg with
the stabilization of the front over the winter and spring of 1942. Rejuvenated by the lull,
the Germans plaimed to hit the Red Army m the south early that summer. Their
offensive began by absorbmg a major Soviet thrust aimed at Kharkov. Following the
Kharkov battle, the Germans marched ahnost unopposed until they reached the large
mdustrial city on the Volga River, Stalmgrad. Though perennially recognized as a great
Soviet victory, as well as the tummg pomt of the entire war, the Battle of Stalingrad
really shows that the Red Army had only made very limited progress m the reahn of
strategic development m 1942. Even with another year of experience under their beUs,
the Soviets could not avoid another debacle at Kharkov m 1943.

'Of course even had the Germans taken Moscow the war probably would have
dragged on. Haider's Deputy Chief of Staff, General Gunther Blumentritt wrote: "My
personal opuiion is that even if we had managed to take Moscow the war would have
been far from won...the war would sunply have gone on, takmg new forms, m the huge
spaces of that country." From Blumentritt's chapter, "Moscow," m Seymour Freidin and
William Richardson, eds.. The Fatal Decisions (New York: William Sloane Associates,
1956), 83.
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Envisioned as a short campaign, the German mvasion of Russia had become tiie
pivotal front m a global war by 1942. Though the Wehrmacht had been unable to end the
conflict successfiilly m its first year, the Ostheer had not endured a serious defeat. The
Germans were still a powerfiil enemy, perhaps even capable of achieving a decisive
victory. However, the agonizing lunges toward Moscow, Leningrad and the Volga had
weakened the army significantly, straining its fragile logistical umbilical cord to the limit.
Hitler recognized these problems, and took them mto consideration as he drafted
Directive Number 41, released m early April. Directive 41, most popularly known as
Case or Operation Blau (Blue), admitted that due to limited resources, advances could
only be made on certain sectors of the front rather than along the whole line. Therefore,
Hitler chose to advance only in the south with the final objective of occupying the
Caucasus. At that point Stalingrad, though an important target, was merely a secondary
one. In fact. First Panzer Army commander Ewald von Kleist relates: "The capture of
Stalmgrad was subsidiary to the main aim... At the start Stalmgrad was no more than a
name on the map to us.'

Only a few short months later it would become the center of

the entire war.
Though Directive 41 gave the army a sense of operational direction, the high
command endured caustic intemal problems during its plannmg. These can be attributed
to differences between Hitler and his generals. Hitler never considered a long-term move
to the defensive, much to the dismay of several of his leading field commanders. Visions

^Trevor-Roper, ed.. Blitzkrieg to Defeat, 116-9.
^Hart. The German Generals Talk, 199.
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of oil and empke overwhehned the cautious voices of von Rundstedt and Army Group
North commander Wilhehn von Leeb, among others. At the core of the dispute between
Hitler and the generals lay an mcreasingly astrmgent relationship between Hitler and
Haider. In spite of the 1942 summer campaign's success, the two men bickered
unceasmgly. Through the winter of 1941-42 Haider's position at the general staff
remained secure, but others were not so fortunate. Hitler conducted a mmiature purge of
his own, sackmg von Leeb, von Rundstedt and von Bock. Von Bock would be quickly
remstated, taking command of Army Group South after its commander, von Rundstedt's
replacement Walter von Reichenau, suddenly died. Though the unpact of this little, nonlethal purge was minimal, due m large part to the competence of the replacements, ^ it did
not foster the acutely lacking sense of camaraderie between the army's commanders and
their newly appointed commander-in-chief^
The Germans were not the only ones preparmg great offensive schemes for the
late sprmg. The Soviet High Command, pressed by Stalin, prepared to launch several
bold attacks all along the front, from Leningrad to the Crimea. These included a daring
thmst toward Kharkov in hopes of splitting Army Groups Center and South.^ However,

'ibid., 194-5. This information comes from an interview Hart conducted with
Blumentritt.
^For an excellent collection of brief essays evaluatmg Hitler's field marshals see
Samuel W. Mitcham Jr., Hitler's Field Marshals and Theu- Battles (London: Leo Cooper,
1988).
^Hitler removed Army Commander-m-Chief Walter von Brauchitsch from his
post in December, appointmg himself to the post.
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several of Stalm's most skilled military leaders had doubts about the plans for a variety of
reasons. First, the high command was unable to accurately ascertain where the mevitable
German summer counteroffensive(s) would fall. According to both Shtemenko and
Zhukov, Stalin firmly believed that the mam German thmst would come on the central
portion of the front and, for the most part, the general staff agreed.^ Only a secondary
thrust with limited forces was expected m the south. Unfortunately, this maccurate
prediction, coupled with Stalm's personal conclusion that Soviet attacks would enjoy the
added benefit of thwarting any potential German plan, only reaped catastrophe. Zhukov
protested that the projected attacks ignored a large pocket near Moscow contaming
several of Army Group Center's most effective divisions. In his mind, these units stood
poised ready to strike the capital and needed to be eliminated. Zhukov lodged one final
protest: "I could not agree with [Stalin] on the number of proposed separate offensive
operations on the grounds that they would absorb our reserves and make it more difficuk
to prepare for a general offensive."^ Though the assauks were only local m nature, the
marshal realized that by distributing the precious reserves that had been accumulated over
the spring so thinly along the vast front mvked disaster. Yet, paymg no heed to the
advice of some of his best men, Stahn stubbornly persisted.

^Bialer, ed., Stalm and His Generals. 404. This information comes from Marshal
A.M. Vasilevsky's 1965 article, "Nekotorye voprosy rukovodstva vooruzhennoi bor'boi
letom 1942 goda."
^Shtemenko, Book One, 63, and Georgi Zhukov, Marshal Zhukov's Greatest
Battles (New York: Harper and Row, 1969), 117.
^Zhukov, Greatest Battles, 117-8.
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By March, Stalm had formulated the final draft of his directive for the sprmg
advances. Marshal Alexander Vasilevsky recorded the mcredibly optunistic order:
Sunukaneously with the shift to a strategic defense [which had been
requested by Shaposhnikov and Zhukov], I [Stalm] foresee the conduct of
local offensive operations along a number of axes to fortify the success of
the wmter campaign, to unprove the operational skuation, to seize the
strategic initiative and to dismpt German preparations for a new summer
offensive. '^
Though many objected to parts of the plan, several supported k entirely. Marshal
Tunoshenko, who would lead the cmcial attack in the Ukrame as commander of the
Southwest Direction, was one of ks greatest proponents. After receiving Stalin's
approval of Southwest Direction's operational plan in March, Timoshenko began
preparing his commanders for the operation by holding strategy sessions. Timoshenko's
pohtical officer, Khmshchev, also supported (or at least approved) the plans. This is
evident from a series of reports that bear his signature, sent from Southwest Direction to
Stalm, outlmmg the dkection's plans." Khmshchev, admittedly never a mihtary man by
trammg, clouded his portion of the blame in his memok, makmg statements such as: "I
forgot who had taken the mkiative for organizmg the Kharkov operation in the first
place," and "I don't deny that I may have had a part m k."'^ Yet, Khmshchev remamed
just as culpable as any other Southwest Dkection leader who also overlooked the
potential dangers of the operation.
'^As quoted m David M. Glantz, Kharkov. 1942: Anatomy of a Mihtary Disaster
(Rockville Centre, NY: Sarpedon, 1998), 25. Glantz mtegrates the entke Soviet General
Staff study of the battle mto his work.
"ibid., see appendbc 1 for a completeti-anslationof tiie mkial 22 March report.
'^Khmshchev. Khmshchev Remembers, 184. Emphasis added.
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When the Red Army launched ks offensive on 12 May, k could not have come at
a worse tune or place. There was sometiimg ommous about the Red Army's rapid
advance. As Khrushchev said: "We had broken through the enemy's front hue of defense
easily - too easily."'^ Over the first five days, the Soviet attack seemed to be a stunmng
success, movmg 40 to 50 kilometers forward." The attack surprised the Germans, as is
evident from von Bock's diary entry for the 12*. As the Red Army plunged through the
weak portions of the German hne, von Bock reported to Haider that the attack threatened
the "very existence" of the army group.'^ However, Tunoshenko, rather than von Bock,
should have worried. Tunoshenko had marched right mto an madvertent German
ambush. Just as Army Group South was entering the final stages of concentratmg and
refittmg ks forces for the push eastward, as called for m Dkective 41, Tunoshenko's
forces arrived on the scene.
In the immediate area of the breakthrough, the Germans had been preparing to
launch a hmked operation, Fredericus, to pinch-off a large bulge in the line starting
approximately 40 kilometers south of Kharkov. On 14 May, an anxious von Bock
requested the transfer of several units from the assembled attack force to fill gaps m the
German line and bolster the defense being offered by General Friedrich Paulus' mighty
Sixth Army to the north. The high command rejected the measure, and that same day
Hkler personally took control of the skuation. Hkler ordered ak reinforcements for the

'^Ibid., 183.
Voroshilov, The Soviet Army, 152.
'Von Bock, Generalfeldmarschall, 475 (12.5.42).
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area, and he and von Bock agreed to try and launch Fredericus one day early to relieve
pressure on Paulus.'^ Though the Germans began to recover from the mitial shock of the
Soviet attack, carefully planning thek counterstroke, they continued to exude a
pessimistic attitude. Shortly before the German counterattack, von Bock wrote: "It is
difficuk to see how the attack by Army Group Kleist [merely the unks assigned to
Fredericus, which von Kleist would lead] begmning tomorrow will be sustamed."' But
just as the Red Army's leaders failed to see the catastrophe on the horizon, the German
leaders failed to predict the overwhehning success that lay but a few days ahead.
By 16 May, the situation finally began to come mto focus on the Soviet side of the
Ime. Reconnaissance reports mdicated that the Germans were massuig troops for an
attack, although the Soviet forces to the south contmued to march forward vktually
unmolested. By this pomt, every step westward brought the Red Army deeper and deeper
mto the German trap. Unfortunately, Stalm refused to accept the fact that the offensive
was m serious danger. Belatedly, Khmshchev called the new chief of the general staff,
Vasilevsky,'^ and begged hun to persuade Stalm to cancel the operation. But Vasilevsky
refiised to disturb the resolute dictator. Growmg bolder, Khmshchev attempted to
telephone Stalm du-ectly at his retreat outside Moscow, but could only reach Georgi
Malenkov, one of Stalm's henchmen. By Stahn's order, Khmshchev could only address
i6Halder, The Haider War Diary, 616 (14.5.42). Haider mcludes fakly detailed
notes of the 14 May Hkler-von Bock telephone conversation.
'Von Bock, Generalfeldmarschall 480 (16.5.42).
''Ilbess forced Shaposhnikov to step down as chief He eventually died on 26
March 1945, just weeks before the fmal triumph over Nazi Germany. For a brief essay
on his career see Harold Shukman, ed., Stalin's Generals (New York: Grove, 1993).
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him through Malenkov. To Khrushchev, k must have seemed like some kmd of
ridiculous game. After all, he could hear Stahn talkmg to Malenkov m the background,
as Southwest Dk-ection plunged deeper mto trouble. Tragically, Stahn ordered that the
offensive contmue, at which Khrushchev said: "All right, orders are orders. Contmumg
the offensive is all too easy smce we have no enemy troops m front of us."'^
17 May, the day Army Group South countered, was very much for the Soviets like
the 12* had been for the Germans. Stunned by the sti-ength of the blow, and wkh much
of thek communications system devastated by Luftwaffe attacks. Red Army commanders
stmggled just to communicate with the front. The ferocity of the German attacks caused
Tunoshenko to lose contact vnth the southem wmg of his forces ahnost unmediately.
Soviet forces in the north had been abmptly baked, while m the south the army wandered
aunlessly m the open vastness. Tunoshenko, with Stalm's approval, finally cancelled the
offensive on the 19*, but k was too late.^° Paulus' Sbrth Army was thrustmg
southeastwards in an attempt to enckcle the southem prong of the Soviet advance as von
Kleist's panzer divisions continued thek drive northwest. On the 20*, von Bock issued
orders to close trap, writing in his diary: "everything will tum out well after all!"

On

the 22"^, the 14* Panzer Division met elements of Sbrth Army at Balakleya and the next

'^Khmshchev, Khmshchev Remembers, 185-6. In Kharkov, 1942, David Glantz
pomts out that the leaders of the Southwestem Dkection, mcludmg Khmshchev, signed
combat reports on the 19* that did not call for the abandonment of the otfensive. Of
course, they (at least Khmshchev) had akeady received a fkin rebuff from Stalin
regardmg the matter.
^^Erickson, The Road to Stalmgrad, 345-7.
^'von Bock, Generalfeldmarschall. 484 (20.5.42).
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mormng, 23^' and 16* Panzer Imked up 10 miles west of tiie town. The ten-mile-wide
band of German steel sealed over 200,000 Soviet soldiers m the pocket." The Soviet
armies desperately attempted to break out over tiie next few days, but to no avail.
Tunoshenko ordered an attack on 25 May, but lackmg coordmation k fell far short of ks
mtended goal: "Soviet troop command and control was completely dismpted. As a resuh
of the disorganized wkhdrawal and contmuous enemy operations, the units suffered
heavy losses, were disorganized and did not execute thek missions for breakmg through
the enckclement."

Other attacks followed the same futile pattem until resistance

collapsed only days later.
In the Kharkov debacle, the Red Army suffered a grand total of 266,927
casuakies, losmg 652 tanks and 1,646 guns.^' The whole affak mdicated that the high
command, and especially Stalin, had leamed ahnost nothing from the disastrous summer
of 1941. The operation was launched based on the insistence of Stalin, the misguided
urging of Timoshenko and inaccurate or kicomplete intelligence, rather than strategic
expediency. The Germans capkalized on the Soviet's foolhardmess. Though the Red
Army's attack came at the perfect time and place for the Germans to pounce, k took
Hkler's determined leadership to secure the success of the operation, fust cahnmg von
Bock and then reuiforcmg the area with Luftwaffe units. However, m that key element to
the German victory lay one easily overlooked mgredient to the Soviet success at
^^Ziemke and Bauer, Moscow to Stalmgrad, 282.
^^From the Soviet General Staff Study mcluded in Glantz, Kharkov, 1942, 210.
^'ibid., 272. This number combkies those killed, captured, wounded and sick.
The Germans actually captured 207,057 Soviet soldiers m the encirclement operation.
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Stalmgrad. Hkler had mterfered m the army's conduct of operations on numerous
occasions previously, but m the Battle of Kharkov his leadership proved quke good, just
as k had over the wmter. Remforced by these personal triumphs, Hkler would contmue
to exercise his authority ki the Stahngrad affak-, but to Germany's great disadvantage. Of
course, considermg the price paid at Kharkov this can only be considered a scant poski\ e
for the reeling Red Army.
Kharkov was a particularly difficuk defeat for the Soviets to digest. The high
command could not claim German treachery or vastly superior numbers for ks
humiliatmg defeat; mcompetence alone was clearly responsible. Visions of Pavlov's fate
haunted Khmshchev as he joumeyed to Moscow to meet with Stalm, but the dictator
spared him. Upon retummg to his post, Khmshchev found Tunoshenko developmg new
tactics to mamtain order in the Soviet camp, rather than to strike back at the Germans:
"the army had been so utterly routed by the enemy that the only way to rally the troops
was to set up mobile kkchens and hope that the soldiers would retum when they got
hungry."^^ The Germans would take advantage of on this dke skuation by speeding
toward the great Volga versus only weak resistance.
Throughout most of June, Army Group South energetically prepared for ks
upcoming major offensive. General Erich von Manstem brilliantly elimmated the Soviet
garrison of Sevastopol by skillfiilly employkig some of Wehrmacht's heaviest artillery.
Hkler promoted von Manstem to field marshal and transferred him, most of his Eleventh
Army and the heavy guns, north to Lemngrad, a potentially pivotal mistake. At the time.

^^Khmshchev, Khmshchev Remembers, 189.
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with Stahngrad viewed as a secondary objective, few could have foreseen the need for
siege artillery's fiirther employment m the south. However, General Haider did, and
strongly objected to Hkler's decision to move k. But the Fuehrer's will remamed
unshakeable.

The army group also successfully carried out several mkior operations ki

the wake of the Kharkov victory, most notably Wilhehn and Fredericus II, which
succeeded m attammg more fevorable startmg poskions for Operation Blau,^^ Though
the Germans made unportant gams in the opening weeks of June, a serious accident
occurred that threatened to undermine the entke summer offensive.
On 19 June, a German plane carrying Major Joachim Reichel, the operations
officer for 23'^'' Panzer, fell into Soviet hands. Reichel carried wkh him a complete set of
plans for the openkig phase of Operation Blau, set to be launched just a few days later.^*
The situation that developed as a resuk of the missmg orders heightened tensions among
the entke German command and infuriated Hkler, who had specifically forbidden the
transport of plans m that manner. Bereft of a tme scapegoat, von Bock shouldered much
of the blame for the mishap but was able to diffuse a nervous Hkler at a meeting between
the two on the 25*. Yet, the episode did nothing to solidify von Bock's poskion as the
army group commander; he had akeady been fued as Army Group Center chief

^^Albert Seaton, The Russo-German War. 1941-45 (New York: Praeger, 1972),
264-5.
^^See chapter III, "Prelude to Summer," of Ziemke and Bauer, Moscow to
Stalmgrad. for detailed accounts of the siege of Sevastopol, Wilhelm and Fredericus II.
28 Haider,

The Haider War Diary, 624-8 (20.6.1942 - 24.6.1942).
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Although the plans had ahnost certamly fallen mto enemy hands, and Fredericus II and
Wilhehn had caused delays, tiie attack went forward on the mormng of 28 June.
The German attack rolled forward tiiat day, meetkig only token resistance. Stahn
believed that tiie captured Blau plans were not autiientic; arguably a reasonable
conclusion. Instead of issukig orders to parry tiie imaginary onslaught, Stalm ordered
Tunoshenko to prepare his armies for an offensive to spoil any German thrust that might
come.^° But the Red Army would not have the chance. Agam, tiie Soviets had played
right mto German hands. Haider records the ease wkh which the German Armies
advanced on the first day:
Offensive BLUE has started. The attack by von Weichs' group has
achieved tactical surprise, but after the mkial easy penetrations, our troops
had to overwhehn partly stubbom enemy opposkion. The offensive is
makmg very satisfactory progress. The resuks of tiie attack have fully
corroborated our picture of the enemy disposkion. The front is weakly
held, and there is some organization ki depth,^'
Overall, the advance to Stahngrad that summer followed this seemkigly deskable pattem.
Unfortunately for the Germans however, the Red Army had adopted a new, very basic
strategy: retreat. For example, mstead of standkig to fight at Voronezh, the Soviets
simply fled. This new tactic aggravated Hkler knmensely, and may have contributed to
his decision to replace von Bock as Army Group B's commander.^^ Though at certain

^\on Bock, Generalfeldmarschall, 504-5 (23.6,42 and 25.6.42). Von Bock
judged the meeting a success. Of course, von Bock was reheved less than three weeks
later.
^^Erickson, The Road to Stalingrad, 355.
^'Haider, The Haider War Diarv. 629 (28.6.42).
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pomts the Red Army did off-er a mgged defense, k made a concerted effort to retaki men
m preparation for the German assauk on Stahn's city.
As the Gennans drew closer to the great city on the Volga, they encountered
much stiffer resistance. However, Army Group B's forces sttibbomly pushed through all
obstacles the Red Army's new Stahngrad Front could erect. At this juncture, tiie story of
Stahngrad becomes the story not of an army group but of a skigle army, Paulus' Sixth.
On 19 August, Sixth Army's chief issued his order for tiie attack on Stalmgrad. Paulus
anticipated a vigorous defense from the Soviets and expected significant counter-attacks.
But with tremendous confidence, he assigned very specific missions to his various
corps.

By the 2 3 ' , Paulus had reached the Volga north of Stahngrad.^' That same day.

General Wolfgang von Richthofen's entke Fourth Au- Fleet supported Paulus' advance
outside the cky by destroymg enemy tanks and troop concentrations. The ak fleet also
hit the city kself, and spared nekher military nor civilian targets.^^ As the German tidal
wave crashed upon Stalingrad, the Red Army worked feverishly to organize an effective
defense capable of holding the cky at all costs.
Army Group South was splk in two as Blau unfolded. Von Bock retained the
Sixth German, Second Hungarian, Eighth Italian and Third Romanian Armies to press on
the Don River and on to Stalingrad, Army Group A, led by Field Marshal Wilhelm List,
took the German Fu-st Panzer and Seventeenth Armies for a drive mto the Caucasus.
Erickson, The Road to Stalingrad. 362, For von Bock's demise, see Ziemke and Bauer,
Moscow to Stalmgrad. 247-8.
^^This order is mcluded ki ks entkety ki Werner Haupt, Army Group South: The
Wehrmacht in Russia. 1941-1945 (Atglen. PA: Schiffer, 1998), 161-3.
^'Haider, The Haider War Diary. 660 (23.8.42).
^^Anthony Beevor's Stalmgrad: The Fatefiil Siege. 1942-1943 (New York:
Vikkig, 1998) includes a graphic description of this raid, 104-6.
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Stoppmg the German Army would, of course, prove no sunple chore. However,
as the Red Army feU back on Stahngrad, k gamed a few precious advantages. Though
morale had plummeted m the wake of the Kharkov disaster, and remamed low throughout
the arduous summer, many Soviet soldiers, perhaps senskig the gravity of the situation,
fought the Nazi armies with fanatical zeal. General Vasili Chuikov, who became tiie
commander of Fortress Stahngrad on 12 September, recorded some of his men's deeds:
"One of the men threw hknself wkh a bunch of grenades under the tracks of the first tank.
The tank blew up, A second man followed, then a thkd, and a fourth,..Four tanks stood
blazkig on the battlefield,"^' Unfortunately, the German advance had a detrimental effect
on the ranks as well: "Losses m battle, retreats, the shortage of ammunkion and
provisions, difficukies m replenishkig men and material - all these lowered the morale of
our troops," Rather than voluntarily throwmg thek grenade-laden bodies under roaring
German tanks, "many of them had begun to want to get across the Volga as quickly as
possible, and get away from this hell,"^"^ Though a majority of the Red Army soldiers
suffered from low morale, under the kon fists of thek commanders and commissars they
fought on.
Urban fightmg, which suked nekher army particularly well, favored the Red
Army ki the case of Stalmgrad, As defender, the Soviets could count on the close
confmes of the mbble-filled streets to minimize the effectiveness of the German tanks,
which the highly mobile Sixth Army had relied upon for so much of ks success.
V.I. Chuikov, The Begmnmg of the Road: The Story of the Battle For Stalingrad
(London: Macgibbon & Kee, 1963), 59-60.
37

Ibid., 84.
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Addkionally advantageous, Stahngrad's workkig population, a small army ki kself
constmcted fortifications and contmually ttimed out war materiel from the cky's man\
heavy factories. Marshal Eremenko, named commander of the Southeast Front^* m early
August, wrote of the proletariat's exploks: "The city's civilian population, especially
mdustrial workers, worked day and night to stt-engthen defense. Stalkigrad-made guns
and tanks enabled a 20-gun artillery anti-tank regknent and a 10-vehicle-strong tank
company to be formed every day."^^ Despite the hard work of the population, the cky's
rapidly constmcted defenses remamed woefiilly kiadequate. Chuikov relates: "We pass
through barricades put up ki the streets and are amazed at them. Who could have made
such 'fortifications'? Not only will they not hold back the enemy tanks - the bumper of a
lorry will knock them down."'^ However, even after these knprovised fortifications had
been destroyed, the population evacuated and the assembly lines silenced, the Soviets
could enjoy a final advantage: the devastation kself The ravaged factories (the
Dzerzhinsky tractor factory, the Barikady artillery works and the Krasny Oktyabr blast
fiimaces) became super-fortresses when they could no longer produce tanks and guns.
Not just these enormous plants, but also each demohshed buildkig, provided Stahngrad's
brave defenders a stronghold that the Germans would have to bleed for.

^^The Stalmgrad Front had been reformed mto two fronts, Stalingrad and
Southeast.
^^A.M. Vasilevsky et al.. Two Hundred Days of Fke: Accounts by Participants
and Wknesses of the Battle of Stalmgrad (Moscow: Progress Publishers, 1970), 96.
Marshal Eremenko authors the chapter, "The Stalingrad Epic." As ki the case of Two
Hundred Days of Fke. Marshal Eremenko's name is often translkerated Yeremenko.
'^Chuikov, The Beginnkig, 79.
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In the last week of August, and through the openkig days of September, the
Germans fought thek way to the cky's suburbs. Akeady, the fightmg had become
extremely heavy, but the worst still lay m store. As the Germans thrust mto Stahngrad's
outskkts, the bulge began to vaguely resemble the Soviet Kharkov offensive. Army
Group B actually contakied a greater number of allied armies than reliable German
formations. In fact, Sbrth Army vktually constituted the army group's entke German
contkigent. While Paulus' excellent divisions plowed further mto the cky, they could
only count on margkial Romanian, Italian and Hungarian armies to protect thek
vuhierable flanks. But even from the begmnmg many German mihtary leaders, as well as
Hkler, recognized the potential danger. While Hkler made light of the threat. Haider
energetically argued for the complete abandormient of the Stalingrad push akogether.
Hkler would tolerate no more of the general staff chief s interjections. Haider was
dismissed ki late September, penning in his final diary entry: "My nerves are worn out:
also his nerves are no longer fresh. We must part...He is determined to enforce his
will.into the army."" The army had lost one of ks best men; one of the few willkig to
actively criticize Hkler in a constmctive manner. His leadership would be sorely missed.
A Soviet Informburo report from 21 September started by statmg: "The battle that
unfolded near Stalmgrad is the fiercest of all that took place durmg the war. It is the
cmelest ki character, the most complicated ki maneuvers, and involves the greatest
number of people."'^ In the month of October, the battle would live up to this description

"Haider, The Haider War Diary. 670 (24.9.42).
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as the stmggle moved mto the city proper. The Germans, who had reached the Volga
south of the cky m mid-September, crept closer and closer to the rivers bank from all
dkections. But contmuous heavy battle was sappkig Sbrth Army's offensive strengtii.
Paulus decided to hk the Red Army head-on at the fortress factories. In this series of
battles, the Germans used superior numbers and specialists to wki significant gains,
takmg all of the Krasny Oktyabr, half the Barikady and splittkig the tractor factor)
defenders mto three pockets.'^ However, they did not succeed ki clearkig the west bank
of ks Soviet defenders. A correspondent for the Soviet newspaper Red Star accurately
described the ordeal: "Every square metre of ground the Nazis occupy costs them tens of
lives. Probably nowhere have the Nazis had to pay such an extravagant price ki blood for
every kich of ground as here." The report contmues: "Over mountakis of thek own
corpses the Germans are pushing on. If they advance at all thek advance per day can be
measured in tens of metres,"" Hkler was stubbornly urging Paulus to take Stalingrad
just as Stalin had stubbornly urged Timoshenko to continue his advance on Kharkov.
The Germans were advanckig steadily, but exhausting themselves ki the process.
Meanwhile, the Soviet forces in the city continued to show no sign of surrender. In fact,
Chuikov, who had decided to keep his headquarters ki the city, urged his men to contmue
thek frenzied defense: "Every German soldier must be made to feel that he is livkig

'^Krasilshchik, ed.. World War II Dispatches, 143. From "The Battle for
Stalmgrad" by Pyotr Pavlenko.
'^Clark, Barbarossa. 239.
"As quoted ui Alexander Werth, The Year of Stalmgrad (London: Hamish
Hamilton, 1946), 274.
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under the muzzle of a Russian gun, always ready to treat hun to a fatal dose of lead.*''"
November proved to be a difficuk month for the city's defenders. Though, for ah
practical purposes, the Germans went over to tiie defensive tiiat month, the nightmare
contmued for the men of both armies as wmter set ki. In an 8 November speech. Hkler
proudly proclauned that Stalmgrad was all but captured and that the fightmg was
progresskig slowly m order to avoid a repeat of the bloody World War I battle of
Verdun.

Geographically Hkler's assertion was correct: the remakikig Red Army

defenders had been divided mto a few small pockets, backed only by the river. In
actualky however, an unbreakable stalemate had settled over the city smce Paulus lacked
the strength to advance. But the Soviets held a trump. Though Chuikov had fought
Paulus to the pomt of collapse on the west bank of the Volga, to the east the Red Army
had been preparmg to break not only the deadlock, but the Ostheer's back.
The Germans were not the only ones to take note of thek weak flanks. The Soviets
also realized that the Germans relied on "less well armed, less experienced, and less
capable" satellite units for the protection of Sixth Army, and the high command set to
work preparing a plan to ensnare the entke German contingent inside Stalingrad.

The

mkial concept for Operation Uranus, the enckclement of Paulus' forces, was presented to

'^Chuikov, The Beginning, 72.
''Taken from an extract of the speech reproduced on page 213 of Beevor's,
Stalmgrad.
'^Zhukov, Greatest Battles, 142. Zhukov also states: "And, most important, thek
soldiers and even many of thek officers had no deske to die for others on the distant
fields of Russia, where they had been sent by Hkler, Mussolini, Antonescu, Horthy and
other Fascist leaders."
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Stalm on 13 September ki Moscow. Marshals Zhukov and Vasilevsky. both ardent
supporters of the existkig plan, outhned the basic thrust behkid the proposed operation.
Armored spears would surge across the Volga from the north and south of Stalingrad,
racing to meet each other west of the cky. The ensuing battle would include two stages:
"after a breakthrough of the German defenses, the enemy's forces at Stalingrad would be
surrounded and a strong outer front would be created, isolating his forces from the
outside; then [the Red Army] would proceed to destroy the trapped Germans and stop any
attempts to come to thek aid."'^ The usually very aggressive Stalm was actually highly
skeptical of the plan, but agreed to keep k under advisement. For the tkne bekig, ks
existence would remain top secret.
The Soviet Union grew much stronger over the summer of 1942. The factories
that had been transported east to the Urals the previous year started to pump out
equipment.'^ Marshal Vasilevsky reports that "The productions of T-34 tanks, akcraft of
a new constmction, guns - especially antkank and antiakcraft guns - rocket artillery and
automatic weapons, was kicreaskig."^^ The expanding Soviet war mdustry had grown to
the pomt that k could support the attack proposed by Zhukov. Thus, with fum assurances
from Zhukov and Vasilevsky regardmg production capabilkies and operational
feasibilky, Stalm approved the plan ki the closkig days of September. Immediately, key
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Ibid., 143.

'^Beevor, Stalmgrad, 223-5. The author mcludes a good, concise description of
the morale and contribution of the workers.
''Vitukhin, ed., s;nviet Generals Recall, 156. Vasilevsky authors chapter 8, "The
Battle of Stalmgrad."
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changes were made at the front ki preparation for Uranus. Zhukov, wkh Stahn's
permission, replaced General V.N. Gordov, commander of the Stahngrad Front, with
Rokossovsky. Next, the Stahngrad Front's name changed to the Don Front and the
Southeast Front kiherked the designation Stahngrad Front. A new front was also created,
the Southwest, and placed under the capable command of General N.F. Vatutki.'^' As the
situation gradually improved for the Red Army, k gradually deteriorated for the Germans.
Throughout the advance mto the cky the Germans worried about thek flanks.
However, much of this concern, especially in Hkler's case, came ki sporadic bouts. But
some ki the army consistently harbored serious concerns about the Red Army's potential.
In June, the chief of Foreign Armies East (the army kitelligence branch that monkored
the Soviet Union), General Reinhard Gehlen, estimated that the Soviet Union could field
an adequate number of divisions to carry out operations for the foreseeable fiiture.
According to Gehlen, the real plight the USSR suffered from was a lack of raw materials.
Of course, significant dehveries of critical raw materials, such as coal, and finished
materiel, such as tmcks and guns, had been arriving from the US to offset this problem.
Startmg on 25 October, reports of a more knmediate nature began to come ki: the Soviets
were sending reinforcements to the area adjacent the Romanian-held left flank of Sixth
Army. On 2 November, Gehlen concluded that a limked attack was possible. By 10
November he wamed that a major attack was knminent. "But what use," a fiiistrated

^'Zhukov, Greatest Battles, 146-7.
"Rekihard Gehlen, The Service: The Memoirs of General Reinhard Gehlen (New
York: World, 1972), 49-54.
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Gehlen asked, "are the best kitelligence reports if one's own forces are too weak to
wkhstand the enemy, or the wamkigs are not heeded?"'^
The Soviets finally unleashed Operation Uranus on 19 November, and ahhough
the Germans had a considerable amount of kitelligence, both from reliable agents and
reconnaissance, the violent Soviet attack caught the Axis armies off guard. "At
7:30.. .the troops of the South-Westem Front stmck a tellkig blow, breakmg the defenses
of the 3' Romanian Army on two sectors sunukaneously," Zhukov wrote, contmumg
"The enemy buckled and, panic-stricken, fled or surrendered."'' So complete was the
rout of the Romanian legions that the defeat caused serious problems to develop at the
front between German and Romanian soldiers at all levels. Hkler's fellow fascist
dictator. Ion Antonescu, tk-ed by the prolonged nature of the war, disheartened by the
tremendous Romanian casuakies and weakened polkically by the defeat, would go on to
make contact with the Westem Allies only months later.'' To the south of the cky,
Eremenko's Stalingrad Front forces were ordered to delay thek attack 24 hours in order
to capitalize on the confiision to the north. This delay enjoyed the added benefit of
drawing all the Axis reserve formations away from Eremenko's front Ikie. Stalmgrad
Front began ks advance an addkional two hours later than scheduled due to heavy fog

'^Ibid., 58.
"Georgi Zhukov, Volume 2. 122.
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and snow, but when the Red Army fmally marched forward, nothkig could stop k. B>
the evenkig of 23 November, the Red Army had closed the tt-ap. The rkig created by the
Soviet soldiers was fragile, but k would not be broken. Haider's replacement at the
general staff, Kurt Zeitzler, knplored Hkler to order the withdrawal of Sbrth Army from
Stalmgrad, but Hkler's determkiation to hold the cky would prevent a breakout attempt
CT

until k was too late.

Meanwhile, the Soviets busily fortified the mner and outer

portions of the enckclement, ki effect burying approxknately 300,000 axis soldiers.
In the anxious days that followed the Soviet offensive, Hkler desperately sought a
way to hold on to his great prize. At that critical juncture Reichsmarshal Hermann
Goering, head of the Luftwaffe, kitervened. On 23 November, Goerkig met Hkler at his
East Pmssian headquarters, Wolfschanze, to discuss the possibilky of an aklift to provide
the beleaguered garrison with supphes. An enthusiastic Goering, seconded by his Ak
Staff Chief Hans Jeschonnek, quickly assured Hkler that the Luftwaffe could handle a
CO

major aklift, thus hammerkig another nail into Sixth Army's coffin.

The Luftwaffe did

not possess the capacky to supply Paulus' men who, according to Sixth Army's
quartermaster, would need 500 tons of supplies a day to contmue the fight. Durmg
operations earlier in the year, particularly the mvasion of Crete, the ak force's transport
'^Georgi Zhukov et al.. Battles Hkler Lost and the Soviet Marshals Who Won
Them (New York: Richardson & Stekman, 1986), 66-8. Eremenko authors chapter 3,
"Battle of Stalmgrad."
'^Freidki and Richardson, eds.. The Fatal Decisions, 148. Zekzler authors chapter
4, "Stalmgrad."
'^Nicolaus von Below, At Hkler's Side: The Memoirs of Hkler's Luftwaffe
Adjutant. 1937-1945 (London: Greenhill, 2001), 159.
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arm had suffered mightily. By November, k had not recovered. Also, the frigid weather
condkions and the tenacious Soviet anti-akcraft defenses would make every sortie a
challenge. General von Richthofen forewarned the high command of these difficukies,
but no voice could persuade Hkler to call off the effort. Even the meager 300-ton-a-day
goal the high command set was never once approached.'^ Writing after the fact. Field
Marshal von Manstein, who would lead the relief effort on the ground, wrote
sardonically: "That Go[e]ring would commit the supreme frivohty of promiskig an
adequate aklift and then not even lay himself out to produce at least what he had
available was somethkig no soldier could foresee."^' Though the kitrepid men of the
Luftwaffe stmggled endlessly trykig to make good thek chiefs promises, thek labor
went ki vaki. Hkler's will and Goerkig's guarantees proved just as formidable a barrier
to Sbrth Army's survival as the ring of Soviet armour.
Tkne became a critical factor ki the knmediate days after the Soviet offensive.
Wkh every passkig day, the Red Army strengthened the band around the axis armies in
the trap. Paulus recognized the precarious skuation that had developed, and signaled
Hkler late on 23 November:
Smce the receipt of your wkeless signal of 22 November, the skuation has
developed wkh extreme rapidky. In the west and south-west we have not
succeeded ki completkig our hedgehog poskion. Further enemy breaches
are anticipated. Ammunkion and fiiel are runnkig short. Many of my
batteries and anti-tank units have expended all they had...Unless 1

'^Joel S.A. Hayward, Stopped at Stalkipr^d- The Luftwaffe and^Hkler's Defeat in
the East. 1942-1943 (Lawrence: University Press of Kansas, 1998), 242-3.
^'von Manstem, Lost Victories, 309.
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concentrate every available man and kiflict a decisive defeat on the
enemy...my Army will be faced with unmkient destmction,^'
Though Paulus and his subordkiate commanders pleaded with Hkler to allow a breakout
attempt, the Fuehrer would not approve the measure, Hkler had become obsessed wkh
takmg Stalm's cky, the place where the man of steel had won great fame ki the Russian
Civil War decades before.^^ In Hkler's mkid, as weh as Stalm's, tiie Battle of Stahngrad
had come to represent more than a mihtary stmggle: k was a contest of personal mettle
between the two dictators. After receivkig a firm rebuff from Hkler, Paulus, well aware
of the akhft plans and lookkig forward to a rehef effort from von Manstem's newly
organized Army Group Don, energetically set to work on fortress Stahngrad. Wkh a
little luck, von Manstein's armor would reach Stahngrad ki a matter of days.
Unfortunately for Paulus, the Wehrmacht was out of luck.
After a series of delays, von Manstein fmally launched his counterattack on 12
December. He met ferocious resistance from the Red Army, but made steady progress
nonetheless. Wkh considerable help from the Luftwaffe von Manstein succeeded ki
reaching the Myshkova River, the last natural barrier protecting Stalmgrad, by 19
December. Ironically, the success of the German advance tumed out to be ks greatest
bane. The Soviet High Command, which had preoccupied kself wkh plannmg the
liquidation of Sbrth Army, quickly focused ks attention on Army Group Don's relief
^'Waker Goerikz, Paulus and Stalmgrad: A Life of Field-Marshal Friedrich
Paulus Wkh Notes, Correspondence and Documents From His Papers (London:
Methuen, 1963), 233.
" i n Russian, Stalm's name literally means "man of steel." Durmg the Civil War,
Stalm succeeded ki holdkig the cky, then known as Tsarksyn, agamst a major White
Army assauk.
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effort. The same day von Manstem reached the Myshkova, Marshal Vasilevsk> ordered
the Second Guards Army to remforce the area.^^ The lavishly equipped Guards Army
proved decisive. Low on fiiel and facmg deterioratmg weather condkions, von
Mansteki's force wdthered agamst strong counterattacks from the Soviets on Christmas
Eve.^ It must have been a dreary Christmas for the soldiers of Sbrth Army. Pmned
dovm ki the mass grave of Stalmgrad vnXh no food, no warmth and, with von Mansteki's
defeat, no hope, thek looming fate came all too clearly mto focus.
The Soviets had hoped to crush the forces mside the Stalingrad cauldron quickly,
but ki that mission they failed. Maintaining the enckclement became a very costly
expense. Chuikov relates that ki addkion to his own army, Paulus' forces pinned down
six formidable Soviet Armies, competently led by some of the Red Army's most capable
commanders: A.S. Zhadov, I.V. Galanin, P.I. Batov, I.M. Chistyakov, F.I. Tolbukhin and
M,S, Shumilov,^' These forces were needed elsewhere to participate m offensives
mtended to explok the shattered German right wkig. Marshal Rokossovsky explakis:
"GHQ [the Soviet High Command] needed reserves, and the sooner they arrived the
greater the resuks could be expected. With all this ki mkid, we worked to defeat the
surrounded enemy as quickly as possible."^^ But even after the Red Army repelled von
Mansteki's counteroffensive Paulus, prodded by Hkler, mulishly contmued to resist. As

"Zhukov, Greatest Battles, 183-4.
^Werth, Russia At War, 502-3.
^'Chuikov, The Begmnmg, 246.
^^Rokossovsky, A Soldier's Duty, 163.
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the Soviets completed preparations for an attack on the German garrison ki early January
1943, they decided to offer terms to Paulus for the surrender of his army. Rokosso\ sk\,
the primary author of the document, guaranteed that if Sixth Army surrendered, ks men
could retain thek uniforms, badges of rank, medals and personal effects. Addkionally,
medical care would be offered to those who needed k and normal rations would be
distributed.^^ On the morning of 8 January, the Red Ak Force dropped thousands of
leaflets on the city contaming the text of the offer, but Paulus flatly rejected k. Von
Manstem recognized the kicredible value of the Soviet armies forced to hold Paulus:
"There would seem to be little pomt ki discusskig how the situation would have
developed between 9* January and 1"* February...had not the enemy been tied down so
long at Stalmgrad by the heroic resistance of Sixth Army!"^* Sixth Army carried on in
the bitter cold of January, fightmg, ki effect, to save the southem wmg of the German
Army rather than themselves: "This army fiilfilled the highest demand that can ever be
made on a soldier - to fight on to the last ki a hopeless situation for the sake of his
comrades."
Paulus' rejection of the Soviet offer, of course, resulted ki the inkiation of a new
offensive agamst the cky proper. It got off to an extraordkiary start, takmg five miles on
the first day.'^ Paulus managed to stave off defeat, though he had kicurred tremendous

^^Ibid., 162. It is doubtfiil that the Soviets would have followed through on all. if
any, of these very generous concessions.
^*von Manstem, Lost Victories, 364.
^^Ibid., 442.
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losses during the renewed Soviet offensive. On the 17*, he was agam asked to surrender,
basically under the same terms proposed previously. Paulus' response was predictably
negative. This mvked the final Soviet offensive, which started on the 22"". At this stage.
Paulus began to question the necessky of contmumg the fight. Wkh Sbrth Army
enduring a torturous piecemeal dismemberment, ks chief decided that the tune for
surrender had come. However, Hkler forbade Paulus to concede. In hopes of kispkkig
the ckadel's commander to fight to the death, Hkler promoted Paulus to the rank of field
marshal on 31 January. Late that night. Red Army engkieers surrounded Sixth Army's
headquarters and cut the telephone Ikies. Paulus was captured and a few hours later (by
then 1 February) taken out of the city. Resistance ceased except ki the northem portion
of the cky, which, after a particularly kitensive artillery bombardment, fell on the 2"''.'"
After 200 agonizkig days of bloodshed, the terrible siege had come to a close.
In the German camp, Stalingrad was considered nothing short of an unmitigated
disaster. Operation Uranus surrounded approxknately 300,000 of the Wehrmacht's fmest
soldiers. A few thousand wounded were flown out of the pocket between 23 November
and 23 January but around 200,000 men died of starvation, frostbke and as a resuh of
enemy action. The remakiing 90,000-plus went kito Soviet captivky. At his daily
military conference for 1 February, a fiirious Hkler vented his anger:
They have surrendered there formally and absolutely. Otherwise they
would have closed ranks, formed a hedgehog, and shot themselves wkh
thek last buhet. When you consider that a woman has the pride to leave.
Seaton, The Russo-German War, 332.
John Erickson, The Road to Berlin: Stalin's War Wkh Germany (New Haven:
Yale Universky Press, 1999), 38.
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to lock herself m, and to shoot herself right away just because she has
heard a few msukkig remarks, then I cant have any respect for a soldier
who is afraid of that and prefers to go mto captivky. ^^
The German Army had made steady progress from 19 August, tiie day Paulus issued his
order for the attack on the city, on mto November. During the mitial portion of the battle,
the high command made three grave mistakes however. Fkst, the highly mobile Sbrth
Army should not have kivested the city. In fact, because Stahngrad was of little strategic
importance, k might have been bypassed akogether, at least accordmg to Haider and
Zekzler. Once Hkler chose to move mto the cky, he committed the second mistake.
Though ftilly aware of the vuhierabilky of Sbrth Army's flanks, Hkler and the high
command did nothkig to address the danger. The fuial critical error of the battle's mitial
stage was that the army failed to act upon the kitelligence it had at ks disposal, ignoring
the significance of the Soviet threat. Admittedly the mformation Gehlen's Foreign
Armies East provided was incomplete, but k should have provoked a greater reaction at
the front. Poor planning, as well as the high command's failure to properly utilize
kitelligence services, led to the Red Army's successful enckclement attack in late
November, ^^
The greatest German failures occurred between the November encirclement and
the December counterattack from Army Group Don. In failmg to allow Sixth Army the

^^Felk Gilbert, ed., Hkler Dkects His War (New York: Oxford Universky Press,
1950), 17-8,
^^For a survey of Hkler's role in the Stalmgrad debacle, see Geoffrey Jukes,
Hkler's Stalmgrad Decisions (Berkeley: University of Califomia Press, 1985). Also of
note, Paul Carell has authored a very good volume on the battle from the German
perspective: Stalmgrad: The Defeat of the German 6* Army (Atglen, PA: Schiffer, 1993).
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opportunity to break out unmediately, Hkler sealed ks fate. But the blame should not fall
entkely on the dictator's shoulders. Goering's promise to supply Sixth Arm> by ak gave
Hkler the fmal assurance he needed to keep Sbrth Army ki the city. Regardmg Paulus'
role, those who have crkicized hkn for failmg to take the kiitiative and order a breakout
on his ovm, mcludmg von Manstem,^' fail to take kito consideration the effect that the
guarantee of Luftwaffe support and the pledge of an knmediate rehef effort may ha\e had
on the Sbrth Army's leader."^' In the second phase of the battle, the Germans suffered for
the mistakes of the fu-st. Although phase two witnessed the last bk of hope for Sixth
Army's extrication evaporate, the trapped men still had a very valuable role to play.
In the closkig thkd of the battle, begmnmg with the defeat of von Mansteki's
counterattack on 24 December and lasting until the general surrender of 2 Febmary. the
Germans actually gamed a limked victory. Without hope for relief, Paulus managed to
hold on for weeks, affording Army Group A the opportunity to withdraw from the
Caucasus before the Red Army could cut it off at Rostov. ^^ Many historians have not
given Paulus proper credk for his abilkies as a field commander. Alan Clark wrote of
him: "Paulus may have been a good staff officer; as a commander in the field he was
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^'For an objective look at Paulus' performance at Stalmgrad, see Walter
Goeriitz's chapter, "The Battle for Stalmgrad 1942-3," m H.A. Jacobsen and J. Rohwer,
eds.. Decisive Battles of World War II: The German View (New York: G.P. Putnam's
Sons, 1965).
^^See Hart. The German Generals Talk, for von Kleist's account of the retreat out
of the Caucasus. Von Kleist received a marshal's baton for his conduct of the
wkhdrawal.
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slow-witted and ummagkiative to the pomt of stupidky."^^ Sharp criticisms such as this
are completely unfak and ignore the success Paulus enjoyed as Sixth Army's commander
throughout the Kharkov battle and ki Operation Blau. Marshal Eremenko's evaluation of
his pragmatic opponent is much more accurate: "No doubt General Paulus and his chief
of staff General Schmidt were experienced mihtary leaders. They had been assigned an
impossible task, but they displayed much resourcefiihiess ki carrykig k out."^^ In a
calamkous skuation, Paulus' leadership proved to be a great asset. He acted in a
chivafrous manner wkh his conscience as his guide: "I believed that by prolongkig to ks
utmost our resistance in Stalingrad I was servmg the best kiterests of the German people,
for, if the eastem theater of war collapsed, I saw no possible prospect of a peace b\
7Q

pohtical negotiation."

Through January, the great Soviet victory soured as Paulus

makitakied his armies in the city, thus allowing other German Armies to fight on.
The great kony of the Stalingrad battle is that the Germans could have taken the
cky without a fight. Von Kleist claims that the Fourth Panzer Army could have walked
kito the cky wkhout firkig a bullet in the closkig days of July, but was diverted to help
his army cross the Don. However, von Kleist did not need ks support: "k merely
congested the roads [he] was usmg. When k tumed north again, a fortnight later, the
Russians had gathered just sufficient forces at Stalmgrad to check k.'
^^Clark, Barbarossa. 237.
^^Zhukov et al.. Battles Hkler Lost, 65.
^^Goeriitz, Paulus and Stalingrad. 285.
*^As quoted ki Hart, The German Generals Talk. 204-5.
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The Germans

obviously committed a series of cmcial mistakes from the very begmnmg. but was k
these mistakes or Soviet successes that more greatly kifluenced the outcome of the battle?
Undoubtedly, the Red Army had leamed some valuable lessons over the summer of 1942
leadkig up to the battle, but was Stahngrad really a great tummg pomt ki the releamkig of
Soviet military strategy?
The mere abihty of the Red Army to put up a fight at Stalmgrad, after the
disasters of the late sprmg, borders on the rmraculous. But for the Red Army the many
defeats of the past would now begki to contribute to the success of the present and future.
The May 1942 Battle of Kharkov did not go unnoticed by the high command. In
November 1942, hopkig to avert repeats of Barbarossa and Kharkov, the high command
created a system that collected, analyzed and exploked war experiences.*' Tkles
apphcable to the Stalingrad battle include "Actions for the Destmction of Large Enckcled
Q7

R9

Enemy Groupings," "Defense of a Large Populated Area" and "Maskkovka Support
of an Offensive Operation."*' Clearly, the Red Army made a tremendous effort to

*'From David M. Glantz's kitroduction ki Harold S. Orenstem, tr., Soviet
Documents on the use of War Experience, vol. I: The Inkial Period of the War 1941
(London: Frank Cass, 1991), xi-xii.
*^Ibid., 1.
*^Harold S. Orenstem, tr., Soviet Documents on the use of War Experience,
Volume II, The Winter Campaign 1941-1942 (London: Frank Cass, 1991), 135.
^'Harold S. Orenstem, tr., Soviet Documents on the use of War Experience,
Volume III, Military Operations 1941-1942 (London: Frank Cass, 1993), 110.
Maskkovka refers to the mamtenance of secrecy ki plannmg and conductmg militar\
operations.
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capitalize on ks previous failures. The conception, preparation and conduct of Operation
Uranus reflects a shift ki Soviet thkikkig.
For the fu-st tkne ki the war, the Red Army carried out a successftil major
offensive operation, startmg on 19 November. In a matter of days, the offensive
succeeded ui trappkig three-tunes as many men as k had hoped to. Marshal Eremenko
accurately lists the many reasons for the Soviet success: "the element of surprise, the
darkig of the men ki the fu-st echelon, the opportune entry of mobile unks mto the breach,
well-organized co-operation between armies and fronts and firm troop control."*' Even
though Gehlen detected a major Soviet offensive in the works his final conclusion did not
arrive until 10 November. Indeed, the Red Army certainly employed maskirovka tactics
to great affect, especially considermg the scale of the operation they were trykig to
conceal. The soldiers performed exceedingly well, though thek effectiveness came
prknarily agamst second-rate, under-equipped Romanian troops. Also, the Soviets
makitained a better communications system than they had at any battle previously.
Considering Operation Uranus from vktually any aspect one can only conclude that it
was an unprecedented triumph for the Red Army on the grandest scale.
However, k is difficuk to accept that Uranus alone marks a tme turning point in
Soviet mihtary art, as the Soviet General Staff Study argues. It claims that the operation
"showed the high level of military trainkig of the commanders and the men of the Red
Army and marked the beginnkig of a new chapter in Soviet mihtary art at ks highest
stage." It further states: "The enckclement and subsequent smashing of the elke group of
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the enemy marked the begkmkig of a new stage of the Great Patriotic War."*^ In theor>.
under Tukhachevsky's leadership, Soviet milkary art had akeady reached and even
exceeded the level demonstrated at Stahngrad. Soviet military art reached ks highest
stage of development ki 1936, but only after an exceedmgly pakifiil reeducation process
could Tukhachevsky's theories be put mto practice. Also, the ehmkiation of the pocket
kself took far longer than anticipated. So belated was the final German surrender that the
post-Uranus siege can only be considered a strategic failure for the Red Army. To
address the second clakn of the General Staff Sttidy, Stalmgrad did not represent a new
chapter or tumkig pomt in the war. This is tme for a variety of reasons. To begki, by
November 1942 the Germans had akeady lost the war (if they had ever really had the
abilky to wki k). As evident from Dkective 41, the eastem army's striking power had
been reduced to the pomt that k could only carry out major operations on one thkd of the
front. Also by fall 1942, ki addkion to enjoykig the vast output of ks redeveloped
industrial base in the Urals, the Soviet Union benefited from a steady flow of raw
materials and finished products from the United States, The Soviet Union was clearly
growing stronger; Germany had akeady begun ks declkie. In this grand process, the
elimination of a single German army, elke though k may have been, with a few
subsidiary allied auxiliaries, can hardly be considered a new chapter in the war.
Another method to gauge whether the Stalmgrad victory is tmly representative of
the Red Army as a whole and tmly a new chapter ki ks history is to compare the battle to
other operations carried out simukaneously and subsequently. Operation Uranus was not
*^Louis C. Rotundo, ed.. Battle for Stalmgrad: The 1943 Soviet General Staff
Study (New York: Pergamon-Brassey's, 1989), 89.
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the only major Soviet offensive carried out ki late 1942. Along the central portion of the
front another Zhukov-engkieered advance. Operation Mars, possessed even greater
ambkions than ks couski to the south. In theory. Mars would cmsh General V^'alter
Model's Nkith Army, the lynchpki of Army Group Center, through the employment of an
attack force comparable to that ki Uranus. In fact, Zhukov envisioned Mars, enormous
though k was, merely as a precursor for an even greater operation, Jupiter, which would
shatter the whole of Army Group Center, throvmig k back to Smolensk.*^ Unfortunately
for Zhukov, the advance would stagnate knmediately. The operation was launched into
the well-prepared defenses of the crack German Nkith. Over the course of the next
month, the Germans repulsed attack after attack and often tumed the tables on thek
attackers, pkiching off and elknkiatkig sizeable pockets of the Soviet force. The Red
Army endured crippling losses ki thek ill-fated, oft-forgotten assauk. Different estimates
exist of Soviet casuakies. Recent Russian estimates place the number at 215,674.**
Historian David M. Glantz estimates that the number may be as great as 335,000, in
SO

addition to the loss of 1,600 tanks.

Though the numbers vary, they all agree ki one

respect: Operation Mars was not an example of Soviet military art at its highest stage.
*^David M. Glantz, "Counterpokit to Stalmgrad, Operation 'Mars' (NovemberDecember 1942): Marshal Zhukov's Greatest Defeat," Joumal of Slavic Military Studies,
vol. 10, no. 4 (December 1997), 108-9.
**This figure was mcluded ki a letter from General G.F. Krivosheev to David M.
Glantz which is mcluded m Glantz's book, Zhukov's Greatest Defeat: The Red Army's
Epic Disaster ki Operation Mars, 1942 (Lawrence: Universky Press of Kansas, 1999),
379. Krivosheev has edked the most comprehensive collection of statistical data on
Soviet losses currently available: Soviet Casuakies and Combat Losses in the Twentieth
Century (London: Greenhill, 1997).
*^Glantz. Zhukov's Greatest Defeat, 308.
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Many of the dynamics m Mars and Uranus were sknilar; the size of the attackmg force,
the topographic vuherabihty of the enemy poskion and the Soviet commander ki charge.
But one factor had changed: the opposkion, Uranus crashed through the frail Romanian
Ikie. In failmg to dent Model's Nkith Army, the Red Army still could not clakn that k
had overrun a prepared, German-held front ki the course of a major, mobile offensi\ e.
The Red Army did not fare well after the Stalingrad operation either. Growmg
overly ambkious after the destmction of Sbrth Army, the Red Army carelessly raced west
toward the fatefiil cky of Kharkov. Ahnost a year before, the Germans had started thek
summer offensive by routkig Tknoshenko there. In March 1943, the Red Army would
make the same mistake at the same place and pay dearly for k. The Soviet plan.
Operation Star, called for a rapid advance on the cities of Kharkov and Kursk as part of
the general Soviet winter offensive of February 1943. Unfortunately for the Red Army.
Star was doomed almost from the outset. Soviet armies had not had tkne to regroup and
an adequate supply system failed to materialize. Also, the primary front associated with
the advance, Voronezh, possessed only a handfiil of reserves.^^ As the Soviets pressed
forward starting on 2 February, von Manstem began to formulate a counterstroke. He
fmally gamed permission from Hkler to launch his attack on the 17* and succeeded in
hakkig the enemy advance by 3 March. ^' Von Manstem quickly swkched over to the
offensive ki the followkig days, and using the potent Fourth Panzer Army and an elite
^^David M. Glantz, From the Don to the Dnepr: Soviet Offensive Operations,
December 1942-August 1943 (London: Frank Cass, 1991), 211. An entke chapter is
devoted to Operation Star.
^'Stephen A. Hart, "Ostheer: January-July 1943, Defensive Recovery and
Offensive Disaster," Osprev Milkary Joumal, vol. 4, iss. 1 (2002), 23-4.
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SS-Panzerkorps, secured Kharkov.,, agam. The Red Army lost anotiier 60.000 men.
killed and captured, and 600 tanks ki the operation, but more critically k lost the
mitiative.
Though the Red Army fought well ki and around Stahngrad and managed to bag
an entke German army, k only took the high command two months to lose the kiitiative it
had stmggled to capture. Wkh the opening of the Soviet archives and the release of
material dealing wkh Operation Mars and Star especially, k is now possible to put
Stalmgrad ki ks proper historical context. Undeniably, the Red Army performed better
than k had at any previous point, both defensively and offensively. Also, the high
command made major efforts to utilize the experiences of the previous year and a half,
developing an advanced methodical process to decipher war experience beginning in
November 1942. Yet, k took weeks to break Paulus ki the cauldron and proved
impossible to cmsh Model further to the north. After fmally elimkiatkig the Stalmgrad
garrison, the Red Army raced forward only to faker at Kharkov for the second time ki
eleven months. Thus, when placed m ks proper historical perspective Stalingrad cannot
be considered a tuming pomt but sunply a pomt of opportunky. which the Soviet High
Command should be credked for explokkig.

^^Dana V. Sadaranada, Bevond Stalingrad: Manstem and the Operations of Army
Group Don (New York: Praeger, 1990), 144-6. See chapter 13, "The 1942-3 Wmter
Campaign ki South Russia," of von Manstem, Lost Victories, and chapter 13.
"Mansteki's Great Achievement," of F.W. von Mellenthki, Panzer Battles: A Study of
Employment of Armor ki the Second World War (Norman: Universky of Oklahoma
Press, 1964) for detailed German accounts.
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CHAPTER V
RED PHOENIX REBORN

Wkh the Battle of Stalmgrad mled out as the tummg pomt of the Russo-German
War, attention can now be focused on the tme crossroads: the Battle of Kursk. Riskig out
of the ashes of revolution, Soviet military art blossomed ki the 1920s and 1930s under
visionaries such as Tukhachevsky, until Stalm kikiated the milkary purges ki 1937.
Begkmkig the long process of recovery from the devastation wkh the Russo-Fmnish War
of 1939-40, the Red Army finally reached a respectable level of strategic proficiency at
Kursk ki 1943. In looking at the historiography of the battle however, one might be
surprised at the lack of coverage this battle is often given, particularly in German works.
For instance, the Battle of Kursk is not examined at all in ekher of the superb German
compilations The Fatal Decisions or Decisive Battles of World War II: The German
View. These and many other German works focus narrowly on Stalingrad because of
Hkler's obvious culpabilky. At Kursk, though the German Army did not lose as many
men as k had at Stalingrad, k did exert ks final ounce of offensive striking power at the
army group level, losmg the initiative for the final tkne ki the process. In the Soviet
camp, the Battle of Kursk is rightfully held up as a pivotal tumkig point. The lessons of
Barbarossa, Kharkov 1942 and Kharkov 1943 fmally began to pay dividends. After
Kursk, the Soviet advance would not stop at Kharkov, but at Berlki.
After the dust had cleared from the March 1943 Battle of Kharkov an enormous
bulge, centered on the cky of Kursk, was left juttkig westward kito the German line. Von
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Mansteki's rapid advance to the northeast had shaped the southem portion of the salient,
plackig the German Army ki the seemkigly enviable poskion of surroundkig some of the
best Soviet units from three sides.' However, complications regardmg the knmediate
elimkiation of the bulge began to emerge. Aside from the sprmg thaw, or rasputitsa,
which tumed roads kito knpassable quagmkes, any German advance would be hkidered
by the exhaustion of the troops. For example, von Manstem attempted to persuade Arm\
Group Center chief Guenther von Kluge to assist him ki slickig off the bulge just days
after the seizure of Kharkov. However, von Kluge refused to offer appreciable aid due to
the weariness of his men. Thus, hopes for a quick pmcer operation quickly vanished,
and the attack was postponed indefinkely.
Almost a year earlier, after the 1942 Battle of Kharkov, the Germans had
ambitiously hurled themselves toward the Volga only to suffer a devastatkig defeat. The
same scenario occurred agam in 1943, takmg official shape ki Hkler's Operation Order
Number 6 of 15 April. The operation, christened Ckadel, would be a joint effort between
Army Groups Center and South. Before outlining the detailed missions of each army
group, Hkler began the order by summarizkig the overall plan: "1. The objective of this
offensive is to enckcle enemy forces deployed ki the Kursk area by means of an
extremely concentrated thmst conducted mercilessly and swiftly by one assault army
each from the areas of Belgorod and south of Orel, to annihilate the enemy in a
'Historian George M. Nipe, Jr. correctly asserts: "The Kursk bulge was the
strategic legacy of the Kharkov counterattack," m Last Victory in Russia: The SSPanzerkorps and Mansteki's Kharkov Counteroffensive, February-March 1943 (Atglen.
PA: Schiffer, 2000), 353.
von Manstein, Lost Victories, 436.
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concentric attack."^ The order stated that participatkig armies should complete
preparations ki tkne for an attack to come, weather permittkig, as early as 3 Ma>.
Hkler's unrealistic tknetable met knmediate opposkion at the front from Nkith
Army commander. Field Marshal Waker Model. Arguably Hkler's most effective field
commander. Model claimed that his forces did not possess the fkepower necessary to
complete ks mission and kisisted that the attack be postponed at least until 15 May. In an
effort to reassess the entke proposed offensive Hkler held a meetkig at Munich on 3-4
May, attended by Model, von Manstem (commander of the freshly reorganized Army
Group South), von Kluge, Zekzler (vdio had designed the operation), Guderian (then the
Inspector General of Armored Troops) and other high rankkig milkary leaders. At the
meeting. Model restated his case. Ninth Army only possessed a few heavy Tiger tanks,
as the bulk of the army's panzer forces rehed on the medium Panzer IV, which. Model
believed, would faker against Soviet antkank defenses.' Model knew that the Soviets
had fortified the entke bulge and he produced ak reconnaissance photographs of the
defenses. Hkler agreed with Model for the most part and began to consider dropping the
operation akogether. Guderian, recognizing that even a successful attack would cost
scores of precious tanks, argued bluntly against the plan. But Zeitzler, who enjoyed the

^The order appears ki ks entkety ki, Janusz Piekalkiewicz, Operation "Ckadel,"
Kursk and Orel: The Greatest Tank Battle of the Second World War (Novato, CA:
Presidio, 1987), 41-3.
'Earl F. Ziemke, Stalmgrad to Berlki: The German Defeat ki the East (New York:
Bames and Noble, 1996), 128-9.
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ambivalent support of von Manstem and von Kluge, managed to keep the plan alive with
the quahfier that k would be launched as quickly as possible.'
Unfortunately for the Germans, addkional delays lay ki store. A few days after
the Munich meetkig, Hkler armounced that the attack would come several weeks later on
12 June ki an effort to supply the armies at the front with the latest, most advanced
weapons ki the Wehrmacht's arsenal: the Tiger tank, the Panther tank, and the Ferdkiand
(also referred to as the Elephant) self-propelled antkank gun. Each of these armored
beasts, ferocious though they were, possessed serious technical problems at that stage m
the war. Tigers designed and produced by the Kmpp Works handled poorly and lacked
machine guns. Because of this, these enormous tanks were virtually helpless when faced
by infantry. As a resuk, many of the Kmpp Tigers were transformed into tank destroyers
called Ferdinands. Shockingly however, the Ferdinands also lacked machme guns. The
thkd weapon, the Panther, would develop into one of the finest tanks of the war. But,
being brand new in 1943, the Panther suffered from significant "teething troubles."^
Hitler waked patiently for his new weapons to pour off assembly lines, as 12 June came
and went without an attack. On the 18*, the armed forces high command (OKW)
operations staff called for the cancellation of the offensive due to the unpredictable
situation that had emerged ki the Medkerranean after the fall of Tunis. Hkler dismissed
the suggestion from OKW and rescheduled the attack for the fu-st week of July. ^ Thus,

'Guderian, Panzer Leader, 306-7.
^Ibid., 307. See Martki Caidki, The Tigers Are Bumkig (New York: Hawthorn
1974), 79-82, for a discussion of these flawed weapons.
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the operation von Manstem had origmally hoped to carry out ki March was set to launch
more than three months later.
All the while, the Red Army prepared to meet the attack k knew would come.
The Soviets had kifinitely improved thek kitelligence capabilkies by 1943. After
suffering tremendously for the repeated kiteUigence failures of 1941 and 1942, the
Soviets devised a new system, known as razvedka, dedicated to the thorough analysis of
Q

mformation regardmg all aspects of war. In addkion to advances ki organic kitelligence
efforts, the Soviets could also rely on information from thek westem aUies. Westem
intelligence services proved so efficient, that they wamed Moscow of an knminent
assauk ki the Kursk sector at the end of April!^ Wkh the potent combmation of razvedka
and westem support. Red Army planners vigorously set to work preparing formidable
defenses along the whole of the Kursk bulge with an emphasis on the crkical northeast
and southeast comers.
Throughout this period Stalin remamed somewhat of a wild card: would he,
encouraged by Vatutki, follow his natural kiclmation and order a spoilkig attack or, as
suggested by Zhukov, would he allow the German attack to come ki hopes of exhaustmg
ks strikmg capabilkies? Stalm vacillated for weeks, and even by late June had not made

"^Warlimont, Inside Hkler's Headquarters, 333.
*David M. Glantz, "Soviet Operational InteUigence ki the Kursk Operation, July
1943." Intelligence and National Security, vol. 5, no. 1 (1990), 6.
^Bradley F. Smith, Sharing Secrets With Stalm: How the Allies Traded
Intelligence. 1941-1945 (Lawrence: Universky Press of Kansas, 1996), 149.
Ill

a final decision.'° The dictator feared that the Red Army would not be able to withstand
a concentrated attack from the Ostheer but at the same tkne he doubted his army's
offensive capabilkies. Fortunately, at a 12 April military conference Stalm had granted
Zhukov permission to prepare for a strategic defense, an knportant though merely
prelknkiary measure." The plan that resulted was sknple: after concentratmg its mam
forces ki the Kursk sector, the Red Army would "bleed the enemy forces there m a
defensive operation, and then swkch to the offensive and achieve thek complete
19

destmction."

Thus, Stalm had dramatically akered his way of thkikmg, both mvkmg

and actkig upon the suggestions of his subordkiate milkary professionals, thus addkig
patience to his grovsdng list of poskive attributes as an able milkary leader.
In the field, Soviet preparations proceeded remarkably well. The various fronts
that participated ki the battle, Westem, Bryansk, Central, Voronezh, Southwestem,
Southem and Steppe, fielded thousands of tanks and guns, ki addkion to ahnost two
million men.'^ These forces manned six main defensive beks inside the bulge, arranged
one after the other reaching, at critical pomts, well-over 100 kilometers ki depth.
Addkional secondary defensive perimeters were also constmcted to support the mam
10

Albert Seaton, Stalin As Milkary Commander (New York: Praeger, 1976), 183.

"ivan Parotkin et al.. The Battle of Kursk (Moscow: Progress Publishers, 1974),
72. Marshal Vasilevsky provides this mformation ki his chapter, "Strategic Planning of
the Battle of Kursk."
'^Shtemenko, Book One, 218.
'^David M. Glantz and Jonathan M. House, The Battle of Kursk (Lawrence:
Universky Press of Kansas, 1999), 64-5. Glantz and House estimate the number of
committed troops to be 1,272,219, a 2.3:1 advantage over the Germans. Addmg reserves,
the number rises to 1,910,361.
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beks. The Red Army, wkh the help of the local population, dug thousands of kilometers
of trenches, erected dauntkig barbed-wke entanglements and planted millions of mmes."
The elaborate defensive works mcluded machme gun emplacements, pillboxes, artillery
and mortar fu-kig poskions and observation posts. Most cmcially, each bek possessed
careftilly prepared antkank defenses." The Kursk fortt-ess was a milkary marvel that
bore testimony to the Red Army's engkieering capabilkies.
The attack finally came on 5 July. Soviet kitelligence had uncovered not only the
date but the hour of the scheduled attack. Capitalizkig on this mformation, the Soviets hit
the assemblkig German formations wkh heavy artillery barrages and ak strikes just hours
before the assauk was supposed to begki. This caused a brief delay, but after months of
preparation the German offensive would go forward,'^ After enduring the wrath of
Soviet artillery and bombers, the Germans next had to contend wkh the Red Army's
mterminable mine fields. To avoid casuakies due to land mines, German mfantry had
been trained in mine detection during May and June. Also, groups of engineers
proceeded ahead of attack columns, markkig mines with clearly visible flags. These
counter-measures helped lower casuaky rates, but the incredible volume of Soviet mines

"l. Danishevsky, ed.. The Road of Battle and Glory (Moscow: Progress
Publishers, nd), 134-5. Rokossovsky, the Central Front Chief, authors the chapter "On
the Central Front," from which this mformation is taken.
"David. M. Glantz and Harold S. Orenstem, eds.. The Battle of Kursk, 1943: The
Soviet General Staff Study (London: Frank Cass, 1999), 31. Pages 36 and 37 mclude a
map of the massive antkank, echeloned defense manned by the Soviet Thkteenth Army.
'^Boris Solovyov, The Battle of the Kursk Salient (Moscow: Novosti Press
Agency, 1982), 35.
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slowed the advance of the German attack considerably.'^ The Soviets fought tenaciousl\
ki both the northem and southem portions of the bulge, and by 8 July Marshal
Rokossovsky's Central Front succeeded in launching a counterattack that effectively
baked Army Group Center's thrust. Model's revamped Nkith Army had grappled with
defenses that even his Tigers, Panthers and Ferdkiands could not overcome.'*
In the south, fightmg would contmue to rage for several more days. II SS
Panzerkorps spearheaded Army Group South's advance, puttkig m a splendid
performance on the fkst day of battle, but Soviet resistance rapidly stiffened after the SS
troops penetrated the first defensive bek.'^ The Red Army began launching limked
counterattacks against II SS on the 8*. The 4* SS Panzergrenadier Regiment "Der
Fuehrer" participated in this action. Its regimental history records the fighting: "The
enemy repeatedly succeeded ki penetrating the main line of resistance. Again and agam
he was driven out, even though the men of the companies were driven to the verge of
desperation by the onslaught of the masses of Russian armor. Not one foot of ground
was surrendered,"^^ With his SS divisions stmggling on the left flank of the southem
German prong the commander of the Fourth Panzer Army. General Hermann Hoth,
'^Department of the Unked States Army, Milkary Improvisations Durmg the
Russian Campaign (Washkigton, DC: Department of the Army, 1951), 18-9, A group of
German officers, whose names are not provided, prepared this study for the US Army.
'*Werner Haupt, Army Group Center: The Wehrmacht ki Russia, 1941-1945
(Atglen, PA: Schiffer, 1997), 158-9.
'^ Charles W. Sydnor, Soldiers of Destmction: The SS Death's Head Division.
1933-1945 (New Jersey: Princeton Universky Press, 1977), 245.
^^Otto Weidkiger et al.. Comrades to the End: The 4* SS Panzergrenadier
Regknent "Der Fuehrer." 1938-1945 (Atglen, PA: Schiffer, 1998), 180.
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decided on a change of strategy. He ordered that II SS redkect ks mam effort from the
north to the northeast: "The II. SS-Panzerkorps is to move out at 10 July 1943 with the
LSSAH to the right and the SS-Panzergrenadierdivision Totenkopf to the left on both
sides of the Pssel and head northeast. Attack objective: Prochorowka."^'
The great tank battle at Prokhorovka came as a resuk of Hoth's order. The battle,
which began on 10 July, climaxed with a coUision between Hkler's elke SS panzer
formations and Stalin's elite Fifth Guards Army, commanded by General Pavel
Rotmistrov on the 12*. Rotmistrov handled armored units particularly well, akeady
havkig earned a reputation as great theoretician.^^ Seasoned veterans would lead both
armies into battle: Rotmistrov and Vatutki on the Soviet side and Hoth, SS General Paul
Hausser and von Manstein on the other. Recent estimates place the total number armored
vehicles participating in the famous 12 July engagement on the outskirts of the town at
9 'X

just under 600, significantly lower than tradkional estimates.

Yet, the violent melee

that broke out proved one of the most violent of the war.
There was no shortage of targets near Prokhorovka. Stuka dive-bombkig ace
Hans Ukich Rudel recalls a successful sortie over the battlefield: "In the fkst attack four
tanks explode under the hammer blows of my cannons; by the evenkig the total rises to
twelve. We are all seized with a kkid of passion for the chase from the glorious feelmg
^'Glantz and House, The Battle of Kursk, 146. The order is also mcluded in ks
entkety, 358-60.
^¥or a brief biography of General Rotmistrov see Richard N. Armstrong, Red
Army Tank Commanders: The Armored Guards (Atglen, PA: Schiffer, 1994), 303-381
"Glantz and House, The Battle of Kursk, 152. 1,250 tanks were in the on the
eastem flank of the bulge (830 Soviet and 420 German).
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of havkig saved much German bloodshed with every tank destroyed."-' Though Rudel
enjoyed several successftil missions, the Luftwaffe as a whole could not gam ak
superiorky. The lack of this perennial German advantage would be fek on the ground.
The Red Army lunged at the advanckig panzers to engage them at close range where,
many of them lackmg secondary armament, were tiie most vuhierable. Though the
Soviet tanks could only claim .76 mm. guns to the advanced, long barrel German .88s,
the close proxknity of the duel negated the panzers' advantage. General Rotmistrov
reflects on the opening stages of the contest:
The sun came to our aid. It picked out the contours of the enemy tanks
and blinded German tankmen. Our first echelon at fiill speed cut mto the
poskions of the German troops. The appearance on the battlefield of a
great number of our tanks wkh red stars pakited on them threw the
Germans into confusion. Control in the advanced German units was soon
dismpted.^'
Throughout most of the day, the Germans obstinately remained on the offensive. By
mid-aftemoon. Fifth Army began to wither under the vicious German onslaught. At that
critical juncture, Rotmistrov committed his last reserves to bolster the rugged defense
being offered by his men. This move was decisive; Hausser's SS Panzerkorps was haked
and forced on to the defensive.^^ German forces contmued to punch at Fifth Guards over
the next few days but Hkler, fiiistrated by the stagnant advance and concemed about the

^'Hans Ukich Rudel, Stuka Pilot (Dublki: Euphorion, 1952), 86. Major Rudel
was the most highly decorated soldier to come out the World War 11 German armed
forces.
^'Zhukov et al. Battles Hkler Lost, 93, Rotmistrov authors chapter 5. "The Tank
Battle at Kursk."
^^Robki Cross, Citadel: The Battle of Kursk (New York: Bames and Noble,
1994), 215-6.
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five-day old allied mvasion of Sicily, chose to cancel the operation on the 15*. With
Model unable to contmue his advance ki the north and Hoth broken ki the south.
Operation Citadel drew to a disappointkig close.
Unfortunately for the Germans, the Red Army had akeady initiated various
portions of its general counterstroke. The northem flank of the Kursk bulge served as the
southem flank of another colossal bulge centered on the city of Orel. At ks deepest pomt,
the sahent measured approximately 175 kilometers deep, the reflection of the Kursk
cauldron. The Germans were weU aware of the precarious skuation of Ckadel's northem
branch even before the attack was launched, and occupied several Ikies of defense
stretching back to Bryansk that they had prepared over the previous months. But these
would fail to stop the Soviet advance m the days to come.^^ On 12 July, the Red Army's
counterattack agamst the Orel salient. Operation Kutuzov, began wkh thmsts agamst ks
north face by the Westem and Bryansk Fronts.^* The advance of the mfantry and armor
was preceded by a two-hour and forty-five mkiute combmed artillery barrage and aerial
bombardment, targetkig the front Ikies. As thett-oopswent forward, the artillery
redkected ks fire to the rear of the German defense.^^ By mid-day, von Kluge transferred

^^Accordmg to Anisimov et al., the Soviets amassed 2,226,500 men, 33,000 field
guns and mortars, 4,800 tanks and self-propelled guns and 4,300 akcraft against the
Germans' respective totals of 900,000, 10,000, 1,800 and 2,100 for the general
counteroffensive. These numbers are probably not too far off. See The Great Patnotic
War, 186.
^*Michael Parrish, "The Battle of Kursk," The Army Quarterly and Defense
Joumal (1969), 49. Field Marshal Kutuzov, for whom the operation was named, won
renown for his exploks ki the Napoleonic Wars.
^^Solovyov, The Battle of the Kursk Salient, 48.
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two of Nkith Army's reserve divisions to bolster Second Panzer Army's defense agamst
the Soviet offensive. But this measure proved kiadequate. By the end of the day, at
roughly the same tkne Hausser's panzers were being halted to the south, von Kluge
stripped Model's Nkith Army of two rebuilt panzer divisions and half ks Ferdkiands.^^
This too would not render immediate aid to the collapskig Second Panzer Army.
On the 15 , Central Front jomed Westem and Bryansk's three-day-old attack by
marching north out of the Kursk bulge via the corridor the German Nkith Army's
advance had created. Soviet forces now converged on the Orel bulge from three sides,
putting immense pressure on the German forces guarding Orel's surrounding area. The
Germans, outnumbered, outgunned and outflanked, employed mobile defense tactics to
try and wear down the Red Army attackers. Rokossovsky explains these measures:
"While some units held the defense others occupied a new line, five to eight kilometers
away. Time and again he counterattacked with panzers, which he still possessed ki
adequate numbers. He also made wide use of manpower and materiel, manoeuvring
within the inner lines of his defenses."

The Soviets advanced very slowly agamst the

defense Model had engkieered, but they did not falter. By the 17*, the Soviet high
command announced that the Red Army had advanced to within artillery range of the
German defensive poskions ki Orel's suburbs.^^ The bmtal fightmg around the knportant

^^Ziemke, Stalmgrad to Berlki, 136-7,
^'Rokossovsky, A Soldier's Duty, 205,
^^Piekalkiewicz, Operation "Ckadel", 215. The author mcludes a compilation of
extracts from prknary sources to reconstmct the events of 16 July to 12 August 1943,
214-44.
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cky became the focal pomt of the Soviet counterstroke as the kitrepid Red Army soldiers
fought doggedly to overcome the fierce resistance of the Gennans; advance unks
reaching the outskkts by the 23"^**,^^
The deterioratmg skuation the Germans feced is clearly shown from the transcript
of a 26 July milkary conference attended by Hkler, von Kluge and Zekzler. Hkler
favored a quick wkhdrawal to the Hagen defensive hne, which formed the westem mouth
of the Orel salient, ki order to free up divisions to be moved to Italy. But smce the Hagen
Lkie remamed far from complete, von Kluge argued, he would not feasibly be able to
release any of his units until the Ikie was finished.^' Such was the quandary the Germans
found themselves in. At the front bitter fighting continued while Model now commander
of the Second Panzer Army as well as the Ninth Army, energetically prepared his armies
to retreat to the Hagen defenses. Heavy rams made movement ahnost impossible, and
delayed the start of the retreat until I August. The Germans, encumbered by both the
loads of equipment they had stockpiled for Citadel and the chore of demolishing anythmg
of practical use ki the cky, endured unceasing partisan attacks during the withdrawal.
Partisans destroyed the railways while the Red Ak Force, which had gamed ak
superiorky, bombed the slow movkig columns.^' In Orel, the German rear guards held
on to the city until the mormng of 5 August, when the Red Army fmally succeeded ki
liberatkig k. The hberation was an emotional experience for all kivolved, the liberated as

"ibid., 222. This mformation comes from a Soviet High Command report.
^'Felk Gilbert, ed.. Hitler Dkects His War. 55-71.
"Ziemke. Stalmgrad to Beriki. 140-1.
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well as the liberators sheddkig tears of joy. One of Orel's ckizens, a young gkl. asked a
battahon commander of the Seventieth Army: "Our soldiers won't retreat agam. will
they?" The soldier responded: "No, my dear, they won't." He was correct. Second
Panzer and Nkith Armies mshed headlong toward the Hagen Lkie, completkig thek
diflficuk retreat by 18 August. The Soviets had elimmated the Orel bulge. ^^
To the south, the Germans did not fare any better. After Prokhorovka, believkig
that the Red Army would not be able to mount a significant offensive for the foreseeable
fiiture, von Manstem began transferrkig units from the Kursk bulge to several mkior
flare-ups on Army Group South's right flank, explakung: "Bekig too weak, on that
widely extended front, for purely passive defense against an enemy so many times greater
than [the army group], k had to concentrate ks efforts - even at the risk of repercussions
ki sectors temporarily less threatened - on punctually assemblkig forces wherever there
was a Soviet breakthrough to intercept or a chance of inflictkig a blow on the enemy."^^
On 16 July, he ordered the wkhdrawal of the two armies engaged ki the bulge. Army
Detachment Kempf and Hoth's Fourth Panzer Army, back to thek inkial startmg
positions. However, Marshal Zhukov, the high command representative, would not allow
the Germans to simply pull back unmolested. As the German Armies retreated, Zhukov
ordered two armies. Sixth Guards and Fkst Tank, to stage assauks agamst them. Next,
Zhukov ordered Marshal Ivan Konev's Steppe and Vatutki's Voronezh Fronts to join m

^^Solovyov, The Battle of the Kursk Salient, 54-5.
von Manstem, Lost Victories, 450.
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the pursuk.
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However, the advance came to an abrupt hak a few days later when the

Soviet armies neared the origkial 5 July front hne. Both armies were rapidly approachmg
a state of exhaustion followkig the frantic fight around Prokhorovka and ki order to
contmue offensive operations, the spent Red Army paused for several days to rest,
regroup and refit.

The Soviets used this tkne to prepare for a major counteroffensive

agamst Army Group South: Operation Rumyantsev.
The operation, named for the famous 18* century Russian field marshal who
successfiilly campaigned agamst Prussia ki the Seven Years War. was the resuk of
hurried, though thoughtfiil, planning. Several proposals for the operation were submkted
to the General Staff for consideration. Vatutin argued for a tradkional pincer operation,
but this idea was rejected owing to the size and potency of the German unks in the area.
The German force, manning an elaborate shield of fixed fortifications, would make the
reduction of the pocket difficuk, if not impossible. Meanwhile, the Germans could
fortify the Dnepr for extended defensive operations and reorganize ks shattered
formations. The Soviets needed to move quickly, and the General Staff agreed on a
compromise plan to facilkate a speedy advance to the Dnepr. Shtemenko summarizes the
operation: "The Germans' Belgorod-Kharkov concentration must fkst of all be cut off
from ks supply of reserves from the west. This could be done wkh the two tank armies in
readkiess north of Belgorod, which must smash and disorganize the whole enemy defense

^*Otto Preston Chancy, Zhukov, rev. ed. (Norman: Universky of Oklahoma Press,
1996), 267.
^^Erickson, The Road to Berlki, 116.
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system, slash k to pieces with deep thrusts." Bereft of remforcements, the German .\rmy
would then face destmction piecemeal.'^
The attack began at 5:00 am on 3 August vdth a very heavy, five-mkiute-long
artillery barrage. Sappers worked feverishly over tiie next half hour, cuttkig patiis
through the dense German minefields and destroying countless barricades. After the
sappers completed thek dangerous tasks the artillery stmck agam, this tkne m
conjunction wdth bombers, pouring high explosives on the Germans for over two hours ki
a bombardment reminiscent of Operation Kutuzov's fkst day. At 7:55, a terrifykig hiss
from the Katyusha mobile rocket launchers signaled the moment to advance." The
power of the subsequent Soviet push staggered the Germans, who were ousted from thek
first two lines of defense by noon. After successfiilly fightmg off limited German
counterattacks on the 4*, the Red Army carried the stmggle to the gates of Belgorod.
The next day, the same day Orel fell. Steppe Front units succeeded ki reclaimmg the
beleaguered Ukrainian cky.'^ In Moscow, 120 heavy batteries triumphantly fired twelve
rounds each in a salute to the five fronts that had participated in the liberation of the two
ckies. This became an oft-repeated tradkion over the next two years.'^ But the
celebration would have to be brief Kharkov still lay in German hands.

'^Shtemenko, Book One. 243-4.
"Glantz, From the Don to the Dnepr, 251.
'^Parotkki et al.. The Battle of Kursk, 108. Marshal Kkill Moskalenko.
commander of the Voronezh Front's Fortieth Army, authors the chapter from which this
mformation comes, "The Voronezh Front ki the Battle of Kursk."
'^Anisimov et al.. The Great Patriotic War, 190.
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The Red Army quickly descended on the reehng forces of Army Group South,
subjectkig General Werner Kempf s army detachment, which guarded the approaches to
Kharkov, to a savage poundmg. While Steppe Front plowed headlong kito Kempf s
forces ks neighbor on the right flank, Voronezh Front, surged soutiiwest, drivmg a wedge
between Detachment Kempf and Hoth's Fourth Panzer Army. The Soviet wedge reached
a depth of 35 miles by 8 August, threatenkig Kempf with enckclement. With his forces
gradually diskitegratkig, Kempf called for the strategic wkhdrawal of Kharkov on the
12*, but Hitler immediately vetoed this measure." Fourth Panzer mounted counterattacks against the left flank of Voronezh between 11 and 17 August, and though these
attacks succeeded in slowing the advancing enemy they failed to hak k. By the 20 , the
Soviets had forced the German left back on the defensive."
Meanwhile, Konev's Steppe Front contmued to slug ks way dkectly towards
Kharkov. The stmggle was made all the more difficuk by the loss of Rotmistrov's Fifth
Guards Army, which Konev's superior, Zhukov, had shifted west to deal wkh the
German counterattacks agamst Voronezh, Wkhout Fifth Guards, Konev failed to
penetrate the cky's outer defenses and fanatical German resistance prevented an
improvised enckclement operation from succeedkig.'^ But the attacks did succeed in
decknatmg many German divisions. On 20 August, the German Eighth Army

"Ziemke, Stalingrad to Berlki, 152.
"Parotkki et al. The Battle of Kursk, 109-10. From Moskalenko's chapter.
'^Glantz, From the Don to the Dnepr. 326-9.
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commander. General Woehler,'^ pleaded with von Manstem for the evacuation of
Kharkov. This tkne, with Hoth's relief effort blunted and the threat of enckclement
growmg steadily wkh every passkig hour, Hkler permitted von Manstem to withdraw
Woehler's army from the city.'* The Red Ak Force sighted columns movkig out of tiie
cky on the 22" , and Konev responded by organizing a night assauk agamst the remakikig
German defenders. The attack, spearheaded by the 89* Guards and the 183''' divisions,
succeeded ki clearkig Kharkov by noon on the 23'''.'^ The Germans avoided a second
Stalmgrad at Kharkov and temporarily stabilized the front over the next few days, but
never agam would they set foot ki the cky. The Fourth Battle of Kharkov brought the
Kursk operations to a victorious conclusion for the Red Army,
The Battle of Kursk signaled the end of the German blkz. Marshal Konev stated:
"The heaviest defeat was sustained by the enemy armoured forces. It was thek swan
song."'^ In the shattered hulls of the Tigers, Panthers and Ferdinands lay Germany's last
hopes for a major strategic victory in the east that might, though k appears highly
doubtfiil, have forced some kind of draw. Never again would the eastem army launch
another major offensive, successful or unsuccessftil. But was German strategy m the
battle bankmpt from the beginnkig? On the surface, an enckclement operation against
'^ After Kempf called for Kharkov to be abandoned, von Manstem, at Hkler's
urgkig, removed him and re-designated his forces Eighth Army. General Woehler, von
Mansteki's chief of staff, kiherited Kempf s forces as well as his pessimism.
'*von Manstem, Lost Victories, 456.
'^Erickson, The Road to Berlin, 121.
'^Parotkki et al.. The Battle of Kursk, 30. From Konev's chapter, "The Great
Battle at Kursk and Its Historic Significance."
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the Kursk bulge made absolutely perfect sense. The bulge, as von Manstem
characterized k, "was just beggkig to be shced off"" The Gennans, who had always
excelled ki pmcer warfare, stood poised on three sides of an ideally shaped, ideally
poskioned salient, contakikig hordes of Red Army soldiers. However, several crkical
factors, many of them recognizable ki the spring of 1943, emerged to undermine the
potential success of the operation from the outset.
At the fore of the Wehrmacht's problems lay ks poor condkion after the sprmg
counterstrokes. When von Manstem tried to persuade von Kluge to joki hkn ki an attack
ki March, the former failed to consider two dynamics: the exhausted condkion of his
troops and the massive reserves the Soviets had deployed ki the area. In the wake of the
Stalmgrad collapse and the Soviet msh westward that occurred thereafter, von Manstein
engineered a series of unquestionably brilliant attacks agamst the overextended Red
Army, culminating in the recapture of Kharkov. But these operations taxed von
Manstein's akeady fatigued army. The SS-Panzerkorps, the very heart of the army
group's offensive striking force, sustained heavy casuakies throughout the spring,
particularly from the heavy street fighting in Kharkov that Hausser insubordinately
kikiated.'^ Certamly, von Mansteki's forces were not prepared to attack the bulge,
especially considering what lay mside. By the end of March, though the Soviets had not
completed the massive defensive beks that would retard the powerful German thmsts
months later, they had successfiilly redeployed several potent armies and raised an entke
"von Manstein, Lost Victories, 445.
'^Glantz and House, The Battle of Kursk. 261. The authors place SS casuakies at
12,000 for February and March.
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new front (Rokossovsky's Central) to work on the fortifications. In all likelkiood. a
German assauk on the bulge ki March would have resuked ki a costly disaster,
notwithstandkig the fact that they would have been led by one of the war's greatest
offensive strategists ki von Manstem.'^ To the north, von Kluge more accurately
assessed the situation. Like von Mansteki's army group, his own lacked the resources
and the energy to push mto bulge. In rebuffmg von Mansteki's request, von Kluge had
conceivably saved Army Group South from collapse.
Wkh the knowledge the German High Command had at ks disposal by the end of
April, k must be asked: why did the attack go forward? Apparently, many questioned the
necessity of an attack, includmg Hkler. At a 10 May production meetkig ki Berlki
Guderian asked Hkler: "Why do we want to attack ki the east at all this year?" The
dictator tersely replied: "You're quite right. Whenever I think of this attack my stomach
turns over."" Several high-ranking officers opposed the plan, at least as k stood in May.
One of the most important was Field Marshal Model who rightly claimed that his Ninth
Army did not possess an adequate amount of strength to spear the assauk in the north.
Unfortunately, this objection led to delays mstead of a cancellation.
Tradkionally, Model has received a disproportionately large share of the blame
for the defeat due to his interjection. For example, one biographer, Samuel Mitcham,
states: "Kursk was largely Model's battle, and he must be given the lion's share of the
responsibilky for losmg k. He wanted to delay the start of the operation until absolutely
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Guderian, Panzer Leader, 308-9.
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everythkig was ready and the promised new tank models...were delivered to hkn.""
Though Mkcham clahns that Model persuaded Hkler to delay the attack on several
occasions, the field marshal's role was probably considerably smaller. Model simply
pokited out the realkies of the situation at the front in May argumg, rightly, that an attack
agamst the salient wkh the force he had at his disposal would fail. For an> attack to
succeed his army would have to be rested and remforced. Unfortunately for the
Germans, the Soviets would take advantage of the delays, more than compensatkig for
Hkler's super-tanks, which suffered from cripplmg flaws anyway. The blame really lies
wkh others who enjoyed much more kifluence than Model: the army leadership at large.
Guderian claims that the General Staff Chief, Zekzler, was probably the pivotal actor
kifluencing Hkler.'^ After all, Zeitzler would have had an kiterest in seekig his
brainchild resuk in a great victory, Addkionally, Guderian reports that von Kluge,
kicidentally the armor inspector's mortal enemy, "unambiguously" supported the plan at
the Munich meetkig, and von Manstein backed it assumkig there would be an immediate
launch. Only Guderian (and by his own account at that) stringently objected to the
plan.'^ Thus, a critical and attentive Hkler went along wkh the majorky of his milkary
commanders, though few of them enthusiastically supported the plan under any
conditions.

"Mitcham, Hkler's Field Marshals. 317.
'^Guderian, Panzer Leader, 311.
'^Ibid., 307.
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The German forces at Kursk represented the very best tiie Wehrmacht had to
offer, and they fought weU ki the field agamst the Soviets. But could they have gamed a
lunited success? Some, with von Manstem at the fore, have clauned that Hkler cancelled
the operation just as victory appeared on the horizon. Though Army Group South's chief
admits tiiat Model's Nkith Army to tiie north had reached the end of ks tether and needed
to withdraw due to the Soviet offensive agamst tiie Orel bulge, he claims that his own
army was ki a poskion to defeat the Kursk bulge's southem defenders: "I pokited out that
the battle was now at ks cuhnkiatkig pomt, and that to break k off at this moment would
be tantamount to throwmg a victory away."'* Several promkient historians affkm von
Mansteki's idealism. For example, German historian and World War II Wehrmacht
veteran Paul Carell writes: "the Soviets... achieved tiie suspension of Operation Citadel at
the very last moment, just before Manstem and Model were able to brmg k to a
successfiil conclusion."'^ However, this opkiion is untenable. Von Manstem again, just
as he had done ki March, overestknated the strength of his own formations, which had
suffered mightily at the hands of the Red Army ki the fkst week of Citadel. He sknply
did not possess the strength to overwhelm the carefiiUy prepared Soviet defense, and the
furtherance of operations would have only thinned out the ranks of his armies to an even
greater extent, plackig the remnants ki a perfect poskion to be enckcled. Both Carell and
von Manstem fail to grasp the seriousness of the situation. Carell, who refers to the
three-front offensive against Orel as a "diversionary attack," even goes a step fluther than
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von Manstem m claknkig that Model too was ki a poskion to attaki victory.^^ Yet. there
is no evidence mdicatmg that either an attack from the south or especially from tiie north
would have succeeded. Citadel was not, as von Manstem and Carell clakn, a lost victory.
General F.W. von Mellenthki concluded: ''Citadel had been a complete and most
regrettable failure," contmumg "our panzer divisions - ki such splendid shape at the
begmnmg of the battle - had been bled white."^' Indeed this was the case, and altiiough
the Germans played a large role ki thek own defeat, the Red Army clearly proved the
pivotal factor m the battle. Hkler and his generals counted on a Soviet coUapse at the
front for good reason: the Soviets had always collapsed at the front. Up until the Battle
of Kursk, the German Army had penetrated deep kito the Soviet rear ki every major
A9

offensive k undertook.

The Red Army did not end this streak because of a flawed

German plan, flawed German tanks or German delays, though these certainly did not
hurt. The Red Army repelled and then crushed the Germans because a series of changes,
especially after the 1942 Battle of Kharkov, began to take place ki the Soviet command
system starting with the supreme commander, Stalin, at the top and fikering down to the
field officers. In short, the Red Army won the Battle of Kursk because k had developed
mto an organization capable of beatkig the German Army.
Red Army generals take great pride in thek victory at Kursk, and accurately
kidicate the many varied reasons that contributed to thek momentous victory. Of course.
^^Ibid.
^'von Mellenthki, Panzer Battles. 229-30.
"Glantz and House, The Battle of Kursk, 262.
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any evaluation of the Red Army must begki wkh an assessment of Stalm's performance.
While Kursk effectively marked the end of Hkler's willkigness to hsten and cooperate
with his generals, k marked a tumkig pomt ki Stalm's growth as a military leader.
Marshal Zhukov, the dictator's closest military associate, revealed: "Smce his death k has
been said that Stalm never hstened to anyone and made military and pohtical decisions
by himself. This is not ttiie. Ifarguments were presented to hkn kiconvkickig fashion,
he listened. And I know of cases where he gave up his own views and decisions."^' That
is not to say that Stahn conpletely surrendered his legendary stubbornness. Rather, his
obstmacy was gradually becomkig tempered by the more poskive attributes of patience
and experience. Stalm usually paid heed to the suggestions of his milkary commanders,
and, as Zhukov kidicates ki the case of Kursk, dropped the idea of a spoilkig attack m
favor of a defensive stand. This decision led to a great victory rather than a repeat of the
1942 Battle of Kharkov.
Stalm's milkary leaders had also made great strides ki thek personal development
over the fkst two years of the war. Marshal Vasilevsky summarizes the knportance of
the developmental process, from the summer of 1942 to the triumph at Kursk:
The miscalculations of the Supreme Headquarters and the General Staff in
planning milkary operations for the summer of 1942 were taken mto
account in the future, especially in the summer of 1943, when a decision
on the nature of combat in the Kursk salient was made. Supreme Headquarters, together wkh the General Staff and the commanders of the Army
Groups, having the necessary and ready forces wkh which to deliver a
powerfiil blow against the enemy ui this area and knowkig precisely that
the enemy himself was sknukaneously preparmg his basic blow here,
made the proper decision: fu-st to wear the enemy out in defensive battles
and then launch a counteroffensive, completely cmshing the main
^^Zhukov, Greatest Battles. 245.
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groupkig of his forces, massed ki the area of the Kursk salient. Everyone
knows the outcome of this decision.^
Others echo Vasilevsky's sentknent, quickly pokitkig to the fact tiiat Soviet leadership m
the Battle of Kursk was the end resuk of a lengthy releamkig process. General Semyon
Ivanov, the Voronezh Front's chief of staff durmg the battle, notes the advances made at
the operational level ki the battle: "The Battle of Kursk made [an] knportant contribution
to the development of Soviet operational art. The experience gamed ki organiskig and
waging defensive and offensive operations on front and army scale was...vastly
responsible for the successes scored by Soviet troops conductmg diverse strategic
operations ki the final phase of the war."^' The Red Army commanders added thek
experiences from Barbarossa, Kharkov 1942, Stalingrad and Kharkov 1943 to the firm
foundation Tukhachevsky and his purged contemporaries had lain years before. This
winning combmation humbled the invaders ki an unprecedented fashion. Even the
Germans had to admit, "The Russian High Command had conducted the Battle of Kursk
with great skill, yieldkig ground adrokly and taking the stkig out of our offensive."^^
The great extent of the Soviet victory can be gauged by a quick examination of
thek feats on both the defensive and offensive ends of the spectrum. To defend the
bulge, the Red Army bulk up several extremely formidable Imes of defense in a rather
short amount of tkne. Addkionally, manpower reserves not only replenished the
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stmgghng armies m the lkie, but facilitated the creation of an entkely new front. When
the attack commenced, the Red Army faced down the flower of the Wehrmacht, ks
precious armor reserve of heavily armored, weh-armed revolutionary new tanks and the
highly tramed men who operated tiiem. Leadkig tiiese tanks were tiie Germans' finest
field commanders, men who had mauled the Soviets on a regular basis m the past. This
combmation, the best the Germans could muster, proved unequal to the task of
eliminating the bulge.
On offense, the Soviet victory is even more impressive. The speed ki which the
Red Army was able to launch a counterattack amazed the Gennans, catchkig them
completely off guard ki both critical sectors. The methodical reduction of the northem
pocket is of particular kiterest, considermg the extent of the daunting obstacle course
Model, a defensive specialist, had created. Marshal Rokossovsky reflects on the vast
scope of Model's defenses: "I...think that little or no account had been taken of the fact
that the Germans had been digging in around Orel for over a year and had bulk a strong,
deeply echeloned system of fortifications."^^ In addkion to the newly acquked skills of
the Soviet commanders, the high command's abilky to achieve a 2.5:1 advantage ki
manpower also proved pivotal. A new level of communication and cooperation between
the mukiple fronts that participated ki the general counteroffensive made sure that these
soldiers were committed ki a bold yet responsible manner, the very antkhesis of the postStalkigrad operations. Most knportantly, ki the Battle of Kursk the Red Army
successfiilly employed Marshal Tukhachevsky's deep battle concepts. This can clearl>

^^Rokossovsky, A Soldier's Duty, 204.
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be seen ki the wagkig of both Operations Kutuzov and Rumyantsev. These operations
made use of great tank armies, heavily concentrated artillery and droves of effective
ground-attack akcraft. These various units worked vrith each other to bludgeon the
German soldiers at the front while dismptkig elements ki the rear. At Kursk, deep
operations moved off of paper and onto the battlefield, ki effect affkmkig
Tukhachevsky's contribution to military art.
German mistakes did not ensure defeat at Kursk; the revamped, reeducated Red
Army did. This force, a phoemx raised out of the ashes of Stalm's milkary purges, the
Russo-Fmnish War and the catastrophic setbacks of 1941 and 1942, deak Hkler's
stampeding torrent of Tigers, Panthers and Elephants a staggering blow from which k
would never recover. As Marshal Konev concisely put k: "The historic battle at Kursk
was one of the most important and decisive events of the Great Patriotic War."^* The
preceding Battle of Stalingrad had only knocked the wind out of the eastem army, but
Kursk crippled it. The releaming process that cuhnkiated in the Kursk victory was an
extraordkiarily pakiful one but the Red Army, fightmg for ks survival, mulishly persisted.
Von Manstein conectly points out: "The Soviet command had leamt a great deal during
the fkst years of the war." Yet ki wrking of Kursk in particular he mistakenly states:
"Begmning ki the summer of 1943, the German principle of breakmg through the enemy
front at selected pokits was bekig employed [by the Red Army]."^^ The offensive

^*Parotkki et al.. The Battle of Kursk, 25. Konev claims that divisions m question
lost from 50-75% of thek strength, a fakly accurate appraisal.
^^Hart, ed.. The Red Army, 150. Von Manstem authors chapter 13. "The
Development of the Red Army, 1942-1945." Emphasis added.
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strategies employed at Kursk were not German, but rather pre-war Soviet principles that
Tukhachevsky and his contemporaries had conceived fkst ki the 1920s. The Red Arm>
did not adopt German strategies but mstead releamed ks own, which had been
unconsciously abandoned as a resuk of the purge. Throughout the remakider of the
Russo-German War, a legion of talented Red Army leaders would take up these strategies
of years past and use them to defeat Nazi Germany. In dokig so, they would achieve a
victory unequaled both m scale and pertkience that has yet to be matched.
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Figure 1: The Army Deep Operation
Source: Richard W. Harrison, The Russian Way of War, 206.
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1. The Soviet Marshals (Tukhachevsky is on
the first row left, Voroshilov sits next to him)

2. B.M. Shaposhnikov

3. S. Shtemenko

4. S.K. Timoshenko

5. A.M. \ ;»sik\sk\

6. G.K. Zhukov

7. D.G.Pavlov

8. A. Eremenko

1^^

9. K. Rokossovsky

10. V. Chuikov

Figure 3: The Soviet Generals
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THE SOVIET GENERALS: BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCHES
1. a.) After his execution, Mikhail Tukhachevsky's existence disappeared from the
public record. Though his operational theories reemerged over the course of Wbrld
War II, his memory was not officially rehabilitated until February 1963.' b ) Kliment
Voroshilov spent most of World War II as a member of Stalm's war cabmet. a
demotion from his previous position as people's commissar of defense. After Stalm's
death, he became chauman of the Presidium of the USSR Supreme Soviet. Howe\er.
ui retu-ement he was condemned for his connections with an anti-party organization.
He admitted his guih and won pardon with Khrushchev's help. Voroshilov
miraculously rebounded, regammg his position as chauman of the Presidium in 196^
He died m 1969.^
2. Boris Shaposhnikov, a highly capable and mteUigent Tsarist officer, served as chief of
the general staff until ilhiess forced him to accept less rigorous duties m May 1942.
He died on 26 March 1945, less than two months prior to the end of the war in
Europe.^
3. Sergei Shtemenko, who headed the operations section of the general staff, proved to
be one of the Red Army's best staff officers durmg the war. After its conclusion, he
was promoted to chief of the general staff and, under Brezhnev, later became chief of
the general staff of the Warsaw Pact. He died in 1976.^^
4. Before the war. Semen Timoshenko was identified as one of the only capable Soviet
field commanders. However, in the openuig year of the war he suffered several
embarrassing defeats, including the 1942 Kharkov debacle, which permanently
warped his career. From 1943 onward, Stalin used him as his personal representative
to many different fronts. After the war, he held a variety of posts culminating m his
tenure as an mspector general of the Defense Ministry. He died m 1970 and his ashes
were placed in the Kremlin wall.^

'Shukman, Stalm's Generals, 255. From Shimon Naveh's chapter.
^Khrushchev, Khrushchev Remembers, 554-5.
^Shukman, Stalm's Generals, 228-9. From Oleg Rzheshevsky's chapter on
Shaposhnikov.
"^Ibid., 236-7. From Geoffrey Jukes' chapter on Shtemenko.
^Ibid., 252-3. From Viktor Anfilov's chapter on Timoshenko.
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5. Alexander Vasilevsky took over as chief of the general staff^after Shaposhnikov
stepped down. He performed very well at this post during the war. risuig to the post
of war mmister after its conclusion. He died m 1977.^
6. Georgi Zhukov was undoubtedly the most famous Soviet soldier of the Second World
War as well as Stalm's most unportant military leader. Threatened by Zhukov's great
popularity, Stahn quickly consigned hun to oblivion after the war. Khrushchev
resurrected his career by makmg Mm first deputy minister of defense, then mmister of
defense, and finally a member of the Presidium. Zhukov reclauned his lost popularit\
rapidly and Khrushchev, m turn, forced hun into retirement.^ Shortly after Brezhnev
came to power, the disgraced marshal agam returned to prommence. He feverishl>
wrote his memofrs before passmg away on 18 June 1974.*
7. Dmitri Pavlov's poor handlmg of the Westem Front in 1941 resulted m his execution.
Few contemporaries have offered any words of sympathy for him. Though in some
respects Pavlov was a good soldier, he was certamly not capable of commandmg a
front, much less the crucial front defendmg the Smolensk-Moscow axis.
8. Andrei Eremenko led several fronts over the course of the war, achievmg greater
victories and notoriety at each subsequent post. After the war, he commanded three
military districts before becoming an mspector general of the Ministry of Defense in
1958.^
9. Konstantin Rokossovsky was imprisoned as a resuh of the purge, but he was recalled
to active duty when the Germans attacked. Over the course of the war, he developed
into one of the Soviet Union's finest field commanders. Following the defeat of
Germany, he commanded occupation forces in Poland and, m 1949, was declared a
Pohsh national by the Poles and made that country's defense minister. Next, he held
several posts including deputy defense minister and chief mspector of the Mmistry of
Defense. After suffering from a lingering illness, he died on 3 August 1968.'^
10. Vasih Chuikov is most often remembered as the hero of Stalmgrad. He also
distmguished himself m the Battle of Moscow, later writmg articulate memoirs on
^Ibid., 281-4. From Geoffrey Jukes' chapter on Vasilevsky.
^Khrushchev, Khrushchev Remembers, 556-7.
^Shukman, Stalm's Generals, 359. From Viktor Anfilov's chapter on Zhuko\
^Bialer, ed., Stalm and His Generals, 631.
'^Shukman, Stalm's Generals, 191-6. From Richard Woff^s chapter on
Rokossovsky.
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each of these titanic engagements. After war's end, Chuikov mamtamed the fa\or of
Stalm and then Khrushchev, eventually eammg the rank of marshal and energeticalh
serving as deputy mmister of defense and chief of staff for Soviet ground forces. He
died m 1982 and was buried, appropriately, ui Stalingrad.''
11. Ivan Konev shared the honor of capturing Berlin with Marshal Zhuko\'. He held a
variety of posts after the war and successfiilly crushed the Hungarian revolt of 1956
as commander-in-chief of the Warsaw Pact armed forces. He later led the Soviet
forces m East Germany, takmg command just days before the Berhn Wall was
erected. The two-tune Hero of the Soviet Union died m 1971 of cancer.'^

"ibid., 72-3. From Richard WofTs chapter on Chuikov.
"Ibid., 104-6. From Oleg Rzheshevsky's chapter on Konev.
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1. Franz Haider

4. Guenther von Kluge

7. Erich von Manstein

2. Fedor von Bock

5. Walter Model

8. Friedrich Paulus

3. Heinz Guderian

6. Ewald von Kleist

9. Hermann Hoth

Figure 4: The German Generals
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THE GERMAN GENERALS: BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCHES
^' ^^Zn^^^^\ZT^^
' ^ " ^ ^ " ^ ' ^' ^^"^^ ^ ^^^^°^^he German General
Staff-(1938-1942). Though sympathetic to the varied plots agamst Hitler, he never
actively participated m them. The Gestapo arrested Haider m the wake of the 20 Julv
1944 assassmation attempt agamst Hitler, but the former chief survived the slaughte^
that ensued, remainmg a prisoner for the rest of the war. FoUowing its conclusion he
worked for the US Army Historical Division. On 2 April 1972 he died in Germany.'
2. Fedor von Bock never returned to active duty after being relieved as Army Group
South's commander m July 1942. He sat out the remamder of the war. agamst his
will, m virtual retirement. On 4 May 1945, he died with his wife and daughter when
a British plane attacked their car. Most accounts agree that he was \ er\ arrogant, but
concede that he was a capable and professional soldier.^
3. Hemz Guderian held a variety of posts during the war, cuhnmatmg in his promotion to
chief of the general staff after the fallout of 20 June 1944. Always outspoken, he was
fired m March 1945 after one of his regular arguments with Hitler. He died on 14
May 1954 and is remembered primarily as the father of blitzkrieg.^
4. Guenther von Kluge, a proud officer of Prussian decent, commanded army groups m
both the east and west. In the final phase of the war, von Kluge and Erwin Rommel
served jouitly as commander-m-chief west. As the front crumbled under pressure
from the westem allies, the two leaders concluded that the war was lost. Despite this
assessment, von Kluge refiised to cooperate with anti-Hitler conspirators. He tried,
mdependently, to make contact with American military leaders but Hitler, who
immediately suspected him of treachery, sacked him. On 19 August 1944, during his
retum trip to Germany, von Kluge killed himself by taking a cyanide capsule."*
5. Waher Model, a zealous Nazi, might have been Germany's best field commander. He
was an outstanding defensive tactician who accepted Hitler's most difficult
assignments over the final two years of the war. He took over for von Kluge in the

'Correlh Bamett, ed.. Hitler's Generals (New York: Grove Weidenfeld, 1989).
101 & 122. From Barry Leach's chapter.
^Mitcham, Hitler's Field Marshals, 159.
^F.W. von Mellenthm, German Generals of World War II As 1 Saw Them
(Nomian: University of Oklahoma Press, 1977), 100.
''Correlli Bamett, ed.. Hitler's Generals, 405-7. From Richard Lamb's chapter.
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west, but failed to tum the tide. Model decided to end his life as the war drew to a
disastrous close. He shot hunself on 21 April 1945.'
6. Ewald von Kleist, a gentleman m every regard, was one of the Wehrmacht's ablest
leaders, though he is often overlooked. Hitler relieved Mm as commander of Army
Group A a year before the war ended. Von Kleist was captured by the Americans in
1945 and extradited to Yugoslavia a year later. After facmg trial there, he was
shipped to Russia. He died m Russian captivity on 15 October 1954.^
7. Erich von Manstem was probably the best German strategist of World War II. He
brilliantly conducted both offensive and defensive operations before being forced mto
retirement by Hitler on 30 March 1944. He sat m prison for four years after the war
awaiting his court case. The dubious trial resulted ui a lengthy prison sentence that
was quickly commuted. He died m Bavaria on 12 June 1973, two decades after his
release.
8. Friedrich Paulus was a very good soldier, despite the sunplistic, unflattering epitaph
that history has given him. He was an exceptional staff officer and handled Sixth
Army very well m the field up to the Battle of Stalingrad where circumstances, rather
than a personal lack of resolve, led to his army's destmction. Though he never
espoused Communist sympathies, Paulus joined an anti-Hitler organization while in
captivity after the 20 July 1944 attempt on Hitler's life. He was finally released by
the Soviets m 1953 and moved to Dresden, East Germany, where he lived quietl>
until his death on 1 February 1957.
9. Hermann Hoth never rose to the rank of field marshal, in spite of his extensive
credentials. He served m the east until Hitler dismissed him, following the fall of
Kiev m late 1943.^ After D-Day Hoth was reactivated, taking command of XV
Panzerkorps. After the war, Hoth was found guilty of war crunes but released early.
He died m the early 1970s.

^Ibid., 327-30. From Carlo D'Este's chapter.
^Clyde R. Davis, Von Kleist: From Hussar to Panzer Marshal (Houston: Lancer
Militaria, 1979), 16-18.
^Mitcham, Hitler's Field Marshals, 253-4. Von Manstein and von Kleist ucrc
relieved together at Hitler's mountaui retreat, Berghof
*Ibid., 240.
^Ziemke, Stalingrad to Berlm. 212.
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Figure 5: Soviet Force Dispositions, 22 June 1941
Source: David M. Glantz, "Soviet Mobilization in Peace and War, 1924-1942."
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Figure 6: Operation Barbarossa, 22 June-30 September 1941
Source: David M. Glantz, Barbarossa: Hitler's Invasion of Russia, 1941
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Figure 7: The Minsk Pocket, 1 July 1941
Source: David M. Glantz, Barbarossa: Hitler's Invasion of Russia, 1941.
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Figure 8: Sealing the Smolensk Pocket, 27 July 1941
Source: David M. Glantz, Barbarossa: Hitler's Invasion of Russia, 1941.
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Figure 9: The Kiev Encirclement Operation
Source: Alan Clark, B a r b a r ^ s s a O M R u s M ^ ^
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Figure 10: Operations at Kharkov. 12-29 March 1942
Source: David M. Glantz, Kharkov, 1942: Anatomy of a Military Disaster.
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.5 BATTLE OF STALINGRAD Jul) 17-Nov 18. 1942
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Figure 11: The Battle of Stalingrad, 17 July-18 November 1942
Source: N.I. Anisimov et al.. Great Patriotic War of the Soviet Union.
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Figure 12: Operation Uranus, November 1942
Source: Georgi Zhukov, Reminiscences and Reflections, Volume 2.
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Figure 13: The Soviet Advance, November 1942-March 1943
Source: David M. Glantz and Jonathan M. House, When Titans Clashed.
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Figure 14: The Soviet Counteroffensive at Kursk, 12 July-23 August 1943
Source: N.I. Anisimov et al.. Great Patriotic War of the Soviet Union.
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